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Foreword

Ph o to v o l t a i c s  I nte r n at i o n a l 1

The latest capex cycle in the solar PV industry has been gathering pace since 
2013, when the previous two-year period of oversupply came to an end and 
a degree of upstream confidence was restored. Manufacturers worldwide have 
since been gearing up to start investing in new production capacity again, with 
announcements since 2014 now amounting to many tens of gigawatts of putative 
capacity.

But how much of that announced capacity has been built out? In a detailed piece of 
analysis for Photovoltaics International, our Senior News Editor Mark Osborne, 
who has been tracking the latest wave of capacity announcements since 2014, seeks 
to answer this question. 

His report (p.11) provides the first full picture of two years’ worth of capacity 
announcements and how those are now being translated into real nameplate 
capacity. The key takeaway is that although initially the realisation of recent 
announcements did not happen as quickly as might have been expected, the ramp 
rate gathered momentum in 2015. How that plays out in 2016 and further ahead 
will no doubt be the subject of further analysis. 

In another special report for Photovoltaics International, Finlay Colville, our 
Head of Solar Intelligence, characterises the nature of the current PV capex cycle 
as compared to the last one between 2006 and 2011 (p.112). Whereas the previous 
spending cycle was notable for being what Colville describes as “frantic”, the latest 
one has so far been more measured, with manufacturers focusing on strengthening 
their positions in specific segments of the value chain rather than seeking to 
expand across the full c-Si value chain as was the case before. 

So far module and more recently cell investments have dominated, with wafer and 
ingot capex likely to be next in line. Yet to materialise is any significant new surge in 
polysilicon capex, with investor confidence in this link in the value chain yet to be 
restored, according to Colville.

Other highlights in this issue include a paper from researchers at the Solar Energy 
Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) exploring cell-to-module losses (p.90). 
Few months pass in the world of solar without a manufacturer or research institute 
announcing new champion cell efficiency. But what really matters is conversion 
efficiency at a module level, and this typically lags behind cells by a few percent. 
The SERIS team look at why such losses are happening, how they can be quantified 
and, most importantly, how they can be avoided.

Meanwhile, researchers from the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) and US 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) look at the likely future impact of 
c-Si solar manufacturing on silver prices (p.62). Silver is clearly a key component in 
c-Si solar cells, and the CSM-NREL team explore how an expansion in production 
could lead to an increase in manufacturing costs because of a consequent rise in 
silver prices.

We hope you find this edition of the journal essential reading at what is a pivotal 
time for the upstream solar industry. Our team will be at the SNEC PV expo in 
Shanghai in May. We look forward to meeting you there.

Ben Willis 
Head of Content
Solar Media Ltd



Photovoltaics International’s primary focus is on assessing existing and new technologies for 
“real-world” supply chain solutions. The aim is to help engineers, managers and investors to 
understand the potential of equipment, materials, processes and services that can help the PV 
industry achieve grid parity. The Photovoltaics International advisory board has been selected 
to help guide the editorial direction of the technical journal so that it remains relevant to 
manufacturers and utility-grade installers of photovoltaic technology. The advisory board is 
made up of leading personnel currently working �rst-hand in the PV industry.

Editorial Advisory Board
Our editorial advisory board is made up of senior engineers from  
PV manufacturers worldwide. Meet some of our board members below:

Prof Armin Aberle, CEO, Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS), National University of Singapore (NUS)
Prof Aberle’s research focus is on photovoltaic materials, devices and modules. In the 1990s he established the Silicon Photovoltaics 
Department at the Institute for Solar Energy Research (ISFH) in Hamelin, Germany. He then worked for 10 years in Sydney, Australia as 
a professor of photovoltaics at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). In 2008 he joined NUS to establish SERIS (as Deputy CEO), 
with particular responsibility for the creation of a Silicon PV Department. 

Dr. Markus Fischer, Director R&D Processes, Hanwha Q Cells
Dr. Fischer has more than 15 years’ experience in the semiconductor and crystalline silicon photovoltaic industry. He joined Q Cells 
in 2007 after working in di�erent engineering and management positions with Siemens, In�neon, Philips, and NXP. As Director R&D 
Processes he is responsible for the process and production equipment development of current and future c-Si solar cell concepts. Dr. 
Fischer received his Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering in 1997 from the University of Stuttgart. Since 2010 he has been a co-chairman of 
the SEMI International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic.

Dr. Thorsten Dullweber, R&D Group Leader at the Institute for Solar Energy Research Hamelin (ISFH)
Dr. Dullweber’s research focuses on high e�ciency industrial-type PERC silicon solar cells and ultra-�neline screen-printed Ag front 
contacts. His group has contributed many journal and conference publications as well as industry-wide recognized research results. 
Before joining ISFH in 2009, Dr. Dullweber worked for nine years in the microelectronics industry at Siemens AG and later In�neon 
Technologies AG. He received his Ph. D. in 2002 for research on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-�lm solar cells.

Dr. Wei Shan, Chief Scientist, JA Solar
Dr. Wei Shan has been with JA Solar since 2008 and is currently the Chief Scientist and head of R&D. With more than 30 years’ experience 
in R&D in a wider variety of semiconductor material systems and devices, he has published over 150 peer-reviewed journal articles and 
prestigious conference papers, as well as six book chapters.

Jim Zhu, Chief Scientist, Wuxi Suntech
Jim Zhu has bachelor and master’s degrees from Fundan University and a Ph.D. from the Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. In 2007 he joined Suntech as group VP with responsibility for customer service, quality management 
and R&D. He has been the company’s Chief Scientist since 2013.

Florian Clement, Head of Group, MWT solar cells/printing technology, Fraunhofer ISE
Dr. Clement received his Ph.D in 2009 from the University of Freiburg. He studied physics at the Ludwigs-Maximilian-University of 
Munich and the University of Freiburg and obtained his diploma degree in 2005. His research is focused on the development, analysis 
and characterization of highly e�cient, industrially feasible MWT solar cells with rear side passivation, so called HIP-MWT devices, and 
on new printing technologies for silicon solar cell processing.

Sam Hong, Chief Executive, Neo Solar Power
Dr. Hong has more than 30 years’ experience in solar photovoltaic energy. He has served as the Research Division Director of Photovoltaic 
Solar Energy Division at the Industry Technology Research Institute (ITRI), and Vice President and Plant Director of Sinonar Amorphous 
Silicon Solar Cell Co., the �rst amorphous silicon manufacturer in Taiwan. Dr. Hong has published three books and 38 journal and 
international conference papers, and is a holder of seven patents. In 2011 he took o�ce as Chairman of Taiwan Photovoltaic Industry 
Association.

Matt Campbell, Senior Director, Power Plant Products, SunPower
Matt Campbell has held a variety of business development and product management roles since joining the SunPower, including the 
development of the 1.5MW AC Oasis power plant platform, organized SunPower’s power plant LCOE reduction programmes, and the 
acquisition of three power plant technology companies. Campbell helped form a joint venture in Inner Mongolia, China for power 
plant project development and manufacturing. He holds an MBA from the University of California at Berkeley and a BBA in Marketing, 
Finance, and Real Estate from the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

Ru Zhong Hou, Director of Product Center, ReneSola
Ru Zhong Hou joined ReneSola as R&D Senior Manager in 2010 before being appointed Director of R&D in 2012. Before joining 
ReneSola he was a researcher for Microvast Power Systems, a battery manufacturer. His work has been published in numerous scienti�c 
journals. He has a Ph.D. from the Institute of Materials Physics & Microstructures, Zhejiang University, China.
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News

Closures, suspensions and delays

SunEdison closes poly plant 
and puts ingot facility on hiatus

Struggling renewables firm SunEdison is 
making drastic changes to its upstream 
manufacturing operations as its financial 
position remains precarious. 

The company announced in February 
that it  would permanently close its 
Pasadena, Texas polysilicon production 
facility by the third quarter of 2016. 
The closure will  result in one-time 
impairment and restructuring charges 

of US$363 million that will be reflected 
in SunEdison’s fourth quarter financial 
results, and approximately US$10 million 
to US$13 million in restructuring charges 
that are expected to be reported in 2016. 
SunEdison said around 180 jobs would be 
lost from the closure of the plant. 
SunEdison also said it would be halting 
high-volume production of silicon crystal 
ingot at its facility in Oregon, US, which 
is expected to reduce operating expenses 
to optimise cash utilisation, according to 
the company. Approximately 40 jobs are 
expected to be affected by the changes. 

The facility has been consolidated into 
an R&D and technology demonstration 

and training centre for future licensees of 
the company’s continuous Czochralski 
si l icon cr ystal  ingot manufacturing 
technology. As a result, SunEdison said 
one-time impairment and restructuring 
charges of US$39 million would also be 
reflected in its fourth quarter results.

Monocrystalline ingot and 
wafer producer M.Setek halts 
polysilicon production
Japan-based M.Setek, a subsidiary of 
Taiwan based flat panel display and PV 
module manufacturer, AU Optronics 
Corp (AUO) is to stop production of 
monocrystalline polysilicon production, 
due to cost competitive issues. 

In a Taiwan Stock Exchange statement, 
AUO noted that it would incur a one-
time impairment charge of M.Setek’s 
e q u i p m e nt  a n d  f a c i l i t i e s  to t a l l i n g 
NT$6.75 billion (US$203 million).

However, AUO noted that it would 
continue to operate M.Setek’s ingot/
wafer slicing operations at the facilities. 
According to PV Tech’s own analysis, 
M.Setek had less than 10,000MT of direct 
polysilicon production per annum. 

Timeline slides on SolarCity’s 
gigafab due to equipment lead 
times
US installer SolarCity said in its fourth 
quarter 2015 earnings cal l  that its 
ambitious 1GW Buffalo Riverbend 
manufacturing facility had been impacted 
by longer than expected equipment lead 
times, pushing some equipment installs 
into the second-half of 2016. 

Constr uction of  the fac i l i ty  w a s 
started in September, 2014 with plant 

News
2016 manufacturing capacity expansion 
announcements pick up where 2015 left off
PV manufacturing capacity expansion announcements 
topped 55.19GW in 2015, up from 21GW in 2014. The data, 
collated by PV Tech, includes thin-film, solar cell, dedicated 
module assembly and integrated cell and module categories. 

The tally includes additions throughout the year and 
beyond as part of longer-term phased roll outs. It also 
includes some capacity that was announced and later 
cancelled, such as that of Hanergy Thin Film Power. 

A total of 25GW of expansions were announced in 
November 2015 alone. 2016 kicked-off with another raft 
of announcements. January saw 9.5GW of expansions 
including LG, GCL and 1GW of phased expansions by the 
Al-Afandi Group in Saudi Arabia. 

Around 2.76GW of dedicated c-Si solar cell announcements 
were made in January, notably with LG Electronics announcing it would expand n-type monocrystalline cell production from 
1GW to 3GW by 2020 with capital expenditure of US$435 million. January also delivered 5.35GW of planned module assembly 
capacity expansions and 1.5GW of integrated cell and module expansions.

Capacity expansions top 55.19GW in 2015.
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New York Andrew M. Cuomo at an event at the Riverbend facility. Tool 
deliveries are holding up progress at the site of SolarCity’s new fab.
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News
construction including internal facilities 
guided to be completed by the end of 
2015.However, internal facilities were 
sti l l  being installed in Januar y and 
previous SolarCity management remarks 
on manufacturing equipment install 
schedules, meant initial tool installs 
would slip from the first quarter to the 
second quarter of 2016. 

Lindon Rive, SolarCity’s chief executive 
officer,  noted in the latest earnings 
call that all building work should be 
completed by the end of the first quarter 
or probably early second quarter, followed 
by initial tool install taking place in the 
second and third quarter of 2016. 

Rive also explained that longer than 
expected equipment lead times than 
originally expected would have a greater 
impact on the overall production ramp 
schedules and delay the purchase of an 
unidentified amount of the equipment 
until some time in 2017. “So the building 
should be completed at the end of this 
quarter probably early Q2,” he said. “We’ll 
then start moving in equipment. As some of 
the equipment has longer lead time than we 
originally expected. And so that equipment 
is going to arriving around Q2, Q3 next year. 
Because of that it will actually – the effect 
of that we can delay the purchasing of some 
of the other equipment and so a lot of the 
CapEx or probably about half the CapEx are 
actually moving to 2017.”

India MoUs

Essel and GCL explore 5GW 
India-based module plant
A consortium between India-based 
integrated utility and solar developer 
Essel Infra and China-based PV material 
manufacturer Golden Concord Holdings 
(GCL) has signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with the Andhra 
Pradesh government to invest US$2 
billion in developing 5GW of module 
manufacturing capacity by 2020 in the 
Indian state.

The module facility would cater to both 
the domestic and overseas PV markets, 
said and Essel Infra release. The project 
will also create 15,000 skilled jobs. 

Shu Hua, vice chairman of the GCL 
Group said: “We are very excited to be 
a part of the ‘Make in India’ campaign 
of prime minister Narendra Modi. GCL 
looks forward to contributing towards 
the progress of this wonderful country 
by not only bringing in investments but 
also the latest available technologies of PV 
industry.” 

S u b h a s h  C h a n d r a ,  fo u n d e r  a n d 
c h a i r m a n  o f  E s s e l  G r o u p ,  s a i d : 
“Renewable energy is the key for the 
economic growth of our countr y. It 
will aid clean energy initiative of the 

government. Taking the lead, Essel Group 
intends to facilitate India’s green energy 
requirement by delivering sustainable 
energy and creating value to empower 
people, communities and businesses.”

India’s SECI to explore joint 
solar manufacturing and 
deployment with Russian 
Energy Agency
The Solar Energy Corporation of India 
(SECI) has signed a memorandum of 
understanding with the Russian Energy 
Agenc y (RE A) for both entit ies  to 
develop utility-scale solar PV plants and 
manufacturing facilities in India between 
the years 2016-2022. 

Under the agre ement ,  a  500MW 
pilot project would be constructed. 
Th e  t w o  e n t i t i e s  w i l l  d r aw  u p  a 
roadmap for developing the projects 
and manufacturing hubs and will also 
establish a working group to determine 
future steps. REA will contribute state-
of- the-art  technolog y and low-cost 
financing, while SECI will help to acquire 
Indian government clearances and 
permits.

The MoU was signed by REA director 
g e n e r a l  A .V.  Ti k h o n o v  a n d  S E C I 
managing director Ashvini Kumar. A 
SECI statement said the plans would 
boost India’s ‘Make in India’ programme.

With our horizontal wafer coating system XEA|nova, 
even very thin substrates can be coated on both 
sides without breaking the vacuum or flipping the 
substrates. The system is designed for both 
sequenced and simultaneous treatment.

www.vonardenne.biz

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
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Module assembly

Yingli to build first module 
assembly plant outside 
mainland China
Struggling Silicon Module Super League 
(SMSL) member Yingli Green Energy 
said it was building its first PV module 
assembly plant outside mainland China 
in a joint venture partnership with EPC 
firm, Demeter Power Company. 

Yingli Green said that the assembly 
plant with a nameplate capacity of 
3 0 0 M W  w o u l d  b e  l o c ate d  i n  t h e 
Pruckdang district in Rayong, Thailand 
at a cost of around US$19 million. 

The new assembly plant is expected to 
be operational in the second half of 2016, 
producing Yingli Green’s branded Yingli 
Solar multicrystalline modules. 

Ho w e v e r,  d u e  to  Yi n g l i  G re e n’s 
financial position the company is not 
taking a majority share or dire ctly 
funding its share of the new facility. 

The company said that its holding 
s u b s i d i a r y,  H a i n a n  Yi n g l i  N e w 
Energy Resource Co, had signed the 
J V agreement with Demeter Power 
Company,  a  subsidiar y of  Demeter 
Corporation and would only take a 40% 
shareholding in the new JV. 

L i a n s h e n g  M i a o ,  c h a i r m a n  a n d 
C EO of  Yingl i  Gre en Energ y said : 
“Manufacturing PV panels in Thailand 
will enable the company to operate more 
competitively in overseas markets as well 
as in the emerging markets of Southeast 
Asia.” 

Canadian Solar bags finance for 
Vietnam assembly plant

The second-largest Silicon Module Super 
League (SMSL) member, Canadian Solar, 
has secured US$70 million in loans and 
equity investment from the International 
Finance Corporation to support its plans 
to establish a 300MW module assembly 
plant in Vietnam and production plants 
elsewhere, such as Brazil. 

Canadian Solar had previously announced 
it would allocate around US$401 million in 
capital expenditures through the end of 2016 
to significantly increase in-house wafer, cell 
and module production capacity and locate 
new plants in multiple countries, including 
300MW in Vietnam, 30MW in Indonesia, 
300MW in Brazil and 400MW in Southeast 
Asia. However, the major SMSL member has 
still not publicly provided timelines or plant 
locations for the expansions in new countries.

New poly and cell capacity

Wacker adding new polysilicon 
capacity as ASPs fall
Major polysil icon producer Wacker 
Chemie said in early February that its new 
polysilicon plant in the US had started 
ramping and existing plants remained 
at full capacity despite continued price 
declines that have reached record lows. 

Wacker’s new 15,000MT plus polysilicon 
plant in Charleston, Tennessee was expected 
to start production sometime in the second 
half of 2015, later revised to year-end. 

Wacker’s capital expenditures amounted 
to €835 million in 2015, primarily focused 
on completing the new polysilicon site in 
Charleston. Coupled to cost reductions 
and production improvements at its 
Burghausen and Nünchritz sites in 
Germany, Wacker should be able to meet 
a previous target of 80,000MT in 2017, 
potentially exceeding China-based GCL-
Poly as the leading supplier. 

DMEGC starts construction on 
500MW mono plant
Diversified Chinese enterprise Hengdian 
Group DMEGC Magnetics Co (DMEGC) 
has started construction of a new 500MW 
integrated monocrystalline solar cell 
and module plant in Hengdian, Zhejiang 
Province, China for subsidiary, DMEGC 
Solar Energy. 

DMEGC, which has also been involved 
in downstream PV power plant projects, 
said the capacity expansion was due to a 
large gap in supply and demand. 

The new production facility will be 
a two-storey construction with a total 
construction area of 22,000 square metres 
and cost around US$106 million. It is 
expected to be completed in July 2016. 
The company noted that 100MW would 
be dedicated to PERC solar cell production 
with conversion efficiencies targeted 
at 20.8%. DMEGC also noted that trial 
operations and production runs were 
expected to be started in June through July, 
2016. DMEGC Solar claims an existing 
monocrystalline solar cell nameplate 
capacity of 1GW and over 300MW of 
module assembly capacity.

Yingli’s Thailand plant will be its first outside of mainland China.
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Record expansion plans in 
2015
According to our analysis , which 
includes thin film, solar cell, dedicated 
module assembly and integrated 
cel l  and module  categor ies ,  PV 
manufacturing capacity expansion 
announcements in 2015 more than 
doubled (21GW in 2014) year-on-year 
to reach 55.19GW. 

However, no one should panic that 
a new cycle of overcapacity is about 

to hit the industry in 2016, as it is 
important to reiterate that this figure 
is all inclusive. By that we mean that 
it accounts for actual plans that are 
expected to become ‘effective capacity’ 
over a 12-month period or extended 
period over several years of phased 
expansions, as well as memoranda of 
understanding (MOU) and letters of 
intent (LOI) that may never happen. 

I n d e e d ,  i n  c e r t a i n  c a s e s 
announcements made in 2015 have 

already been cancelled (see below 
analysis  of  Hanergy Thin Film), 
companies  have  gone  bankr upt 
and previously announced plans 
(SunPower) re-announced.

As plotted in 2014, announcements 
by new entrants and start-ups have 
much longer lead times, primarily due to 
difficulty in raising finance for production 
plants, or have simply been dropped. 

Specific to 2015 was a ridiculous 
number of MOUs and LOIs across all 

Full-year 2015 PV manufacturing 
capacity expansion plans and analysis  
Mark Osborne, Senior News Editor, Solar Media 

ABSTRACT
In this quarterly report a full analysis is given for the first time of two years’ worth (2014-15) of PV manufacturers’ 
capacity expansion announcements and assessment of announcements that have or are planned to convert to 
effective new nameplate capacity through to the end of 2016. The analysis provide the first insight into new 
capacity ramp profiles of effective capacity expansions over the last two-year period and highlights future ramp 
profiles so far expected through to the end of 2016. 
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Announced PV manufacturing expansions doubled in 2015, topping a theoretical 55GW. 
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segments, including polysilicon, that 
related to India. The vast majority of 
these announcements have not been 
counted, however there are around 
6GW of announcements that we have 
recorded. This is due to the specific 
companies involved that have a history 
of good execution as well as those 
that have finance in place and some 
plans that have already started to be 
implemented. However, that still leaves 
several gigawatts of announcements in 
India that have yet to progress from 
paper plans. 

Also more specific to 2015 was 
the scale of many announcements 
in the 1GW-plus range. However, 
many of these have more humble 
initial production capacity ramps 
than the headline figures. Therefore 
a complete refresh and reappraisal of 
all announcements on a monthly basis 
was undertaken with the intention of 
providing a more measured headline 
figure for 2015. 

Effective capacity 
announcements in 2015
This allowed us to eliminate over 
15GW of announcements in 2015 that 
failed the validity tests, at this time. As 
a result, a more measured figure for 
capacity expansion announcements in 
2015 is 39.87GW.

Going further and only counting 
initial-phase capacity expansions 
as  being val id  at  this  t ime,  we 
can eliminate a further 10.7GW, 
bringing the most realistic figure of 
announcements in 2015 that could 
potentially migrate to effective capacity 
over the next 12 to 24 months to 
around 29GW. 

We also  undertook a  speci f ic 
r e a p p r a i s a l  o f  t h e  r e c o r d 
announcements made in November 
2015. We had reported preliminary 
figures for November of over 17GW 
of new planned capacity expansions, 
but the reappraisal after the dust had 
settled revealed an extra 7.7GW of 
capacity planned, bringing the total to 
over 25GW. 

However, including the validity 
tests and checks, November stood out 
for including previously announced 
capacity expansion plans that would 
have led to duplication, as well as 
phantom capacity due to outsourcing 
and the inclusion of small-scale initial-
phase capacity attached to multiple 
gigawatt future phased expansions 
with uncertain timescales. As a result 
November’s figures were cut by 11GW, 
bringing the realistic figure down to 
14GW.

Nevertheless, November set several 
individual benchmarks such as a new 

Figure 1. Combined total (c-Si cell/module & thin film) expansion 
announcements by month (MW)
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Figure 2. Capacity expansion announcements by product type, monthly 
(MW)
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Figure 3. Capacity expansion announcements by product type, quarterly 
(MW)
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record monthly and subsequently 
quarterly figure. A key reason for this 
change was the massive involvement of 
‘Silicon Module Super League’ (SMSL) 
members (Trina Solar, Canadian Solar, 
JinkoSolar, JA Solar and Hanwha 
Q CELLS) announcing significant 
expansions at existing facilities in 
China, which remain non-integrated 
classification, as well as new and 
further expansions of facilities outside 
China, namely Malaysia, Thailand and 
South Korea. 

Thin film
All thin-film type capacity expansions 
announced totalled around 4.4GW in 
2015.

All but 1MW of a-Si thin-film 
announcements came from Hanergy 
Thin Film, a total of 2.7GW.

However, all the customers have 
since cancelled contracts, negating 
completely these capacity plans, while 
its 600MW CIGS thin-film plant using 
acquired company technology from the 
US and Germany remains a question 
mark, unless Hanergy TF provides 
updates that have been absent for 
almost a year. 

More validity exists with other CIGS 
thin-film plans, which totalled over 
1.6GW in 2015. Initial production 
ramps and expansion phases are only 
expected to be around 500MW, which 
includes the odd R&D pilot line. The 
bulk of the planned CIGS expansion 
relates to an eventual 1.5GW ramp 
over multiple years of the Avancis/
CNBM plant in China. 

Also excluding Hanergy TF from 
2014 announcements means thin-film 
expansions totalled just over 650MW 
that year, primarily due to First Solar 
and a lesser extent, Solar Frontier, 
both notable for executing on those 
plans and becoming effective capacity 
additions through 2015. 

The relative inactivity in the thin-
film segment (excluding First Solar 
and Solar Frontier) caps several years 
of thin-film underachievement and 
underlines the growing dominance of 
crystalline silicon technologies.

C-Si solar cells
In that respect, dedicated c-Si solar 
cell expansion plans topped 20.4GW 
in 2015, compared to 8GW in 2014. 
Interest ing ly,  de dicate d module 
assembly announcements failed to 
exceed those for solar cells, reaching 
over 18.5GW in 2015, compared to 
12.4GW in 2014. 

We had highlighted in monthly 
analysis reports last year that the lack 
of new cell capacity plans in 2014 

compared to module assembly would 
need to be rebalanced; this is indeed 
what has happened in 2015. 

Another strong trend through the 
first nine months of 2015 had been the 
plans for integrated cell and module 
expansions, a trend not seen in 2014, 
when dedicated module assembly 
expansion announcements dominated. 

However, the integrated cell and 
module category gained no further 
traction in the fourth quarter of 2015, 
replaced as it was by a much stronger 
trend of dedicated solar cell capacity 
and dedicated module assembly 
capacity expansion announcements. 

A full-year breakout highlights 
that integrated cell and module plans 
peaked at just over 6.3GW.

Multi versus mono
The year was also marked by the 
number and scale of announcements 
r e l a t e d  t o  n -  a n d  p - t y p e 
monocrystalline cell  and module 
assembly capacity expansion plans, 
which reached a combined total of 
nearly 9.4GW, compared to 4.38GW in 
2014.

N-type mono cel l  and module 
assembly (including heterojunction) 
announcements topped 2.23GW in 
2015, compared to 2.38GW in 2014. 
However, applying the validity tests 
we can eliminate 500MW from the 
2014 figures and 1.4GW from the 
2015 figures at this time, resulting in 
realistic figures of 1.88GW in 2014 
and 830MW in 2015. Clearly, the 
momentum for mono has built over 
the last two years but n-type has been 
in moving at a much slower pace. 

T h a t  i s  n o t  t h e  c a s e  w i t h 
mu l t i c r y s t a l l i n e  s o l a r  ce l l  a n d 
module assembly capacity expansion 

announcements (including integrated 
c e l l / m o d u l e ) ,  w h i c h  t o p p e d  a 
combined total  of  over 41.5GW 
in 2015. In 2014, multicrystalline 
a n n o u n c e m e n t s  s t o o d  a t  o v e r 
14GW, and it therefore remains the 
dominant technology, outstripping 
m o n o c r y s t a l l i n e  t e c h n o l o g i e s ’ 
momentum. 

C-Si module assembly
The capacity expansion figures that 
mean the most relate to c-Si module 
assembly, which includes integrated 
and dedicated segments . In 2015 
total c-Si module assembly capacity 
expansion announcement s  were 
around 27.5GW. 

However, validity tests indicate 
almost 9GW of announcements are 
highly suspect, based on duplication, 
f i n a n c i n g  a n d  p a s t  h i s t o r y  o f 
companies’ execution. This would 
br ing the total  down to around 
18.6GW, stil l  a sizeable number. 
Applying analysis undertaken on 2014 
announcements to actual effective 
capacity metrics (see below analysis) 
suggests it would be prudent at this 
time to discount a further 30%, simply 
from an overall execution perspective. 

Therefore, around a further 5.58GW 
could be expected not to materialise 
from 2015 announcements in the 
next 24 months. Potential effective 
expansions of c-Si module assembly 
capacity from 2015 could be around 
13GW. 

Regional shifts 
The ge og raphica l  char t  (Fig  4) 
showing where capacity expansion 
announcements were targeted in 2015 
disguises the fact that the number 

Figure 4. PV manufacturing capacity announcements (cell/module/thin film) 
by country (MW) in 2015.
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and scale of expansions announced in 
China in the first half of the year only 
reached 4.7GW and more than half 
were related to Hanergy TF.

No major China-based module 
manufacturer announced expansion 
plans in China in the first half of the 
year. Instead, they announced more 
than 6.7GW of planned capacity 
expansions in a number of overseas 
countries, including India, Malaysia, 
Thailand, South Korea, Brazil and the 
US. 

The lack of new capacity expansions 
in China contrasts with over 12GW of 
new announcements in 2015 for other 
regions across Asia, with Chinese 
producers accounting for just over 
half of the capacity announcement 
figures. The second half of 2015 went 
a long way to restoring the balance 
but Southeast Asia remains a hot 
destination. 

New capacity announcements in 
China increased by over 10GW in 
the fourth quarter of 2015 alone, 
resulting in the total reaching over 
17.5GW in 2015; as such it remains 
the destination leader globally, but the 
figure is below the 19GW announced 
in the previous year. 

Although India is clearly the second 
largest destination with over 7.8GW 
of announced plans in 2015, and only 
1.4GW in 2014, less than 1GW has 
moved from the MOU/LOI category. 
But it  is  certainly the emerging 
destination to watch in 2016. 

A  s i m i l a r  s i tu at i o n  ex i s t s  i n 
r e l a t i o n  t o  B r a z i l ,  w h i c h  h a s 
e x c e e d e d  1 G W  o f  a n n o u n c e d 
capacity plans but again the effective 
capacity by the end of the year was 
a l m o s t  n o n - ex i s te nt .  Ye t ,  w i th 

gigawatts of PV power plant projects 
planned, effective capacity activity 
could move forward in 2016. 

One of the surprises for 2015 was 
South Korea, which generated just 
over 3GW of capacity expansion 
announcements . Already in 2016, 
LG Electronics has built on that 
momentum with plans to expand 
n-type monocrystalline cell production 
from the current 1GW nameplate 
capacity to 3GW by 2020. 

Both Germany and the US did not 
disappoint with both countries nudging 
announcements around the 1.5GW 
mark, and the US beating Taiwan for 
the second consecutive year. 

Interestingly, the figures for Malaysia 
(2.21GW) and Thailand (2.25GW) may 
not accurately represent final figures 
as a number of companies such as 
Trina Solar, JinkoSolar and SunPower 
have stated some of their capacity 
expansion by location but not yet 
confirmed several gigawatts of planned 
expansions, all potentially in either 
Southeast Asia country. 

The overriding trend from a location 
perspective is that manufacturing 
outside China has seen significant 
growth and the emergence of a larger 
global footprint for manufacturing is 
taking shape. 

C-Si module assembly 
effective capacity expansion 
ramp analysis for 2014
As already highlighted, equating 
capacity expansion announcements 
with ‘effective’ capacity is misleading. 
Understandably, there is a time lag 
between many announcements and 
the time when that capacity comes on 

stream and potentially meets its annual 
nameplate figure within the 12-month 
period from the start of the ramp.

A recent reappraisal of all 2014 c-Si 
module assembly capacity expansion 
announcements was made. This was 
to determine whether plans were 
realised and to plot the effective 
ramp rate timelines and the overall 
effective capacity additions made to 
the global PV industry from 2014 
announcements through to when the 
final phase of those expansions can be 
treated as completed effective capacity.

It should be noted that the analysis 
also includes and adjusts for effective 
capacity added but for other reasons, 
such as bankruptcies or sector exits 
was later shutdown. 

Not  surpr is ingly,  there  was  a 
short  per iod of  inact iv i ty  f rom 
announcements made early in 2014, 
but an init ial  momentum phase 
started in March 2014 and peaked 
in July. A plateau appeared through 
the remaining nine months of 2014, 
due to a stall in further new planned 
expansions beginning to ramp.

At the end of 2014, a total of around 
2.57GW of effective capacity had been 
added to global c-Si module assembly 
capacity from 2014 announcements 
that  had total led 10.7GW. This 
equated to only a 24% conversion 
rate.  However,  signif icant ramps 
kicked off again in January 2015 from 
announcements made in late 2014, 
with just over 1.4GW added during the 
first quarter. 

However, Q1 2015 announcements 
picked up momentum faster than 
those in the same period of 2014, with 
a further 1GW of cumulative effective 
capacity added in quarter.

As can be seen in Figure 6,  a 
significant steep ramp developed and 
by mid-year cumulative effective c-Si 
module assembly capacity from 2014 
and 2015 announcements had reached 
just over 5.22GW, which had taken 15 
months to achieve.

By the end of  2015,  the total 
cumulative effective c-Si module 
assembly capacity added from 10.7GW 
of 2014 announcements had reached 
nearly 6.4GW. Cumulative capacity 
reached 8.76GW. 

Imp or tant ly,  by  mid-2016  a l l 
e f fe c t ive  c-S i  mo dule  a ssembly 
capacity from 2014 announcements 
that we know have been ramping will 
be accounted for, bringing the total 
effective nameplate capacity to around 
7.33GW from the 10.7GW of 2014 
announcements. Therefore, around 
68.5% of c-Si module assembly capacity 
expansion announcements from 2014 
would have converted to effective 
nameplate capacity by mid-2016, 

Figure 5. Cumulative c-Si module assembly effective capacity expansions 
(MW) from 2014 announcements.
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ending incremental nameplate capacity 
for that year.

The analysis reaffirms that the 
headline figures from 2014 get diluted 
over time (31.5% in that year) while 
effective nameplate timescales can 
stretch much longer than many may 
have expected. However, it should also 
be noted that several expansion plans 
from 2014 that have yet to materialise 
could resurface at any moment so the 
final conversion figure should not yet 
be assumed. 

Of course effective c-Si module 
a s s e m b l y  c a p a c i t y  f r o m  2 0 1 5 
announcements has to be included 
to get the closest realistic picture of 
completed effective new nameplate 
capacity for that year. 

2015 effective capacity 
expansions
The profile of the capacity additions 
in 2015 differed considerably from the 
2014 ramp profile. More companies 
added more capacity and kick-started 
expansions  more quick ly.  Some 
companies had already started to add 
capacity before officially announcing 
plans, which all contributed to the 
expansion ramp profile divergence. 

With the last of 2014 expansions 
completed in the early part of the 
fourth quarter of 2015, coupled to the 
peak in activity from 2015 expansions, 
a signif icant drop in expansions 
happened in the following three 
months. From a cumulative-capacity-
added perspective it is expected to only 
take eight months (by March 2016) to 
reach the next 5GW.

From expansions underway from 
2015 announcements to date, a total 

of just over 13GW of cumulative c-Si 
module assembly nameplate capacity 
would have been added since the 
beginning of 2014. 

As Figure 6 shows, effective new 
capacity, coming on stream in the 
second half  of 2016 looks to be 
s lowing .  Howe ver,  a  number of 
announcements from 2015 have yet 
to get off the ground for a number 
of reasons, but meaningful gigawatts 
could subsequently be added to the 
ramp profile over the coming months. 
Therefore,  the 13GW figure and 
slowing ramp curve should be treated 
as conservative at the current time. 

We have also tentatively plotted 
estimates of global effective nameplate 
capacity figures from pre-2014 as 
wel l  as  making adjustments  for 
nameplate capacity going offline due 
to bankruptcies or exits from the 
sector. As a result, cumulative effective 
capacity coming on stream from 2014 
and 2015 announcements closely 
match end-market demand growth 
over the period. 

Though further announced capacity 
from both 2014 and 2015 are expected 
to become effective capacity at some 
stage, the nameplate figures do not 
suggest a swing to any meaningful 
overcapacity scenario in 2016. 

Tight wafer and polysilicon 
supply
L o ok ing  p a st  2016  a  p otent ia l 
looming shortage of polysilicon and 
multicrystalline wafers could constrain 
c-Si cell and module expansions, despite 
expectations that global end-market 
demand growth will increase strongly. 

Little new ingot/wafer capacity 

was announced in 2014, as major 
suppliers continued to suffer from 
weak ASPs that were stubbornly below 
manufacturing costs, providing few 
commercial reasons to add capacity. 
Like the polysilicon sector, aggressive 
expansions before 2014 had come on 
stream, causing severe overcapacity in 
both sectors. 

However, the key message coming 
out of REC Silicon’s recent fourth 
quarter financial conference call was 
the tight supply of both polysilicon and 
wafers with shortages of polysilicon in 
China in 2017. 

Taking GTM Research’s global PV 
demand forecast data as a ‘middle 
ground’ view, REC Silicon highlighted 
that the global end market demand 
could reach 64GW in 2016 and climb 
to 78GW in 2017.

However, with the polysilicon trade 
war with China yet to be resolved, 
access to the world’s biggest consumer 
of polysilicon for US-based producers, 
primarily Hemlock Semiconductor and 
REC Silicon, is effectively closed. 

As PV manufacturing rises to meet 
end-market demand, excess inventory 
levels are expected to be depleted but 
only limited new polysilicon capacity 
is expected to come on stream. But 
moving to demand forecasts in 2017, 
the situation becomes increasingly 
disconnected, with polysilicon supply 
markedly below end-market demand to 
the tune of an estimated 28,000MT. 

With Siemens-based polysilicon 
plants taking an average of four 
years to build (fluidized bed reactor 
around 2.5 years), polysilicon supply 
shortages could be nearly 60,000MT in 
2018, based on global PV end-market 
demand topping 95GW.

Should such conditions develop then 
this would indeed impact effective 
capacity expansion plans for c-Si solar 
cell and module assembly. 

Conclusion 
Clearly, the conversion of capacity 
expansion announcements in 2014 into 
effective capacity was not as rapid or 
as high as many would have expected. 
Momentum clearly built in 2015 and 
how the tail of those announcements 
turned into effective capacity could 
impact on the effective ramp profile for 
the second half of 2016 and into 2017 
remains unclear. 

The global manufacturing footprint 
of the PV industry is set to continue to 
expand with India and Brazil notable 
emerging markets. Supply constraints 
with polysilicon and wafers could 
impact expansion plans in 2017, yet 
the impact on the ramp profile also 
remains uncertain.

Figure 6. Cumulative C-Si module assembly monthly effective capacity 
expansions ramps from 2014 & 2015 announcements (MW).
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Introduction
This paper examines which portion of 
the power consumption required for the 
fabrication of a PV cell is due to facilities, 
and in particular the options that exist for 
reducing this consumption. The facilities 
present a number of significant ‘power 
consumers’, because of the requirements 
of the production toolset: energy supplies 
of different types (electrical, thermal, 
pressurized air), gases and chemicals, and 
services for the disposal of exhaust and 
waste water or used chemicals. As some 
cell manufacturing is carried out in clean-
room environments, this will also lead to 
a power consumption related to clean-
room operation. All the facility services 
require power, mostly electrical, for their 
function.

The parameters of last year’s example 
modelization [1], which was performed 
mainly to show the interdependencies 
of water and energy consumption, 
have been refined in the light of recent 
total energy consumption data [2]. The 
aim of this investigation is to enable a 
ranking of the contributions to be made, 
and to determine which of these are 
worth looking at and offer promising 
optimization potential. Two questions 
are tackled: 1) to what extent is the range 
of results determined by assumptions 
on facility structure?; and 2) what is the 
relationship of the facility contribution 
to the electr ical  power demand 
of the process equipment toolset? 
These questions will be restricted to 
crystalline PV cell production (mono/
multicrystalline) and to the choices of 
facility configuration that actually occur 
in practice. 

Facility structure for PV cell 
fabrication
The fraction of electrical power 
consumed by facility applications is 
shown in Fig. 1, which is based on the 
compiled data in de Wild-Scholten [2] 

and an estimated breakdown in de Wild-
Scholten & Schottler [1]. The absolute 
numbers are distinctly lower than those 
given in the ecoinvent 2.2 database and 
in Schmidt et al. [3]; however, they are 
based on recent data collection and are 
expected to reflect the overall advances 
in PV cell fabrication. It can be seen 
that a significant part of electrical 
power consumption is attributable 
to the production facility, and, as it 
turns out, substantial variations in this 
consumption can be induced by varying 
the design of the facilities. 

“A significant part of electrical 
power consumption is 

attributable to the production 
facility.”

In general, thermal and electrical 
energy are provided from sources external 
to the site. Thermal power usually has 
three major destinations: office heating, 
climatization purposes and exhaust 
treatment. Whether heating is also 
necessary in wastewater treatment, 
ultrapure water generation or other 
facility locations depends on the details, 
and so this aspect is not taken into 

account in the following analysis. Heating 
for the process equipment, on the other 
hand, is usually performed electrically. 
Electrical power is more widespread in 
its use than thermal power, which means 
that a variety of end uses have to be 
considered, and not just a small number 
as in the case of thermal power.

The main facility consumers of 
electrical power which will be considered 
are cooling power production, air 
handling, bulk gas production and 
compressed dry air production. These 
relationships are shown in an overview 
in Fig. 2, and are independent of the 
nature (mono/multicrystalline) of the 
fabricated PV cell. Several scenarios are 
investigated in the following analysis, 
which lead to improvements, some with 
lower power consumptions but others 
with increased consumptions. The 
reason for this is to highlight potential 
influences and their relative importance. 

Bulk gas generation, mainly nitrogen 
in PV fabs, is not shown in Fig. 2; 
it is also not varied in a dedicated 
scenario, although its contribution is 
not negligible. Nitrogen is produced 
either onsite or offsite. In the latter case 
it is transported to the site in liquid 
form and stored there in tanks. In most 
projects these particular installations are 
contracted to a company other than the 

How facilities can affect energy 
consumption in PV cell production
Martin Schottler, AVEREM process engineering, Stuttgart, Germany, & Mariska de Wild-Scholten, SmartGreenScans, 
Groet, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The production toolset is not the only significant source of power consumption in PV cell production. Cooling 
water, climatization, pressurized air and, in some cases, clean-room conditions drive up the electrical energy 
demand. In addition, the geographical location influences the cooling energy demand for air handling, resulting 
in a non-negligible contribution to electrical power consumption. The extent of this additional consumption over 
and above the toolset demand depends on whether the structure of the facility systems is ‘traditional’ or ‘smart’. 
This is demonstrated by a number of quantitative examples in this paper. 

Figure 1. Contributions to the electrical power demand for the fabrication of 
a c-Si PV module. 
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fab designer, and energy consumptions 
are  ke pt  s t r ic t ly  s e p arate  and 
confidential, because a manufacturer’s 
production cost is critically dependent 
on the specific energy consumption 
during nitrogen production. This energy 
consumption has been evaluated at 
0.75kWh/kg N2 with the dataset in 
Schmidt et al. [3], and has been included 
in the result charts for comparison 
purposes, but does not undergo any 
variation.

Facility services, such as ultrapure 
water generation or treatment of general 
and corrosive exhaust air streams, that 
are considered to be minor in terms of 
electrical power consumption have not 
been highlighted in detail, in order to 
keep the breakdown lean. The same is 
true for office heating and cooling and 
waste water treatment. 

Scenarios investigated
All the scenarios are based on a 
production throughput of 9,600 wafers 
(156mm × 156mm) per hour. 

• Scenarios 1 and 2: Standard scenarios 
based on available databases and reports. 
Scenario 1 shows ecoinvent 2.2 data for 
the sake of comparison; however, they 
appear outdated and excessively high. 
Scenario 2 is considered the standard 
scenario in the following, and is based on 
the compilation in de Wild-Scholten [2]; 
it corresponds to the facility structure in 
Fig. 2. Several design criteria are varied 
relative to this standard scenario, and the 
overall results inspected.

• Scenario 3: Includes cogeneration.

• Scenario 4: Includes cogeneration and 
an absorption chiller (see Fig. 3).

• Scenario 5: As for the standard, but with 
an additional loop for processing cooling 
water at a higher temperature than in the 
coldest loop.

 
• Scenario 6: As for the standard, but uses 

an ISO class 5 (formerly class 100) clean 
room.

• Scenario 7: As for the standard, but with 
cold dry winter/hot summer conditions 
(see Figs. 4 and 5).

• Scenario 8: As for the standard, but with 
constant hot humid outside conditions 
(see Figs. 4 and 5). A comparison of 
scenarios 7 and 8 will show how much 
the influence of climate on the energy 
required for air handling affects the results.

• Scenario 9: As for the standard, but with 
a biofilter instead of an RTO (regenerative 
thermal oxidizer) for VOC (volatile 

organic compound) exhaust treatment.

• Scenario 10:  Includes all positive 
options, as well as the geographical 
location.

Cogeneration (scenario 3) means 
the production of electrical power is 
onsite, which is usually chosen because 
of the superior stability of the power 
generated with respect to small or 
large interruptions. However, it is also 
beneficial in terms of energy efficiency:

• Transportation losses of electrical power 
are avoided.

• Power generation is based on natural 
gas, which has a smaller CO2 footprint in 
highly efficient devices than, for example, 
coal or the power mix in most countries.

• Waste heat from power production can 
be used for heating purposes, replacing 
other fuels with natural gas.

The values  for  assessing CO2 
equivalent emissions are: 1) 500g  
CO2/kWh.el, which is close to the EU 
power mix with approximately 30% 
coal in the power mix [4]; and 2) 150g  
CO2/kWh.th for natural gas – a 
conservative value, including quite 
substantial escaping methane emissions 
during gas production [5]. 

In addition to the advantages of 
scenario 3, scenario 4 includes the 
generation of chilled water using the 
waste heat of power production, thus 

eliminating the need for electrical power 
for the generation of cooling power. This 
is performed by absorption chillers. 

The corresponding schematic block 
diagram for scenario 4 is shown in Fig. 
3. Only natural gas is taken from the 
environment, with all the rest taking 
place within the production site. 

Scenario 5 is again based on the 
standard facility structure, but provides 
three cooling loops instead of two. The 
coldest loop (usually 6°C, but sometimes 
less) feeds just the fresh air treatment 
(and some other, minor, applications), 
whereas all the other functions – such 
as return air, process equipment and 
office climatization – are driven by 
chillers, yielding 12°C cooling water. In 
small installations, this loop is often fed 
by heat exchangers connected to the 
6°C system, but separate generation has 
efficiency advantages, as well as being 
cost-wise feasible if a certain minimum 
size of installation is exceeded.

To assess the energy savings possible 
with three cooling loops instead of two, 
the coefficient of performance (COP) 
value of the mechanical chillers needs 
to be estimated. The COP represents 
the cooling power in kW (th) that can 
be generated by 1kWh of electrical 
power consumed by the compressor of 
the chiller. It depends on many factors, 
including the point of operation and the 
actual supply and return temperatures 
achieved under certain operating 
conditions. If the system is not operating 
at full cooling power, for example, or 
has been overdesigned in terms of 

Figure 2. Standard structure of facilities for PV cell production.

Figure 3. Cogeneration and absorption chiller (scenarios 3 and 4 
respectively).
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volumetric cooling liquid flow, the 
supply and return temperature spread 
decreases, negatively affecting the COP 
and thus decreasing energy efficiency. 
Chiller manufacturer data therefore 
have to be interpreted with care. For the 
present study, the COP values and their 
differences for the different chiller types 
have been set to conservative values in 
order not to overestimate the energy 
savings. More details are given in de 
Wild-Scholten & Schottler [1]. 

Air handling can in general be divided 
into fresh air, return air and exhaust 
air treatment; these are considered in 
scenarios 6 to 9. Return air is addressed 
in scenario 6, and fresh air in scenarios 7 
and 8. Exhaust air treatment is addressed 
in scenario 9, but only in part of the 
VOC treatment, because other types of 
exhaust are unimportant energy-wise. 

Scenario 6 investigates how clean-
room conditions for production have 
an impact on the energy demand 
and balance. Generally, clean-room 
conditions affect the power demand of 
return air management: not only can 
the demand per m2 of installed clean-
room space be higher than per m2 of 
the normal production area, but also the 
pressure drop of the return air is higher 
than with normal return air.

It is clear that the settings of non-
clean-room return air conditions require 
some assumptions on the structure 
and conditions of operation of the air-
handling system. The calculations in the 
scenarios, other than scenario 6, assume 
some air recirculation, but at lower 
pressure drops and lower air flow rates 
than in scenario 6. Certainly more savings 
in air handling are possible, but this 
should be the subject of detail engineering 
in a specific project. Here, it was preferred 
to produce cautious comparisons without 
overemphasizing the differences. 

The outside air conditions have a 
major influence on fresh air treatment. 
This treatment phase consists of process 
stages for controlling temperature and 
humidity, and bringing the temperature 
and humidity of any outside air to 
within a specification-compliant range 
by heating/cooling and humidification/
dehumidification. A usual process 
sequence (without filtration stages) is:

• Preheating
• Ventilation
• Humidification
• Dehumidification (by cooling, typically 

down to 8°C)
• Reheating (typically up to 22°C)

If the outside air is hot (as in scenario 
8), the cooling power required for 
dehumidification purposes is significant, 
as is the reheating power to reach 22°C 
in the production environment. More 

important than this use of power, 
however, is usually the cooling power 
required for removing water from the 
outside air if humidity is high, as in the 
case of scenario 8.

Climatic outside conditions and 
their impacts on the energy demand 
are compared using scenarios 7 and 8. 
Two sample locations were chosen for 
the comparison: Singapore and Korea. 
Climate data for 2015 were acquired 
from the internet [6] and are presented 
in Figs. 4 and 5. The relative humidity 
data given were converted to absolute 
humidities (which are necessary for the 
calculations) by using the respective 
minimum/maximum temperatures 
from the monthly averages and the 
vapour pressure curve, as taken from 
ProSim Plus software. For the sample 
calculations presented here, it was 
assumed that a yearly average cooling 
is required from 28 to 8°C in scenario 
8, and from 12 to 8°C in scenario 7 
(see temperature data in Fig. 4). The 
absolute humidity, on the other hand, 
was assumed to have decreased by  
20g/m3 air in scenario 8, and by 7g/m3 in 
scenario 7 (see humidity data in Fig. 5). 

Although the nearly  constant 
climatic conditions of scenario 8 allow 

an easy visual check of temperature 
and humidity differences, in scenario 7 
there is a day/night cycle that needs to 
be taken into account before assessing 
the net difference in temperature and 
humidity. Moreover, in scenario 7 
there is no need for dehumidification 
during three months of the year, but 
instead humidification is required, 
as can be seen from Fig. 5. For every 
month during which the absolute 
humidity of the outside air is lower 
than the clean-room air specification, 
humidification is necessary rather than 
dehumidification. In the months where 
the absolute humidity of the outside 
air is lower than the clean-room air 
specification for the minimum (night-
time) temperatures, humidification is 
also necessary for certain hours during 
night time. All this makes it impossible 
to verify straightforwardly the reported  
7g/m3 reduction setting; however, it 
might be taken as a given and typical 
value. For a specific project, an analogous 
evaluation can be run very precisely 
using climatic data that are available 
around the world, though not all free 
of charge. This is the recommended 
approach for specific projects, because 
significant differences can even occur in 

Figure 4. Climatic conditions (monthly averages) for Seoul/Korea and 
Singapore in 2015.

Figure 5. Absolute humidities of the fresh air at the entry to treatment.
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the same country, and more details of the 
air-handling system have to be addressed 
than are reported here. 

Scenario 9 considers a special case of 
exhaust air treatment: whereas exhaust 
air treatment in general has not much 
impact on overall energy consumption, 
the so-called RTO installation for VOC 
treatment consumes much more thermal 
power than a biofilter solution. This 
effect is more pronounced in the VOC 
exhaust in PV cell fabrication than in 
other types of production, because a 
preconcentration cannot take place, as 
explained in Hottenroth & Schottler 
[7]. A preconcentrator is an adsorption 
system, most often based on a turning 
adsorber wheel; this subjects the VOC 
to adsorption and desorption, resulting 
in an air flow with a lower rate than the 
original one, thus leading to an increase 
in concentration of the VOC in the air 
to be treated. Terpineol, one component 
of VOC exhaust in PV cell fabrication, 
would polymerize on the adsorbent 
media used for preconcentration and 
thus ruin it in a short time.

The absence of a preconcentrator 
forces the RTO to operate under 
suboptimal operating conditions , 
although these systems usually exhibit a 
heat recovery rate of 93%. Biofilters are 
environmentally favourable systems, but 
require strict technical control of their 
function in order to obtain satisfactory 
operational behaviour. Only a strict and 
efficient growth control of the bacteria 
in the filter can prevent unpleasant and 
sudden pressure build-up or unexpected 
system downtime.

Detailed environmental impact studies, 
including the power consumption 
aspect, have already been reported in 
the literature [8–10], and so scenario 9 is 
included for the sake of comparison. 

Scenario 10 is the best case, combining 
the most favourable conditions. Since 
most of the effects found are additive, 
the savings relative to the standard 
scenario were added up. Because 
the favourable cases were cautiously 
estimated, scenario 10 is considered 
to be a realistic best case, and not a 
hypothetical one. 

“Chilled water generation can 
be clearly identified as the most 

important contributor to the 
facility power consumption.”

Results
Two main charts were produced in 
order to highlight the results. First, the 
electrical power demand of the facility 
section is given in total and also broken 
down into major contributors; all are 

compared with the electrical power 
demand of the process equipment 
toolset (Fig. 6). Here, the chilled water 
generation can be clearly identified as 
the most important contributor to the 
facility power consumption, followed by 
air handling (in total, i.e. all contributions 
counted together, except VOC treatment). 
The bulk gas generation, which was not 
varied or inspected in detail, is next in 
importance, and the compressed dry air 
(CDA) generation after that. The ‘rest’ 
category encompasses other applications 
such as office cooling, ultrapure water 
generation, waste water treatment 
or simply lighting. This category is 
calculated from the overall power 
consumption given by de Wild-Scholten 
[2] and the sum of the other indicated 
facility structures; it undoubtedly also 
exhibits some error or uncertainty. 
However, it is apparent that most of the 
major contributions could be identified 
and ranked. 

What the chart in Fig. 6 does not 
show are thermal power consumptions. 
The total site CO2 equivalent emissions 
were calculated taking into account 
both thermal and electrical power 
consumptions (Fig. 7). Here, the VOC 
treatment, which mainly requires 
additional thermal power in the case of an 
RTO, is included in the calculated balance. 

It is striking how high the emissions 
are for the outdated consumption data 
in scenario 1, and how much scenario 
10, the best-of-all combination, is lower 
than today’s standard value in scenario 2. 
Clearly visible is the bad influence of hot 
humid weather (scenario 8), as well as the 
superior performance of a cogeneration 
combined with an absorption chiller 
(scenario 4). The latter is usually combined 
with several dedicated cooling loops 
(scenario 5). If an ISO class 5 clean room is 
necessary (scenario 6), additional power is 
required compared with scenario 2. 

The weather influence (scenarios 7 
and 8) has already been discussed in 
detail and is mainly due to differences in 
fresh air treatment. 

Scenario 9 on the whole consumes 
less thermal power compared with the 
standard scenario; this is the benefit of 
biofiltration. 

When the results of Fig. 7 are taken 
in combination with the production rate 
of PV cells, the difference relative to the 
average footprint of the final cell can be 
expressed in grams of CO2/kWh.el for 
the best and worst cases:

• Best case (scenario 10): –3g CO2/kWh.el

• Worst case (scenario 6/8):  +1.5g  
CO2/kWh.el

Figure 6. Electrical power consumption per facility installation and scenario.

Figure 7. Site CO2 emissions resulting from the different scenarios.
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It is interesting that the ‘good’ side 
has more potential than the ‘bad’ side, at 
least in the light of the set of scenarios 
chosen and presented here. When old 
process and facility designs are used, 
even higher consumptions/emissions 
are possible, as can be seen from the 
older data [2,3]; these data are not 
incorrect, but rather relate to another 
generation of production technology. 

Discussion
A general design criterion which 
improves the CO2 footprint is the 
installation of cogeneration with the 
use of waste heat by absorption chillers. 
This avoids the direct usage of electrical 
energy from the network and thus leads 
to savings in CO2 equivalent emissions, 
whenever there is a power mix with 
significant fossil fuel contribution in the 
country of consideration. Irrespective of 
this decision, the cooling power required 
is one of the major contributions to the 
facility power demand. Cooling power is 
required by production tools, but also by 
air handling; the latter largely depends 
on the geographical location (local 
climate) of the production facility. Hot 
and humid locations drive up the air 
handling cooling demand.

Exhaust air handling does not usually 
have a significant impact on energy 
consumption, except in the case of VOC 
treatment. The standard VOC treatment 
systems installed in many PV fabs have 
considerable natural gas consumptions, 
and a new design should preferably 
take into account biofiltration methods. 
The next most important contribution 
is nitrogen gas, mainly used for process 
purposes (flushing) and vacuum pump 
purging. Any reduction in consumption 
that is achieved here helps to reduce 
the overall energy demand. Of lesser 
importance is CDA production, and of 
even lesser importance are other facility 
services (ultrapure water generation, 
wastewater treatment, lighting, office 
equipment/heating, etc.) which were 
excluded from the detailed breakdown 
shown here. 

The best situation is achieved with 
the production in a country that has 
cold dry winters and dry summers, 
instal lation-wise consisting of  a 
cogeneration with absorption chillers 
and a minimum of three different 
cooling loops of chilled water, and 
a VOC exhaust treatment using 
biofiltration. This arrangement is 
highlighted in scenario 10. 

Of course, many more variations are 
possible in the facility engineering of 
PV cell production; some of the major 
cases should be analysed in order to 
determine what part facility design 
plays in the significant bandwidth 

of power consumption. With the 
particular integrated energy f low 
model cited [1], every variation can be 
calculated and assessed. This, however, 
is usually done within the framework 
of a specific project. For example, there 
are ways of overcoming the negative 
influence of a humid geographical 
location, but these installations have to 
be integrated into the design from the 
very beginning of the project. 

Conclusions
In respect of the large variation 
between the best and worst scenarios, 
two conclusions can be drawn. First, 
a detailed engineering procedure that 
takes into account the power-saving 
potentials is mandatory. Second, a 
PV cell manufacturer should certify 
its production with regard to specific 
energy consumption, to turn the 
engineering efforts made during facility 
design into a competitive advantage.

“A PV cell manufacturer 
should certify its production 
with regard to specific energy 

consumption.”
An energy payback time attributed to 

a specific type of cell/module without 
referring to the manufacturer’s facility 
structure or the climate of country 
of location may provide an indicative 
figure, but it is not precise enough 
to support buying and installation 
decisions from an environmental point 
of view. The CO2 footprint of a solar 
cell produced under the best and the 
worst conditions can vary by as much 
as 4.5g CO2/kWh, depending on facility 
structure and geographical location. 
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Analysts offer differing take on 2016  
wafer market 
Disparity over a potential global shortage of primarily 
multicystalline solar wafers has emerged after two market 
research firms have recently issued contrasting views. IHS 
Technology had previously warned in October, 2015 of the 
potential shortage that could emerge in multi c-Si wafers 
in 2016, while more recently, Taiwan's EnergyTrend said it 
expected the tight global supply should begin to ease later 
in the first quarter as around 5GW (see below) of new 
production capacity starts to come on stream. 

However, IHS has reconfirmed its view that due to 
current wafer capacity levels and end-market growth 
demand in 2016, wafer supply would continue to remain 
‘tight in 2016’. The market research firm noted that total 
wafer (mono and multi) reached 61.9GW in 2015, up 
from 47.6GW in 2014. 

The two firms do agree on the fact that multi c-Si wafer 
ASPs have increased on tight supply. IHS noted it had 
estimated that all wafer suppliers were operating at 83% utilisation rates, while major suppliers such as GCL-Poly and GET were 
operating at utilisation rates of 88%, the highest since 2010. However, with further capacity expansions average utilisation rates are 
expected to remain high at around 85% on average. 

Analysts disagree on the rate that tight global wafer supply 
will ease during 2016.

Wafers

Multicrystalline wafer supply 
constraints should ease 
on 5GW of new capacity - 
EnergyTrend

EnergyTrend expects the tight global 
supply of multicrystalline wafers that has 
led to a spike in prices to ease during the 
first quarter as new capacity starts to come 
on stream. EnergyTrend noted that weak 
pricing in recent years had significantly 
curtailed capital expenditure for additional 
capacity, despite growing global end-

market demand for solar modules. 
However, around 5GW of new capacity 

earmarked so far this year should ease 
constraints and reduce price increases 
after an expected wind down in demand 
after the Chinese New Year holidays as the 
global market stabilises now that demand 
issues in key markets such as China and 
US (ITC extension) have eased. Multi-Si 
wafer prices were set to peak in February, 
according to the market research firm. 

In contrast , EnergyTrend said the 
monocrystalline wafer market remained 
in overcapacity, with demand in 2015 
totalling around 9.5GW and capacity 
exceeding 15GW. 

Rising solar wafer prices on 
tight global supply boon to PV 
Crystalox
UK-based multicrystalline wafer producer 
PV Crystalox Solar inferred in a financial 
statement that it could finally benefit 
financially from the divergence of polysilicon 
and wafer prices, after several years of losses.

PV Cr ystalox acknowledges what 
other wafer producers such as Taiwan-
based Green Energy Technology (GET) 
had been saying for months, namely that 
wafer capacity constraints on the back 
of continued strong demand had pushed 
ASPs higher and that global wafer capacity 
constraints existed. 

However, due to polysilicon production 
overcapacity and further new capacity 
coming on stream in 2016, polysilicon 
spot prices have fallen to record lows in 
recent months. 
The divergence benefits the likes of PV 
Crystalox as it sells its wafers on the spot 
market and with increasing demand could 
convert more of its stockpiled polysilicon 
inventory to wafers, rather than limit losses 
on re-selling its polysilicon on the spot 
market below its contract purchase prices. 

Previously, PV Crystalox had been 
saddled with f ixed-price long-term 
polysilicon supply contracts but noted 
that it had concluded obligations under its 
largest supply contract and taken delivery of 
the final shipment of polysilicon under that 
contract in December 2015. The company 
also noted that shipments under remaining 
contract were scheduled to continue until 
late 2018 but the planned quantities were 
consistent with current production volumes. 
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Polysilicon

REC Silicon halts FBR 
production at Moses Lake
US -based polysilicon producer REC 
Silicon is to shut down its Silane IV 
production unit and remaining fluidized 
bed reactor (FBR) production at its Moses 
Lake plant in Washington. 

In July, 2015, REC Silicon said it would 
cut its FBR production 2,000MT and stop 
planned expansions at the Moses Lake 
facility. China has imposed import duties 
of 57% on REC Silicon in retaliation to US 
anti-dumping duties, sparking a trade war 
between the countries.

Falling polysilicon spot prices due to 
overcapacity rather than weak market 
demand have technically excluded REC 
Silicon from selling its polysilicon into the 
Chinese market. Hemlock Semiconductor, 
one of the largest polysilicon producers, 
and also based in the US, is also impacted 
by heavy import duties and has halted 
construction of a major new production 
plant. 

In the trading update, REC Silicon 
noted that it expected to shut down the 
Moses Lake plant in February, undertake 
preventative maintenance, retaining 
employe es  and p otent i a l ly  rest ar t 
production in June, 2016. The company 
is also revising previous plans to restart 

Silane III production in January, 2016. 
Excess inventories dictate that the plant 
will remain closed until a resolution to 
Chinese import duties is achieved.

Tokuyama hit by record low 
polysilicon prices
A s i a - b a s e d  p o l y s i l i c o n  p r o d u c e r 
Tokuyama Corp said it would take a one-
time impairment charge of ¥123.4 billion 
(US$1.02 billion) on its two polysilicon 
plants in Malaysia as ASPs were lower than 
expected and not in-line with previous 
business guidance. 

Polysilicon spot market prices were 
said to have dropped below the historical 
bottom set in December, 2012 when 
prices reached US$15.35/kg. Tokuyama 
had previously expected prices of around 
US$16/kg to US$20/kg in its 2017 business 
plan, but prices are now set to be in the 
range of US$13.5/kg to US$15/kg in its 
revised 2017 business plan.

To return to profitability with its 
polysilicon production, Tokuyama noted 
that it undertook major maintenance 
work on the Malaysian plants in October 
through November, 2015 as well as 
production cost reduction work, while 
enabling higher annual production of 
11,000MT, though down from previous 
plans to run 12,000MT per annum in its 
2017 business plan.

Silver linings

Heraeus Photovoltaics reacts 
to silver powder production 
disruption at Dowa Hightec

PV metallization paste producer Heraeus 
Photovoltaics says it has bolstered its 
multi-supplier sourcing strategy for silver 
powder after an accident in early January 
2016 at one of the largest producers, Dowa 
Hightec, left two workers dead and two 
injured. The plant was subsequently shut 
down and could be out of commission for 
several months, pending investigations. 

Heraeus Photovoltaics said the incident 
had had only a partial impact on its 
silver paste production and supply, but 
acknowledged that the impact of the 
accident revealed that the global PV 
industry could be "vulnerable to an even 
short-term interruption of the supply of 
key raw materials". 

To mitigate supply issues to its customers, 
Heraeus Photovoltaics said that it had 
expanded its trading partner network to 
include additional silver powder suppliers, 
while adopting a new safety-of-stock 
policy that would mitigate potential supply 
chain disruptions in the future. The supply 
disruption of silver powders means that 
Heraeus releases its newest family of pastes 
based on different silver powders than before. 

Heraeus has boosted its mulit-supplier strategy after a fatal industrial accident at Dowa Hightec impacted silver powder 
demand.
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Introduction
As well  as factors such as wire 
construction, wire management [1], 
sawing conditions, coolant properties, 
and material hardness, inline sawing 
metrology is expected to play a 
significant role in extending the life of 
the wire [2]. The need for an effective 
metrology to monitor diamond wire 
arises from the high cost of raw 
materials, and therefore the necessity 
to avoid waste. For diamond wire 
manufacturers, the cost/km of raw 
materials (core wire, diamonds, and 
plating metal) is the most significant.

“The need for an effective 
metrology to monitor 

diamond wire arises from the 
high cost of raw materials.”
If it is assumed that only a fraction 

of a 250km spool is plated out of 
specifications, the result could be a 
loss in the thousands of dollars. In 
the worst-case scenario, the entire 
spool would have to be discarded, 
since the metal and diamond cannot 
be recovered in a cost-ef fective 
way.  Similarly,  losses  for  wafer 
manufacturers can be significant in 
the event of diamond wire failure 
during sawing due to wire wear or a 
structural defect; losses would include 
scrapped silicon, scrapped wire, and 
tool downtime to clean up the saw and 
rewire the web.

To mitigate these challenges, there are 
optical techniques available for inspecting 
the diamond wire plating process inline 
[3,4]. However, these techniques suffer 
from several limitations:

• The wire is not continuously inspected 
from start to finish, but rather spot 
checked at regular intervals.

• The imaged wire profile is used to 
compute the plating thickness and 
diamond concentration, even though a 
large area fraction of the wire remains 
invisible.

• Since optical approaches provide only 

surface diagnostics, it is not possible 
to detect potential subsurface defects, 
such as a defective core or plating-metal 
delamination.

• Because of the sheer amount of data 
required in image processing, an inline 
inspection in the case of high-speed 
applications (i.e. diamond wire sawing) 
is a serious challenge.

• The ingot cutting process creates 
a considerable amount of residue; 
this is harmful for high-resolution 
optics hardware, potentially requiring 
substantial tool downtime for cleaning 
and maintenance.

Inline diamond wire inspection based on 
resonant vibrations
Hubert Seigneur1,2,3, Sergei Ostapenko4, Igor Tarasov4, Chad Rodrigues4, Yuriy Zaikin5, Kevin Morrow6 & Winston 
V. Schoenfeld1,2,3

1c-Si US Photovoltaic Manufacturing Consortium (PVMC), Orlando, Florida; 2Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), 
Cocoa, Florida; 3University of Central Florida (UCF), Orlando, Florida; 4Ultrasonic Technologies, Inc. (UST), Wesley 
Chapel, Florida; 5PetroBeam, Inc., Sweetwater, Tennessee; 6Niabraze LLC, Tonawanda, New York, USA

ABSTRACT
Because the wire itself is the dominant cost in diamond wire sawing, economics dictate that the wire 
life must be prolonged. This paper presents recent progress made in real-time non-contact monitoring 
of diamond wire using the resonant vibration (RV) characteristics of the wire. This technology was 
successfully demonstrated on a diamond wire manufacturing line moving at 0.25m/s and showed excellent 
sensitivity to both plating metal thickness and diamond particle density, despite minor fluctuations in 
the tension. Additionally, a theoretical framework is presented which shows that the characteristics of 
the resonance curve do not change at speeds above 500m/s. As a result, this technology is expected to be 
able to meet the increasing demands of monitoring diamond wire wear during sawing as the wire speed 
continues to increase in the coming years.

Figure 1. Normalized peak frequency (RV metrology) and plated metal 
thickness data (optical metrology).
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Clearly, an effective diamond wire 
metrology needs to successfully address 
all these challenges.

Inline RV metrology on the 
diamond wire manufacturing 
line
A novel inline resonant vibration 
(RV) sensor developed through a c-Si 
PVMC collaborative programme was 
installed at the end of a diamond wire 
manufacturing line, with only minor 
modification. An additional pulley was 
introduced before the take-up spool set-
up because of the wire moving up and 
down during spooling and thus causing 
a lateral force on the pulley adjacent to 
the sensor. In order to benchmark this 
new technology with existing optical 
metrology, computer clocks, sensor 
position and line speed were used to 
synchronize the optical and acoustic 
measurements. The optical data covers 
approximately 3mm of wire length, 
taken every 300mm, resulting in 1% of 
the wire being inspected. On the other 
hand, the RV data is taken continuously 
along the entire length of the wire. The 
core diameter used for this experiment 
was 250µm.

Fig .  1  shows  the  nor mal i ze d 
peak frequency from RV metrology 
superimposed on a graph of the 
plated metal thickness generated from 
the optical metrology. The RV peak 
indicates an inverse correlation with 
the plated metal thickness, despite 
an estimated 10% variation in the 
tension on the basis of pre-run data. 
Nonetheless, the sensitivity to metal 
thickness is quite pronounced, as seen 
in Fig. 2.

Next, Fig. 3 shows the normalized 
peak frequency from RV metrology 
vs. the diamond concentration data 
generated from the optical metrology. 
From 4,500 sec to 5,500 sec (the time 
window indicated by a blue rectangle), 
the rate of plating was kept constant, 
while the diamond concentration was 
increased. Within that time window, 
the decrease in the peak frequency 
(black curve) is the result of an 
increase in diamond concentration (red 
curve). Here again, there is an inverse 
correlation between the peak frequency 
and the diamond particle concentration. 
Outside the identified time window, 
there is no clear correlation between 
peak frequency and diamond particle 
concentration, because the plating rate 
was allowed to change, thus affecting 
the peak frequency. In order to clearly 
see the correlation with diamond 
particle concentration, the effect of the 
plating would have to be decoupled. 
Furthermore, the noise in the measured 
RV peak frequency is much less than in 

Figure 2. Normalized peak frequency (RV metrology) vs. plated metal 
thickness data (optical metrology).

Figure 3. Normalized peak frequency vs. diamond wire concentration.
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Figure 4. Resonance curve for stationary and moving diamond wire.
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the optical data, even with fluctuations 
in the tension.

It is expected that the noise in the 
data can be minimized by correcting 
the RV sensor data using the real-time 
measurements of the wire tension. This 
will be the focus of future work.

Theoretical framework for 
high-speed monitoring 
The theoretical framework of resonance 
vibrations of a stationary wire has been 
developed and subsequently extended 

to a moving wire [5,6]. Analytical 
equations were formulated and solved, 
and oscillation damping was analysed 
in Voigt and Maxwell models. Because 
the wire core diameter is expected to 
continue decreasing to 70µm within 
the next two years, the numerical 
calculations presented below were 
performed for a core diameter of 
70µm and a tension of 10N. The first 
and most significant result is that 
resonance frequency is independent of 
diamond wire speed, which is shown 
in Fig. 4 by the curves being virtually 

indistinguishable. This means that this 
inline metrology can be used as wire 
speed continues to increase.

Fig. 5 shows the vibration modes of 
the diamond wire at speeds of up to 
40m/sec. Unlike the peak frequency, the 
shape of the vibration modes becomes 
slightly distorted as the speed increases.

Finally considered is the case of a 
wire moving at a very high speed such 
that damping occurs on the time scale 
of the vibration. The vibration mode of 
the diamond wire is severely distorted, 
as portrayed in Fig. 6, and even though 
the resonance damping or bandwidth 
is slightly affected, the resonance 
frequency remains unchanged from the 
stationary case, as shown in Fig. 4. As a 
result, peak frequency is an ideal metric 
for diamond wire monitoring as wire 
speeds increase in wafer manufacturing.

“The proposed new 
metrology is expected to be 

a sustainable solution as wire 
speeds increase.”

Conclusion
Non-contact monitoring of diamond 
w i r e  p r o p e r t i e s  u s i n g  t h e  RV 
characteristics of the wire has been 
demonstrated on a diamond wire 
plating line with wire speeds of up 
to 0.25m/s. The RV peak shows a 
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Figure 5. Vibration mode vs. diamond wire speed.
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clear inverse correlation with plated 
metal thickness and diamond density 
when the plating rate is maintained 
at a constant value. The accuracy of 
this novel metrology can be further 
improved by incorporating real-
time tension data . Moreover, the 
theory predicts that the RV peak is 
independent of the wire speed, unlike 
the vibration modes and to a lesser 
degree the damping. As a result, the 
proposed new metrology is expected to 
be a sustainable solution as wire speeds 
increase.
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Introduction
According to PVInsights [1], the spot 
prices of polysilicon have dropped 
from $300/kg in 2006 to $14/kg in 
2015. Because of the high cost of the 
traditional polysilicon production 
processes that were industr ial ly 
available when the demand of silicon 
started to be significant, back in 2004, 
a lot of effort in the past ten years has 
been put into improving costs and 
quality of materials aimed at the PV 
industry. The extremely high spot 
prices reached by polysilicon in the 
past decade (see Fig. 1) promoted big 

investments in solar-grade silicon (SoG-
Si), both for commercial production 
and for R&D activities.

High-purity si l icon production 
processes can be divided in two main 
groups : the indirect or chemical 
route, and the direct or metallurgical 
route. In the indirect route, silicon is 
transformed by chemical reactions 
into a compound that can be purified 
by conventional chemical techniques, 
such as distillation. The silicon is 
then recovered as a pure solid from 
the selected compound by a chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) process, 

for  which the two predominant 
technologies are Siemens and fluidized 
bed reactor (FBR) deposition. In the 
direct route, a sequence of metallurgical 
techniques, such as slag treatment 
or segregation, is applied in order to 
remove impurities from solid or molten 
silicon.

The main drawback of the Siemens-
t y p e  p ro ce s s e s  fo r  p o l y s i l i co n 
production has traditionally been their 
very high specific energy requirements: 
typical energy consumption values 
range between 60 and 120kWh/
kg, of which at least 45kWh/kg can 
be attributed to the CVD process. 
The use of chlorosilanes and silane 
as intermediates requires special 
handling precautions that also need 
to be considered. Additionally, high 
capital expenditures are required 
for establishing a new facility, along 
with rather long periods of planning, 
engineering and construction [2]. 

The direct  route can produce 
different qualities of silicon, all of them 
called upgraded metallurgical-grade 
silicon (UMG-Si). However, producers 
have refused to accept this term 
because, originally, the quality (99.99%) 
of UMG-Si was not pure enough and 
it had to be blended with polysilicon 
for PV applications. Nevertheless, in 
the last ten years, important industrial 

Polysilicon vs. upgraded metallurgical-
grade silicon (UMG-Si): Technology, 
quality and costs
Eduardo Forniés, Laura Méndez & Marta Tojeiro, Aurinka PV Group SL, Madrid, Spain

ABSTRACT
Throughout the severe plummet of PV prices that took place during 2008–2012 as a result of overcapacity, 
the polysilicon sector suffered a major adjustment of costs and capacity to face the reduction in prices and 
the mismatch between demand and supply. In 2012 that significant drop in prices provoked the bankruptcy 
of many polysilicon producers, with only the large and efficient players still surviving. However, there was 
also an impact on the (at that time) promising and immature industry of metallurgical purification of metal 
silicon, also known as upgraded metallurgical-grade silicon (UMG-Si). The strong selling point of UMG-Si 
producers – the production costs – was no longer an asset, leaving UMG-Si with nothing but its weakness 
– the quality. The generation costs for solar energy are currently comparable to those for conventional 
fuels. The solar industry is self-sustaining and is not dependent on government subsidies. In this current 
situation, the industry requires an updated comparison between the two main routes of silicon purification 
and their products, which is the aim of this paper. The first route is the indirect route (or chemical route), in 
which the metallurgical-grade silicon (MG-Si) is transformed into a silane (typically trichlorosilane TCS, or 
silane MS), which is refined and finally introduced into a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) reactor where 
the silicon is deposited. The second route is the direct route (or metallurgical route), whereby the silicon is 
purified by means of metallurgical processes. The principal technologies within each route, along with their 
main advantages and challenges, are briefly described in this paper. Subsequently, the inherent quality of 
the product and the costs associated with each purification route are assessed by compiling the producers’ 
published information and the authors’ analyses. 

Figure 1. Evolution of polysilicon spot price.
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developments in the direct route have 
led to improvements in silicon quality, 
resulting in a level of ‘silicon for PV 
applications’, or solar-grade silicon 
(SoG-Si > 5N) [3]. On the other hand, 
in their pursuit to reduce production 
costs , polysilicon producers have 
lowered the quality of their electronic-
grade silicon (EG-Si), down to that 
of SoG-Si. Just to differentiate the 
provenance of SoG-Si, UMG-Si refers to 
the SoG-Si derived from metallurgical 
cleaning, and polysilicon refers to the 
SoG-Si derived from chemical cleaning. 
Under the polysilicon denomination, 
both Siemens-type silicon chunks and 
granular silicon coming from FBR 
deposition reactors are included.

“A balance should be 
established between 

silicon feedstock cost, 
maximum allowed impurity 

concentrations, and cell 
performance.”

A debate regarding the quality needed 
for PV applications has been ongoing 
during the past few years [4]. The 
specifications of this quality are still not 
yet defined in an unequivocal manner 
because of the fact that, excluding the 
boom period, very high-quality silicon 
has been available for PV applications, 
and so no real need to use other 
materials has arisen. A balance should 
be established between silicon feedstock 
cost , maximum allowed impurity 
concentrations, and cell performance. 
Since the effect of different chemical 
elements on cell performance varies, an 
oversimplification of the specifications 
leads to the wrong idea that only 
ultrahigh-purity silicon can be used for 
all solar PV applications. As the SoG-
Si production sector reorganizes, the 
oversupply situation in recent years 
will give way to a balanced situation in 
which this material will not be available 
in such large quantities as in the past 
three years; new opportunities will 
therefore arise for low-cost materials.

Traditionally, the arguments against 
UMG-Si have been related to quality. 
It is true that the concentration of 
metals and dopants is higher in UMG-
Si than in polysilicon; nevertheless, 
this level could be low enough for PV 
applications. As a result, that lower 
quality forces UMG-Si producers 
to sell the silicon at a lower price 
than polysilicon in order to make 
it attractive to the rest of the value 
chain. For example, in their work 
related to cells manufactured from 

UMG-Si and polysilicon, Krause et 
al. [5] introduced the possibility of 
implementing a phosphorus gettering 
step to reduce the effects of some of 
the typical contaminants present in 
UMG-Si wafers, especially transition 
metals [6]. In that study, it was assessed 
that the price of UMG-Si should be 6 
to 18% lower than polysilicon in order 
to counterbalance the extra cost of the 
gettering process; this equates to 6% 
in the case where the efficiencies of 
the solar cells made of polysilicon and 
UMG-Si are the same.

Technology
Metallurgical route
A variety of purification processes 
are involved in the metallurgical 
route [7]. None of them in isolation is 
efficient enough to achieve an adequate 
purification of metallurgical-grade 
silicon (MG-Si); different combinations 
of them, however, lead to purification 
sequences that can transform the 
MG-Si to SoG-Si. The most important 
processes are:

a)  Slag treatment of the silicon melt
b)  Vacuum degassing of the silicon 

melt
c)  Plasma treatment
d)  Acid leaching
e)  Purification of liquid silicon using 

gases
f )  Refining silicon from Al–Si melt
g)  Segregation during solidification

a) Slag treatment of the silicon melt 
It is particularly difficult to eliminate 
boron by directional solidification 
because of its segregation coefficient 
in silicon (0.83) [8]. Additionally, its 
low vapour pressure makes it difficult 
to evaporate it from the silicon melt 
in a vacuum degassing process [9]. 
Consequently, slag treatment is the 
common method used for boron 
removal, although it also reduces the 
concentration of other impurities, such 
as metals and phosphorus, in the silicon 
melt.

A l s o  k now n a s  l iquid–l iquid 
extraction, slag treatment is based 
on the higher solubility of certain 
impurities in a slag melt than in liquid 
silicon, or on the reactions of those 
impurities with some of the slag’s 
components to form more stable 
compounds. In this high-temperature 
process, the slags can be added to the 
silicon before or after its melting, 
depending on their composition. Once 
the slags are melted, they are immiscible 
with liquid silicon. The impurities are 
then dissolved in the slags, which, at 
the end of the process, can be extracted 
from the molten silicon. There are 

different compositions of slags – the 
ones mostly used are oxides and 
fluorides. 

b) Vacuum degassing of the silicon melt 
Although phosphorus responds better 
than boron to directional solidification 
(segregation coefficient of P is 0.35), 
it is still difficult to reduce the P 
concentration to the levels required 
for the PV industry. Vacuum refining 
has been demonstrated to be a 
reliable technique for that purpose, 
and a large number of publications 
have contributed to its industrial 
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  [ 1 0 – 1 3 ] .  Th i s 
technique consists of phosphorus 
evaporation from the silicon melt, in the 
form of P(g), P2(g) and to a lesser extent 
P4(g) [14]. The stirring of the silicon 
melt is therefore of major importance in 
order to allow an optimum transport of 
phosphorus to the melt surface.

The industrial application of these 
processes has been already developed 
with good results [15]. One company 
that currently uses vacuum degassing as 
one of the refining steps is Sinosi Group 
Corporation [16].

c) Plasma treatment
Plasma treatment consists of using argon 
gas to generate plasma, in conjunction 
with reactive gases that contain oxidizing 
species. A plasma torch is formed inside 
a tube and directed onto the melted 
silicon surface. The silicon purification 
begins when the reactive gases – 
oxygen and hydrogen – are injected 
into the plasma torch. Volatile species, 
mainly BOH and BO, are produced and 
extracted, with the consequent reduction 
of boron in the silicon melt.

The French Photosil consortium 
uses  this  process  together  with 
different directional solidifications 
and the selection of the raw material 
(MG-Si) [17]. One of the difficulties of 
this technique is the P concentration 
of the final product, which has to 
be under 0.6ppmw, as the directional 
solidification processes, by themselves, 
are  not  e f f ic ient  enough for  P 
reduction [18]. 

d) Acid leaching 
During silicon solidif ication, the 
impurities with lower solubility in 
solid silicon than in liquid silicon tend 
to precipitate at grain boundaries and 
interstitial positions [19]. The addition 
of CaO and/or CaCO3 promotes the 
formation of Ca compounds between 
the silicon grains; those compounds are 
also formed by the impurities present 
in the silicon [20]. The solidified 
silicon is then mechanically reduced 
to smaller pieces, which have been 
broken preferably along the grain 
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boundaries, exposing the impurities to a 
subsequent chemical etching with acids  
(HCl, HF/HNO3, etc.).

Acid leaching has been demonstrated 
to be efficient at removing metals – 
such as Fe, Al, Ca and Ti – while P has 
been reduced by as much as 80% [21]. 
Nevertheless, acid leaching is not an 
efficient process for boron reduction.

e) Purification of liquid silicon using 
gases 
This purification procedure is based 
on the reaction of certain gases with 
the impurities in silicon to form 
slags or volatile species [22]. The 
gas treatment of the silicon melt is 
already a common process in MG-Si 
production. When the MG-Si silicon 
melt from the submerged arc furnace 
(SAF) is poured into the ladle, oxygen 
gas can be introduced, thus promoting 
the stirring of the melt and oxidizing 
the silicon to form SiO2, which acts as 
a slag to which the silicon impurities 
are transferred from the melt. 

The same principle has been applied 
to UMG-Si production. Besides O2, 
other gases (such as chlorine) can be 
used for silicon refining. A mixture of 
O2 and hydrocarbon (oxy-fuel) has been 
shown to be an effective method for B 
reduction [23].

f ) Refining silicon from Al–Si melt 
This is a metal–metal extraction 
process based on the fact that the 
melting point of Al–Si alloy is lower 
than that of Si, and that the solubility 
of Al in Si is low. A mixture of Si and 
Al melts at a lower temperature than 
Si, which means the energy needed to 
make the process is less. After melting 
in a crucible, the solution is slowly 
cooled and the silicon precipitates and 
grows in a flake shape.

In  addit ion,  the  solubi l i ty  of 
impurities in Al–Si alloy is higher than 
in Si [24]. The Al–Si alloy, which is still 
in a liquid state, is poured out from 
the crucible, leaving behind the silicon 
flakes. The silicon flakes, which are 
coated with a thin layer of Al, are then 
etched in chemical baths to remove the 
coating. To the authors’ knowledge, 
Silicor Materials is the only company 
that uses this technique.

g) Segregation during solidification 
The segregation method is based on 
the impurities’ segregation coefficient 
ki during a directional solidification 
(DS) of  s i l icon;  the segregation 
coefficient is the ratio between impurity 
concentration in the solid and the 
concentration of the same impurity in 
the melt. This means that the further 
the coefficient is from unity, the 
more effective is the segregation of 

impurities. For example, metals have 
a very low ki; consequently, during a 
directional solidification the impurities 
tend to accumulate at the end of the 
ingot, and this part of the ingot is 
discarded. However, B and P have a 
coefficient close to unity, thus making 
DS an inefficient process for B and P 
reduction.

DS is a common technique in all the 
metallurgical refining processes, and 
can take place during casting in the SAF 
furnaces or within the refining process 
itself. In the next step of the value chain, 
namely crystal growth, DS is indeed 
the process used to produce silicon 
ingots; therefore there is an additional 
purification in this step [4].

There are a wide range of furnaces 
and castings that take advantage of 
the segregation properties of certain 
elements within si l icon. A rapid 
segregation can be carried out during 
casting, allowing the silicon melt to 
cool down naturally while a magnetic 
stirring of the melt is performed by 
induction. This stirring promotes the 
transportation of impurities to the 
crystallization front and enhances 
their segregation. In the case of 
silicon crystallization, there are other 
examples of directional solidification, 
such as the use of furnaces quite 
similar to those used for sil icon 
growth, based on the heat exchange 
method. However, this is an expensive 
process, which takes place in a vacuum 
or inert environment, and serves only 
for the advanced stages of silicon 
purification.

Other approaches
Other metallurgical processes have not 
been considered here, because of their 
poor, or lack of, representation in the 
industry. Alternative approaches to 
purifying silicon include the chemical 
purification of silicon- and carbon-
containing compounds that are later 
transformed into high-purity raw 
materials used for MG-Si production, 
specifically silica (SiO2) and carbon. A 
case in point is the ChemArc Process 
developed by RSI Silicon Products LLC, 
in which sodium silicate is thoroughly 
purified by chemical techniques and 
subsequently reduced with pure carbon 
in a modified SAF furnace, to yield a 
solar-grade product.

Chemical route
The indirect, or chemical, route for 
high-purity silicon production has 
been used since 1950, when the first 
applications for this material within 
the semiconductor industry appeared. 
The evolution of the technology has 
been slow for several decades, since 
electronic devices use only a tiny 

amount of material. Today, the total 
demand for electronic-grade silicon 
(EG-Si) is approximately 30,000 MT/
year – one order of magnitude lower 
than the demand for solar-grade.

Current  commerc ia l  chemical 
technologies for the purif ication 
of silicon can use trichlorosilane  
(TCS, SiHCl3) or silane (MS, SiH4). 
The processes have in common the 
fact that the selected silicon compound 
undergoes a CVD reaction at a high 
temperature, which can be carried out 
by means of the traditional Siemens 
reactors or the less widespread FBR 
technology [25]. 

The commercially implemented 
processes in use today are, in essence, 
different combinations of precursor 
synthesis and by-products recycling, 
together with various deposition 
alternatives:

a)  T C S  S i e m e n s  w i t h  d i r e c t 
chlorination (DC) and silicon 
tetrachloride thermal conversion

b)  T C S  S i e m e n s  w i t h 
hydrochlorination (HC)

c)  MS Siemens
d) MS FBR

a) TCS Siemens with direct chlorination 
(DC) and silicon tetrachloride thermal 
conversion (Fig. 2(a)) 
MG-Si is converted to trichlorosilane 
(TCS) by a reaction with hydrogen 
chloride, according to the following 
equation:

        (1)

Metallic impurities included in 
the MG-Si are transformed into 
their corresponding metal chlorides, 
remaining in solid phase after the 
reaction takes place.  Boron and 
phosphorus are also transformed into 
their chlorides, which are gases in 
process conditions. TCS is separated 
from them, and the other chlorosilanes 
are further refined to the required 
purity levels, mainly by fractional 
distillation. The TCS is then mixed 
with hydrogen and decomposed in the 
Siemens reactor, yielding solid high-
purity silicon and large amounts of 
silicon tetrachloride (STC, SiCl4) as a 
by-product:

        (2)

      (3)

Siemens reactors are hot-filament 
cold wall reactors in which pure 
silicon rods are heated up through the 
Joule effect by means of an electrical 
power supply with variable current 
and voltage. As the silicon deposition 
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reaction takes place in the surface of 
the rods, their diameter grows, until it 
reaches a maximum value that depends 
on reactor geometry.

U n r e a c t e d  T C S  a n d  o t h e r 
chlorosilanes present in the Siemens 
gaseous ef f luent  are  condensed 
and hydrogen is recovered. STC is 
transformed back to TCS by a high-
temperature conversion reaction: 

      (4)

This has been the technology used by 
incumbent producers for many years, 
and is still in use by many of them 
today, their proprietary developments 
being better than the commercially 
available alternatives.

b) TCS Siemens with hydrochlorination 
(HC) (Fig. 2(b))
MG-Si and sil icon tetrachloride, 
recovered from the deposition step, 
react with hydrogen to produce TCS, 
according to the following overall 
stoichiometry:

  (5)

As in the case of the DC process, 
chlorosi lanes  are  separated and 
purified by means of a fractional 
d i s t i l l at ion  s t age .  Pure  TC S i s 
f e d  i n t o  t h e  S i e m e n s  r e a c t o r, 
and STC i s  re c ycle d  to  supply 
the hydrochlorination step. This 
technology has been adopted by most 
of the Chinese producers since 2012, 
following the sharp drop in polysilicon 
price that came with the oversupply.

c) MS Siemens
Only REC Silicon uses the MS Siemens 
process on a commercial scale. TCS 
is synthesized by hydrochlorination 
(Equat ion 5)  and i s  subje ct  to 
redistribution reactions to produce 
silane along with silicon tetrachloride, 
which is  recycled to supply the 
hydrochlorination step.

 (6)

 (7)

 (8)

The silane, after being purified, is 
fed into a Siemens-type reactor. Silane 
decomposition does not yield any 
by-product apart from hydrogen, which 
is normally used as a carrier gas in these 
reactors.

 (9)

d) MS FBR (Fig. 2(c))
This alternative, known as the Union 

Carbide Process, has the same flow 
diagram as the MS Siemens process, 
the only difference being that the 
deposition of solid sil icon takes 
place in an FBR. This reactor has a 
continuous supply of silane and small 
beads of pure silicon, which are the 
seeds for heterogeneous deposition 
of silicon. Only REC Silicon uses this 
technology on a commercial scale, 
although GCL-poly has recently 
started pilot production. In the case 
of SunEdison, its plant in Pasadena, 
Texas, uses an alternative process for 
silane production, known as the ethyl 
corporation process, in which an alkaline 
fluorosilicate serves as the starting 
material instead of MG-Si.

e) Other chemical processes
Many processes have been studied 
and scaled up with different degrees of 
success. The most important is CVD 
in the FBR from trichlorosilane, which 
can be obtained by the procedures 
described for Siemens technology. 
Several plants on a pilot scale have 
been operated by various companies, 
but their maturity has not yet been 
sufficiently proved for them to be scaled 
up to commercial throughputs.

“Many processes have been 
studied and scaled up with 

different degrees of success.”

Figure 2. Simplified block diagrams of polysilicon production: (a) TCS 
Siemens with direct chlorination; (b) TCS Siemens with hydrochlorination; 
and (c) MS FBR (with hydrochlorination and redistribution).

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Of the above-mentioned technologies, 
two are used industrially for polysilicon 
production by chemical methods. 
The first is traditional trichlorosilane 
Siemens-based silicon deposition, which 
accounts for around 90% of the total 
polysilicon production, both by direct 
chlorination and by hydrochlorination. 
The second is FBR deposition from 
silane, responsible for the other 10% of 
polysilicon production. 

Quality
The global industry association of 
micro- and nanoelectronics, which 
includes the PV industry, has issued a 
standardized specification to classify 
the different categories of silicon for 
PV applications [26], that is to say,  
SoG-Si (see Table 1, in which the 
values  in  ppm w have a l so  been 
included, along with the total purity in 
nines N). This classification includes 
silicon feedstock purif ied by the 
metallurgical route (grades III, IV), as 
well as polysilicon for PV applications 
(grades I, II). 

The standardization of SoG-Si, 
however, is not straightforward, since 
the elements present in the silicon 
feedstock have different effects on 
cell performance. For standardization 
purposes, three different categories of 
element within silicon can be defined: 
dopants (B, P, Al,  etc .),  metallic 
impurities (Fe, Cr, Ni, Ti, etc.) and non-
metal impurities (N, O, C, etc.). 

“The elements present in 
the silicon feedstock have 

different effects on cell 
performance.”

The type of silicon (n or p) is defined 
by the concentration of dopants (donor 
or acceptor). In the case of SoG-Si, the 
material is usually compensated with 
a significant concentration of donors 
and acceptors . The compensation 
ratio Rc = (NA + ND) / | NA – ND | is 
a figure of merit that involves the 
level of compensation and the total 
concentration of dopants. 

Dopants
Boron is an acceptor p-type dopant. It 
has similar properties to silicon, which 
makes it a difficult element to remove 
from silicon and its compounds. The 
SoG-Si producer has to balance the 
concentration of B in the silicon and 
the resources needed to reduce its 
concentration to an acceptable limit. 
This is also true for P, a donor dopant 
responsible for the n-type characteristic 
of silicon. As can be expected from 
this consideration, the compensation 
of silicon and its influence on final cell 
performance have been studied from 
the point of view of minority-carrier 
lifetime and mobility [27]. It has been 
reported that the reduction of minority-
carrier mobility because of scattering 

in ionized impurities is balanced by the 
increase in lifetime as a result of free-
carrier reduction [28]. Other authors 
have described a net improvement 
in solar cell performance when using 
compensated silicon [29], but this is in 
contradiction to the results obtained 
by Hoffmann et al. [30], who showed 
a linear decrease in efficiency with Rc 
in solar cells made of UMG feedstock. 
Other considerations as well as mobility 
and lifetime therefore have to be taken 
into account:

 
•  Compensated silicon presents a low 

yield in silicon growth. The reason 
for this is that the high concentration 
of P tends to change the resistivity of 
the ingot from positive (in the case 
of p type) to negative as a result of the 
accumulation of P in the melt in the final 
stages of silicon growth. This effect can 
be mitigated by doping the charge with 
gallium [31].
 

•  It is known that boron in combination 
with oxygen has an effect on light-
induced degradation (LID). For p-type 
solar cells made of polysilicon, an LID 
of 0.5 to 1% has been shown for Cz-Si 
solar cells, whereas for multicrystalline 
solar cells the LID has been found to be 
lower – 0.1 to 0.2%abs [32]. However, for 
solar cells made of UMG, an LID of up 
to 2.5%abs has been reported [33].

 
•  Dopant atoms can themselves form 

recombination-active centres, such as 

         Grade I          Grade II        Grade III         Grade IV

ppba ppmw ppba ppmw ppba ppmw ppba ppmw

B 1 0.00038 20 0.01 300 0.12 1000 0.38

C 300 0.12828 2000 0.86 5000 2.14 100000 42.76

Na 10 0.00819 50 0.04 100 0.08 4000 3.27

Al 1 0.00096 20 0.02 300 0.29 1000 0.96

P 1 0.00110 20 0.02 50 0.06 720 0.79

K 10 0.01392 50 0.07 100 0.14 4000 5.57

Ca 10 0.01427 50 0.07 100 0.14 4000 5.71

Ti 10 0.01705 50 0.09 100 0.17 200 0.34

Cr 10 0.01851 50 0.09 100 0.19 200 0.37

Fe 10 0.01989 50 0.10 100 0.20 200 0.40

Ni 10 0.02090 50 0.10 100 0.21 200 0.42

Cu 10 0.02263 50 0.11 100 0.23 200 0.45

Zn 10 0.02328 50 0.12 100 0.23 200 0.47

As 1 0.00267 20 0.05 50 0.13 720 1.92

Mo 10 0.03416 50 0.17 100 0.34 200 0.68

Sb 1 0.00433 20 0.09 50 0.22 720 3.12

    6.7N            5.8N           5.5N            4.3N

Table 1. SEMI classification of silicon for PV applications [25].
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the already mentioned boron–oxygen 
defect or FeB and CrB [27].

•  Although compensation can enhance 
cell performance because of the increase 
in carrier lifetime, this applies to already 
compensated silicon, which has a high 
concentration of B and P as well as other 
doping species [29], and should not lead 
to the conclusion that compensated 
silicon is better than high-purity silicon. 
Taking into account ingot yield, LID and 
cell efficiency, Degoulange et al. [33] 
suggest the following specifications for 
UMG-Si:
  [B] < 0.2ppmw , [Oi] < 20ppmw and 
 [P] < 0.5ppmw
 whereas Hoffmann et al .  [30], 
according to the limiting influence 
of dopant concentration on solar cell 
efficiency, propose:
 [B] < 0.15ppmw and 
 [P] < 0.3ppmw
 

Metallic impurities
Metallic impurities introduce deep 
energy levels in the silicon band gap that 
act as minority-carrier recombination 

centres, provoking a decrease in solar 
cell performance. Moreover, it is known 
that interstitial Fe forms pairs with B; 
this introduces, within the gap, energy 
levels close to the conduction band, thus 
reducing the minority-carrier lifetime 
[34]. The same happens with Cr atoms, 
but this new energy level is close to the 
valence band [29]. Metals such as Fe and 
Ni can form precipitates that also act as 
recombination centres [34–36]. 

The impact  of  some metal l ic 
i mp u r i t i e s  c a n  b e  re d u ce d  b y 
techniques such as gettering [34,37,38] 
or hydrogenation [39], performed at the 
solar cell production level. Regarding 
their behaviour and influence within 
the solar cell, metal impurities can 
be divided into two categories: fast-
diffusing impurities (e.g. Fe, Cr, Cu and 
Ni), which are receptive to gettering, 
and slow diffusers (e.g. Ti, Mo and V) 
[40]. The latter should be avoided, as 
they have a significant negative impact 
on solar cell efficiency because of their 
insensitiveness to gettering. 

Aluminium is also a critical element, 
since it is an acceptor like boron. As a 

consequence, the resistivity and carrier 
concentration are strongly affected 
by this metal impurity ; moreover, 
it cannot be reduced by gettering. 
Owing to the features of the Silicor 
process, aluminium is an element that 
can be found at high concentrations 
in this company’s product. According 
to studies related to Silicor UMG 
[38], the performance of cells made 
of compensated silicon that were 
intentionally contaminated with Al 
up to 1ppmw showed a 3%rel lower 
efficiency than those without that extra 
contamination. Aluminium in silicon 
can also originate from the alumina 
insulators of directional solidification 
furnaces as well as from some furnaces 
used in UMG processes. 

Non-metallic impurities
Non-metallic impurities consist mainly 
of C, N and O. The sources of these 
elements are diverse: for example, 
carbon can be incorporated into the 
silicon during its growth, as some of the 
thermal insulators of furnaces are made 
of graphite. This is also the case in the 

Siemens FBR UMG Other

B 1 0.2 0.04 0.04 0.04 1.92 0.31 200 300 300 81

P 8.5 1.65 0.44 5.51 0.33 5.51 0.88 600 740 600 84

Al 10 150 100 100 18

Ti 80

Cr 2 1 2 12

Fe 10 10 10 80 100 80

Ni 2 1 2 20

Cu 2 1 2 100 30

Zn 4 2 4 5

Na 15 6 15 50 26

K 10 10 15

Ca 3000 50

Bulk metals 
(Fe,Cu,Ni,Cr,Zn,Na) 3 15 2 15

Surface metals
total 5 30 30*

Oxygen 1710 1140

C 385 214 43 43 107 428 100 15

Table 2. Concentrations of impurities (ppbw) for different SoG-Si producers. All data are extracted from 
specifications, promotional data or publications, and are therefore maximum values. (Empty cells represent no 
available data.)

Table 2. Concentrations of impurities (ppbw) for different SoG-Si producers. All data are extracted from 
specifications, promotional data or publications, and are therefore maximum values. (Empty cells represent no 
available data.)
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metallurgical purification of silicon, 
which also uses graphite crucibles 
to perform the silicon casting. In 
s i l icon growth,  nitrogen is  a lso 
incorporated from the Si3N4 coating 
of the crucibles used in the directional 
solidification of multi-crystal ingot 
growth. During Czochralski growth 
for producing single-crystal ingots, the 
contamination of silicon with oxygen 
coming from the silica crucible is also 
very common.

As a result, the concentration of 
C, N and O in silicon is about one 
order of magnitude greater than that 
of metals. Carbon and nitrogen can 
form precipitates of SiC and Si3N4 
during silicon solidification. Those 
precipitates are very harmful, as they 
provoke lattice distortions, shunts in 
solar cells [41], wire breakage during 
ingot wafering, crucible damage during 
MG-Si purification, and so on. In 
particular, carbon is very detrimental 
to Czochralski (Cz) growth; silicon for 
that purpose therefore typically has a 
C concentration below 1ppmw, which 
makes UMG-Si unsuitable for direct 
use in single-crystal wafers. Directional 
solidification for multi-crystal ingot 
growth, on the other hand, permits up 
to 30ppmw of carbon [4].

The relationship of oxygen, in 
combination with boron, to LID was 
mentioned earlier. For granular silicon 
obtained by FBR deposition, the 
silicon oxide formed on the surface 
of the silicon grains as soon as they 
are exposed to air is very extensive 
because of the high surface-to-volume 
ratio. Moreover, during the CVD 
process, hydrogen is absorbed on the 
surface of the particles, which can 

cause explosions and the splashing of 
molten silicon during ingot growth. 
Siemens polysilicon, however, does not 
exhibit this high O concentration, as it 
is obtained as large chunks. Graphite 
pieces are also used in Siemens-type 
CVD reactors, although the silicon in 
contact with these pieces is separated 
from the rods and sold separately as a 
different grade of polysilicon.

A comparison of the main impurity 
concentrations for different SoG-Si, 
including polysilicon, extracted from 
specification sheets available online 
and documentation made public by 
producers, is shown in Table 2. Several 
studies on the efficiency of solar cells 
fabricated from UMG-Si [30,38,42–44] 
or from intentionally contaminated 
silicon [45] have been conducted; the 
resulting efficiencies are quite similar 
to those obtained from polysilicon 
feedstock, and the outdoor power 
degradation is low [46]. 

In Fig. 3 the concentration ranges 
of boron and phosphorus for different 
commercial products are compared 
and class i f ied according to  the 
standard specifications for the four 
defined grades.

Technological challenges of 
reducing cost
Chemical route
Although the application of TCS 
Siemens technology to the industrial 
production of polysilicon dates back 
to the 1960s, it is only during the 
last decade, driven by the pressure 
of the PV market, that a significant 
cost reduction has been achieved by 
process optimization. In this regard, 

the replacement of  inef f ic iently 
designed or nonexistent STC recovery 
schemes by the proven more cost-
effective hydrochlorination technology 
has put some of the new producers, 
especially in China, in a position to 
realise cash operation costs below  
$12/kg [4]. 

A large part of the cost reduction 
h a s  b e e n  a ch i e v e d  i n  S i e m e n s 
deposition reactors. The development 
of both equipment and recipes that 
are tailored to solar-grade polysilicon 
production, and are less demanding in 
terms of purity than electronic-grade 
polysilicon, has led to higher silicon 
deposition velocities and throughput, 
resulting in lower costs .  Energy-
saving strategies, mainly the reduction 
of  heat  losses  and the recover y 
of part of the supplied electrical 
power as vapour for heating in other 
processes of the polysilicon plant 
(such as the fractional distillation of 
chlorosilanes), have reduced specific 
electricity consumption to around 
4 5 kW h / k g  f o r  s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t 
Siemens reactors; of this, over 50% 
can be recovered. 

“The main strength of silane 
deposition in FBRs is the 

very low energy demand of 
these reactors.”

On the other  hand,  the main 
s t r e n g t h  o f  s i l a n e  d e p o s i t i o n 
in FBRs is  the ver y low energy 
demand of these reactors – as low as  
5 kW h / k g .  T h e  l o w - c o s t  m a s s 
production of granular polysilicon 
is currently taking shape. Two joint 
ventures have been established by the 
companies with industrial experience 
in FBR deposition – SunEdison and 
REC Silicon – with new plants also 
employing this technology. In addition, 
GCL-poly has become a new player 
in FBR technology, setting up a plant 
that started its ramp-up in 2014 [25]. 
Centrotherm SiTec, one of the top 
polysilicon technology providers , 
has recently announced that it is 
developing its own FBR CVD process 
and reactors [48], which are expected 
to be available within two years.

Even though at first sight the large 
difference that exists between electrical 
power consumptions might suggest 
that traditional Siemens reactors 
should be replaced by FBR technology, 
other important aspects need to be 
taken into account, such as the quality 
of the product [49]. Further progress is 
expected for both technologies.

Although major improvements in 
Figure 3. Concentration ranges of boron and phosphorus in different SoG-
Si specifications.
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performance and costs have been 
achieved during the last decade, 
research and development is still being 
carried out regarding the deposition 
equipment and processes, including 
studies of CVD in FBRs, for both silane 
and trichlorosilane [50,51], and of 
the energy consumption reduction of 
Siemens reactors.

The precursor synthesis, to produce 
TCS and MS, has a lower impact 
on overall polysilicon production 
costs . Hydrochlorination, because 
of  the advantages of  combining 
T C S  s y n t h e s i s  a n d  S T C –T C S 
conversion in one step, has been 
replacing a significant part of the 
direct  chlor ination and thermal 
conversion capacity during the last few 
years. While hydrochlorination has 
advantages over the direct chlorination 
and thermal conversion combination, 
it also has some drawbacks, such as 
the low STC conversion rate and the 
need to combine pure and impure 
streams, which result in the need to 
manage a greater amount of material, 
especially recycled STC. New reactions 
are being studied, such as the catalytic 
hydrodechlorination of STC [52], in 
order to avoid the introduction of 
additional impurities into the TCS 
synthesis ,  and thus reduce costs 
associated with purification.

Metallurgical route
Unlike  the  chemical  route ,  the 
metallurgical route emerged with 
the clear aim of reducing the costs of 
producing SoG-Si, which means the 
margin for further cost reduction is 
much ‘thinner’. The main challenges 
of the metallurgical route are the 
reduction of silicon losses and the 
recycling of intermediate silicon to 
obtain satisfactorily refined silicon. 
Some of the metallurgical processes 
(described above) are based on the 
accumulation of impurities in certain 
small segments of the silicon. Those 

parts are rejected (which accounts 
for silicon losses) or recycled, thus 
increasing the production costs.

Most of the metallurgical treatments 
are followed by a block casting in 
which some kind of  direct ional 
sol idif ication is  performed.  The 
environment during that solidification, 
the mass transport to the solidification 
front, and the material of the crucibles 
or moulds are essential factors that 
directly influence the yield of purified 
silicon. As in directional solidification, 
the purification by vacuum or gas 
treatment requires a stirring of the 
silicon melt in order to increase the 
mass transfer of impurities to the 
surface, where the refining takes place.

In acid leaching, the optimal size of 
silicon chunks is of major importance 
in optimizing the removal of impurities 
from the grain boundaries and the 
surface. In this case, the waste treatment 
of by-products is very important. For 
slag treatment, it is essential to choose 

the correct slags, as well as the contact 
optimization between slags and silicon. 
Key steps after the refining are the 
complete extraction of slags from the 
melt and their post-processing, as these 
can contain a high percentage of usable 
silicon.

In summary, effective processes in 
terms of silicon yield and reduction 
of losses are critical in achieving low 
operational cash costs and energy 
consumption. The authors consider 
that, for metallurgical purification, the 
operational cash costs should be below 
$12/kg and the energy consumption 
below 25kWh/kg , although other 
cons iderat ions ,  such a s  c api ta l 
expenditure, are important.

Cost analysis
Some studies have been published 
in the past regarding polysilicon 
production costs [53–55], but there is 
a lack of information about the costs of 

         Siemens HC            Siemens DC         FBR         UMG

Low High Low High Low High Low High

Raw materials, utilities and 
consumables 3.8 6.1 4.1 6.0 3.4 4.5 5.4 8.8

Energy 3.2 7.2 4.1 9.0 1.9 4.5 0.8 2.3

Labour 1.5 2.6 1.7 2.8 1.7 2.6 1.0 1.6

Maintenance and other 1.8 3.3 2.2 3.6 1.7 3.6 0.4 1.1

Cash cost 10.3 19.2 12.1 21.4 8.6 15.3 7.5 13.8

Depreciation 5.5 9.0 7.5 10.0 5.5 10.5 1.6 3.0

Manufacturing cost 15.8 28.2 19.6 31.4 14.1 25.8 9.1 16.8

Table 3. Cost breakdown [$/kg] for different technologies for the best state-of-the-art facilities and low and high 
scenarios.

Figure 4. Cost breakdown for different technologies for state-of-the-art 
facilities and low- and high-cost scenarios.
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the main silicon-refining technologies, 
namely Siemens , FBR and UMG. 
Cash costs can be analysed for these 
cases by taking into account various 
requirements, such as raw materials, 
utilities, energy, labour, consumables 
and maintenance. 

It is important to note that there 
are other aspects, apart from the 
technolog y i t sel f ,  which have a 
significant impact on the final cash cost 
figure – electricity price and labour 
wages at the location of the facility, 
MG-Si and other raw material prices, 
the level of automation and scope of 
the facility (for example, whether or 
not it manufactures some of the raw 
materials in-house), and so on. The 
proposed breakdown, which is useful 
for comparing different technologies, 
evaluates a low- and a high-cost 
scenario for each technology, taking 
into account appropriate ranges of 
values for both consumption and 
unitary cost.

The calculation of the costs is 
based on the assumption of a nominal 
capacity of over 15,000MT/year with 
the use of state-of-the-art technology. 
The data are presented in Table 3 and 
shown graphically in Fig. 4. Auxiliary 
chemicals or waste treatment are 
included under the category of ‘other’.

The  manuf ac tur ing  co s t s  for 
polysilicon depend on the specific 
technology. In the case of the chemical 
route, Siemens with hydrochlorination 
and FBR can yield costs below $20/
kg . For UMG-Si production, the 
manufacturing costs can come to just 
under $10/kg in a low-cost scenario, 
characterized by much lower capital 
co st s  (around one- th ird)  when 
compared with the rest of the processes.

Conclusions 
This paper has reviewed the key 
technological quality vs. cost aspects 
associated with the chemical and 
metallurgical approaches to silicon 
refining. The representative techniques 
of silicon purification used in both 
of those approaches have been briefly 
described. The study of quality, 
although applicable to any type of 
silicon, has focused on the metallurgical 
route because the obtainable purity 
is lower than that for the chemical 
route; indeed, a comparison of the 
concentration of different elements 
in SoG-Si materials showed a lower 
presence of impurities and dopants 
in the silicon obtained by chemical 
processes. The key question, then, is 
what the level of purification needs to 
be achieved in order to strike a good 
balance between costs and potential cell 
efficiency.

“UMG-Si can be considered 
to be a good alternative to 

polysilicon.”
Studies referenced in the ‘Quality’ 

section, and work carried out by 
Aurinka, reveal that the solar cell 
ef f iciencies obtained from UMG 
feedstock are close to those obtained 
from polysi l icon,  leading to the 
conclusion that UMG-Si can be 
considered to be a good alternative to 
polysilicon. Cell production treatments 
(gettering, hydrogenation, etc.) that 
focus on the minimization of the 
effects of contaminants can offer 
positive contributions, with further 
increases in cell efficiency. Finally, 
the production cash costs of UMG-
Si and FBR compared with Siemens 
HC and Siemens DC make the former 
alternatives a reasonable choice, 
especially taking into account that 
silicon feedstock prices fell to $14/kg, 
or even lower, towards the end of 2015 
[1,56]. 
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News

Efficiencies

NREL and CSEM show future 
promise of dual-junction 
stacked cell with new efficiency 
record
C o l l a b o r a t i o n  b y  t h e  U S  E n e r g y 
Department’s National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) and the Swiss Center for 
Electronics and Microtechnology (CSEM) 
has set a certi-fied record conversion 
efficiency of 29.8% for a III-V/Si solar cell.

The mechanically stacked and separately 
made solar cell was comprised of a silicon 
hetero-junction base cell with a gallium 
indium phosphide cell on top, giving it a 
dual-junction formation that exceeded the 
theoretical limit of 29.4% for crystalline 
silicon solar cells.

A new design for the dual-junction 

solar cell and contributions from CSEM 
were said to be key to setting the new 
record, yet greater efficiencies are possible 
with closer collaboration, according to the 
research centres. 

Multi-junction cells hold the promise 
of significantly higher efficiencies than 
that of conven-tional silicon cells but have 
remained extremely expensive to fabricate 
and confined to niche space markets. 

‘Deep-level’ defects can 
enhance silicon cell efficiency
Certain defects in silicon solar cells appear 
to improve their performance, according to 
research by scientists at the NREL.

T h e  f i n d i n g s  r u n  c o u n t e r  t o 
conventional wisdom, according to NREL 
lead researcher Paul Stradins.

So-called deep-level defects in silicon 
solar cells are generally regarded as 

undesirable because they can recombine 
charge carriers, decreasing the efficiency 
of the device.

But the NREL research has revealed 
that defects with deliberately engineered 
properties can in fact enhance carrier 
collection out of the cell or improve 
surface passivation of the absorber layer.

In simulations, the NREL introduced 
defects within the thin tunnelling silicon 
dioxide layer, which forms part of the 
passivated contact for carrier collection, 
and within the aluminium dioxide surface 
passivation layer next to the silicon cell wafer.

In both cases, defects with specific 
energy levels were identif ied to be 
beneficial by enhancing the transport of 
the majority carriers through the cell and/
or repelling minority carriers, which could 
improve overall efficiency.

SolarWorld reaches 22% 
efficiency in p-type PERC cell
German manufacturer SolarWorld has 
achieved 22.04% conversion efficiency in a 
PERC solar cell.

Verified by research institute Fraunhofer 
ISE, the figure is a step up from the 
company’s previous best of 21.7%, which 
it announced in July last year. But it leaves 
the company short of the current PERC 
record of 22.13%, which was announced by 
Trina Solar in December.

SolarWorld said the p-type PERC cells 
that achieved the new efficiency were 
made using industrial processes, meaning 
the technology should be relatively swiftly 
converted into mass production.

The company has been one of the first 
to put PERC technology into volume 
production, with plans underway to 
migrate its US and Germany production 
lines to the new technology.

News
Solar cell super league for 2016: top 10 
approach 50% market share
The top-10 global cell producers are gaining an 
increasing market share in global cell production, 
growing from 38% market share in 2013 to 48% in 2016, 
according to Solar Intelligence. A breakaway of sorts is 
underway for cell production.

The top-10 cell producers forecast for 2016 are 
expected to approach 50% of end-market supply this 
year, with Hanwha Q CELLS set to lead the industry in 
terms of in-house cell production.

Meanwhile,  Solar Intel l igence also re veale d 
a continued push from a diverse range of cell 
architectures, with no sign of any significant push to 
consolidation across the different n-type or p-type, 
mono or multi,  and standard or advanced cell 
processes being used in production today.

Company strategies are continuing across different cell substrate types, with growth forecast across the board, and sustained 
optimism by wafer and cell suppliers to pursue in-house roadmaps and end-market supply tactics.

SolarWorld’s cells can be converted easily into mass production.
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Imec and Total working on 
n-type PERT bi-facial cell 
technologies
Nanoelectronics research centre imec 
and energy giant Total, majority owner of 
US-based PV energy provider, SunPower, 
have extended an R&D collaboration 
to embrace a number of  advanced 
technologies, including n-type PERT 
bi-facial solar cells and novel low-cost 
module interconnection concepts.

SunPower will  be offering a new 
‘ Pe r f o r m a n c e ’  ( P )  S e r i e s  m o d u l e 
developed by US-based Cogenra Solar, 
which it acquired earlier in 2015. 

Total has been supporting SunPower’s 
R&D efforts in a number of ways since its 
acquisition, including recruiting scientists 
and engineers to focus on a range of 
advanced solar cell developments in line 
with SunPower’s ‘Maxeon’ (IBC) cell and 
module interconnection technologies. 

Research will also be undertaken on 
smart modules and techniques to more 
accurately predict the energy production 
from solar cell and modules under varying 
weather conditions.

Previous record for half-cut 
PERC cells was 19.5%
The Institute for Solar Energy Research 
Hamelin (ISFH) using half-cut, p-type PERC 
solar cells in a large-area PV module has 
achieved a record 20.2% module efficiency 
and peak power output of 303.2W. 

Using half-cut cells with minimum 
connection distance between the cells 
had significantly reduced series resistance 
losses, boosting overall module efficiency 
levels, beating the previ-ous record of 
19.5% for industrial-type modules with 
p-type silicon solar cells and screen-
printed metallization.

The module area without an aluminium 
frame was 1.501m2 and it used high-
reflective and structured materials for the 
half-cut cell interconnects to direct further 
light on to the cell’s active surface area.

T Ü V  R h e i n l a n d  c o n f i r m e d  t h e 
performance results in an independent 
measurement.

ISFH also noted that the optimized 
cells had shown no potential-induced 
degradation, after numerous internal 
tests using the conditions of 85% relative 
humidity, a temperature of 85°C, and an 
applied voltage of 1,000V for 1,000h. This 
stress test was said to have surpassed the 
standard test by more than ten times. 

Companies

Indosolar warns of need to 
restructure after continued 
losses in 2015
India-based solar cell producer Indosolar 
has said in financial filings that continued 
losses in 2015 have resulted in the need 
for a second corporate debt restructuring 
package. 

The company had idled production in 
2014, but improving market conditions in 
India and local content requirements on 
various provincial government tenders 
for PV power plants had led to a restart 
of partial production and orders for solar 
cells of around 75MW in 2015, which the 
company expects to produce through the 
first quarter of 2016. Nameplate capacity is 
around 160MW.

However, having failed to repay a 
corporate debt last year, the company has 
a second corporate debt due at the end of 
March 2016.

T h e  c o m p a n y  w a s  e x p l o r i n g 
the possibility of a sale to an asset 
restructuring company with the possibility 
of a change in management.

Intevac tracking 5GW of 
n-type mono solar cell capacity 
expansions
High-tech equipment manufacturer 
Intevac is tracking around 5GW of high 
efficiency n-type monocrystalline solar 
cell capacity expansions that are expected 
through 2020,  prov iding a  market 
opportunity for its ‘MATRIX’ platform of 
around US$175 million. 

The company noted in its fourth 
quarter 2015 earnings call that with two 
tier-1 PV manufacturers having adopted 
its PVD tool as well as completing an 
ion implant tool process development 
programme with a partner, demand 
for high efficiency n-type solar cells was 
expected to increase significantly. 

The company also noted that it had 

signed off and received payment for its 
first MATRIX PVD system order and 
received an order for a second system 
from an additional tier-1 customer in 
2015. 

Panasonic suspending more 
than a third of HIT cell and 
module production
Japanese electronics firm Panasonic 
h a s  s u s p e n d e d  p ro d u c t i o n  a t  i t s 
Nishikinohama ‘HIT’ solar cell  and 
module assembly plant due to weak 
domestic consumer demand in Japan, 
reports in February said. 

The Nishikinohama plant Ohtsu City, 
Shiga prefecture, started operations in 
September 2004, was expanded in 2010 
and had a solar cell capacity of 345MW 
after capacity expansions in 2011. Module 
a ssembly nameplate  capacity  af ter 
expansions had only been around 40MW. 

Howe ver,  Pana sonic ’s  tot a l  H I T 
production was around 900MW, with 
the Nishikinohama plant accounting for 
around 38% of total HIT cell production.

Reports said the plant would stop 
production at the end of February and 
remain suspended through the end of 
October 2016. The workforce would be 
temporarily dismissed.

Policy and markets

Brazil moves one step closer 
to tax exemption on solar cells 
and modules
Representatives of Brazil’s Chamber 
of Mines and Energy Committee have 
approved legisla- tion that includes 
new solar financing options and tax 
exemptions for solar cell and module 
imports, but the proposals must still 
pass through two more commissions to 
become law.

The Braz i l ian leg islat ion 8322 / 
2014, which is still under discussion, 
would introduce an ex-emption from 
import taxes for monocrystalline and 
polycrystalline solar cells as well as PV 
modules.

Rodrigo Sauaia, executive director of 
the Brazilian Solar Industry Association, 
Absolar, said this would be beneficial in 
supporting the development of a local 
value chain with more at-tractive solar 
prices for the consumer.

However, the exemption applies only 
as long as there is no national production 
of these com-ponents within Brazil. The 
country does not currently produce solar 
cells and Sauaia does not expect solar 
cells to be manufactured locally before 
2020, although he claims this is difficult 
to predict.

Close-up of the PV module with an 
efficiency of 20.2% developed by 
ISFH.
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Introduction
As of 2014, according to the ITRPV 
Roadmap [1], almost 90% of the solar 
cells produced are still based on the 
conventional concept, namely the solar 
cell with an aluminium back-surface 
field (Al-BSF) on the entire rear side. 
Partly because of the introduction of 
the so-called high-performance multi 
(HPM) wafers, which allow much higher 
bulk lifetimes than conventional mc-Si 
wafers, more and more cell producers 
are currently switching their production 
lines to implement the passivated 
emitter and rear cell (PERC) concept 
[2], with dielectric passivation layers 
and local contacting geometries on the 
rear side. Although this, in principle, 
permits higher cell efficiencies because 
of less recombination on the rear side 
and better light-trapping properties, 
there are several challenges during the 
ramping-up phase that have to be dealt 
with. In this phase, not only the absolute 
levels of cell efficiencies, which can be 
analysed, for instance via a loss analysis 
[3], but also variations thereof have 
to be considered. An understanding 
of the causes can reveal the critical 
processes and parameters that need 
to be measured more accurately and 
better tuned, thus leading to an overall 
improvement in the quality and yield of a 
production line. 

Several works have been published on 
this topic and will be briefly mentioned 
here. There are publications dealing with 
a statistical analysis of wafer process data 

and cell data: time series analysis and 
data manipulation methods are used to 
detect and understand temporal changes 
in the final cell characteristics [4,5]. A 
recent publication [6] analyses, using 
data mining methods, wafer process 
data and their correlations with the 
finished cell characteristics of hundreds 
of thousands of solar cells, and is able 
to explain large shares of the measured 
variance with the data acquired during 
processing.

Alternatively, methods based on 
numerical solar cell simulations have 
been presented. These first deal with 
the modelling and understanding of the 
distribution of cell efficiencies of an mc 
Al-BSF process [7], which is later refined 
by (to the authors’ knowledge) the first 
application of metamodelling and Monte 
Carlo simulations in PV research [8]. In 
the most recent work [9], the approach 
is transferred to the PERC process, and 
local derivatives of the metamodel are 
used as a sensitivity measure to detect 
the most relevant impacts.

In  th i s  pap er  the  approaches 
mentioned above and in a recent 
publication [10] are followed and 
enhanced by using state-of-the-art 
metamodell ing .  Then,  by means 
o f  a  v ar i ance-b a s e d  s ens i t iv i ty 
analysis, the impacts on a measured 
distribution of cell efficiencies are 
globally investigated. The approach 
presented consists of an overview of 
the models applied for the numerical 
3D device simulations using Sentaurus 

TCAD [11], the modelling of the 
experimentally achieved distribution 
of cell efficiencies with Monte Carlo 
runs. This is followed by a variance-
based sensitivity analysis, where the 
input parameters are ranked according 
to their impact on the total variance. 
The approach is demonstrated by an 
example application to an industrially 
feasible mc-Si PERC process with 
laser-fired contacts (LFC, [12]).

Approach
Th e  a p p r o a c h  t a k e n  h e r e  f o r 
investigating the impacts of process 
variations on the distribution of cell 
efficiencies consists of the following 
steps:

1. Production and characterization of 
solar cells.

2. Determination of the relevant input 
parameters for the simulation, and 
their distributions.

3. Numerical device simulations and 
metamodelling thereof.

4. Modelling of the distributions 
of cell efficiencies via the Monte 
Carlo method, and validation by 
measurements.

5. Investigation of the impact of each 
input parameter in a variance-based 
sensitivity analysis.

Understanding process-related 
efficiency variations in mc-Si PERC 
cells
Sven Wasmer, Johannes Greulich, Hannes Höffler, Nico Wöhrle & Stefan Rein, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar 
Energy Systems ISE, Freiburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces and explains a simulation-assisted approach for determining and ranking the most 
influential causes of variations in experimentally obtained solar cell efficiencies, using the example of an 
industrially feasible multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) process. With 
the objectives of being independent of material variations and of analysing process-related impacts only, 51 
neighbouring high-performance mc-Si wafers are distributed in an experiment in which more than 800 mc-Si 
PERC cells in total are processed, and this sub-group is comprehensively characterized. The elevated data serve 
as input for modelling the resulting distribution of cell efficiencies on the basis of numerical 3D simulations, 
metamodelling and Monte Carlo runs. In order to understand the most detrimental impacts responsible for 
a widening of this distribution, a variance-based sensitivity analysis is conducted, where the parameters are 
ranked according to their impact on the total variance of cell efficiencies. In this case, it is possible to explain 
over 80% of the measured total variance; moreover, the rear-side passivation and a wrap-around during the 
emitter etch-back process can be identified as responsible for 80% of the variance. The approach presented is 
especially helpful for ramping up PERC production; however, since it is basically transferable to any solar cell 
concept, it can also be applied to optimize established production lines.
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T h e  a p p r o a c h  i s  s h o w n 
schematically in Fig. 1 and will be 
explained in detail next. The first 
two steps basically serve to compile 
the prevai l ing var iat ions of  cel l 
ef f ic iencies and parameters in a 
production line via inline and offline 
characterization methods, and can be 
assisted by simulations if necessary. 
The typical steps are discussed in a 
later section, but first the focus will 
be on the simulation-based evaluation 
(steps 3–5) after the data collection. 

T h e  n u m e r i c a l  3 D  d e v i c e 
simulations, which are conducted 
at a device temperature of 25°C, can 
be divided into: 1) an optical part, in 
which the spectrally and spatially 
reso lve d  generat ion  prof i le s  o f 
charge carriers are calculated; and 
2) an electrical part, in which these 
generation profiles are used as input, 
and the current-voltage (I–V) curve is 
computed.

For the optical part, the Monte Carlo 
ray tracer of a Synopsis Sentaurus 
Device is used. The front side is 
modelled on the assumption of thin 
SiNx layers of thickness dARC; these 
are described by Fresnel’s equations 
using the transfer-matrix formalism 
[13], on a textured surface, which is 
described in the case of an isotexture 
by a characteristic angle texture 
[14,15]. For the silicon bulk with a 
substrate thickness of dSi, Lambert-
Beer’s law [16] is assumed, and the 
rear side is modelled by the Phong 

model with parameters R0 and Phong 
[17]. Later, the shading of the front 
side metallization is accounted for by 
scaling the generation current densities 
jph by a factor of (1–Mmet), where Mmet 
is the optical shading ratio. In this 
case, variations in jph largely depend 
on variations in texture strength  

texture only, and therefore dARC, dSi, 
R0 and Phong are kept constant in 
the subsequent electrical part of the 
simulation.

In the electrical simulations of 
solar cell concepts with structured 
rear sides, as in the case of PERC, it 
is convenient to assume an effective 
front side [18] and to account for the 
shading of the front metallization 
by scaling jph and by considering 
an external  ser ies  resistance R s 
which contains the area-weighted 
contributions of the emitter, contact 
and grid resistances. Furthermore, to 
account for non-ideal recombination 
at, for instance, the cell edges or the 
space charge region, a second diode 
with ideality n2 = 2 and dark saturation 
current density j02 is added analytically 
after finishing the numerical Sentaurus 
Device simulations. The symmetry 
element applied in the Sentaurus 
Device usually has a magnitude of dSi 
in the direction perpendicular to the 
wafer surface (z axis), and of half the 
distance between the contacts on the 
rear side in the other dimensions (x 
and y axes).

The emitter profile is determined by 

means of electrochemical capacitance–
v o l t a g e  ( E C V )  m e a s u r e m e n t s 
and imported into the Sentaurus 
Device, leaving an effective surface 
re co m b i n at i o n  v e l o c i t y  S e f f , f ro nt 
(consisting of a portion Spass,front in 
the passivated area and a portion 
Smet,front in the metallized area) as a free 
parameter. The bulk recombination 
is  model led by a  mid-band gap 
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) defect 
with defect parameters τn0 and τp0; 
the recombination at the rear side is 
modelled by the surface recombination 
velocities Spass,rear in the passivated area 
and Smet,rear in the metallized area.

The areas of a local rear contact 
are usually defined via a contacted 
and a larger recombination-active 
reg ion.  In  the  ca se  of  the  LFC 
approach,  the  model  of  a  point 
co nt a c t  w i th  a  re co m b i n at i o n -
active area (damaged by the laser 
pulse) with radius rLFC that is twice 
the size of that of the contacted 
region rLFC,cont. is used. The model 
i s  implemente d  for  the  sur f ace 
recombination velocity Smet,rear in the 
damaged area, introduced by Schwab 
[19] and applied by Wöhrle et al. 
[20]. With regard to general models 
for silicon solar cell simulation, those 
summarized by Fell et al. [21] are 
used. For adjusting the density-of-
states effective mass of holes for self-
consistency of the band gap, effective 
density of states and intrinsic density 
at  25°C ,  the recommendation of 
Altermatt [22] is followed.

O n c e  t h e  i n p u t  p a r a m e t e r s 
(e.g . wafer thickness, base doping 
concentrat ion ,  texture  s treng th  

texture, emitter doping profile and 
saturation current density), as well 
as their minimum and maximum 
attainable values are known, the 
next step consists of selecting an 
adequate experiment design for the 
numerical simulations, in order to 
achieve the lowest  computation 
times and the best interpolation 
properties later. To this end, a space-
filling design of experiments (DOE) 
is chosen, and the design creator 
available online [23] is utilized for the 
generation of 300 equidistant sample 
points in the n-dimensional input 
space. The results for the four-cell 
performance characteristics – short-
circuit current density jsc,  open-
circuit voltage Voc, fill factor FF and 
energy conversion efficiency η – of 
the numerical device simulations are 
used for these sample points to train 
so-called Gaussian process models, 
which are widely used in computer 
e x p e r i m e n t s  f o r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n 
purposes [24]. The advantage of this 
method compared with, for example, 

Figure 1. Overview of the approach for investigating the impacts of process 
variations on the distribution of cell efficiencies. In the experiment, the 
distributions of the cell efficiencies and of the input parameters for the 
simulations are determined. Monte Carlo runs of a metamodel of the numerical 
3D device simulations are carried out, in order to model the distribution of 
cell efficiencies, which are then validated by the experimentally obtained 
efficiencies. The input parameters are ranked according to their influence on 
the total variance in a variance-based sensitivity analysis.
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polynomial regression is the ability to 
fit any analytic relationship, including 
asymptotic trends.

The probability density function of 
each input parameter is then modelled 
by fitting the three parameters of a 

skew normal distribution (Section 
A.8 in Hosking & Wallis [25]) to the 
10th, 50th and 90th percentile of the 
measured distribution, an example of 
which is given in Fig. 2. This has the 
advantage of accounting for the actual 

inevitable deviations from a strictly 
symmetric normal distribution. The 
three distinct percentiles – later 
referred to as low, medium and high – 
provide a good estimate of the range 
of a parameter without being affected 
by outliers, as would be the case by 
using, for example, the mean and 
the variance. Random numbers with 
values of the order of 105 are then 
drawn from these probability density 
functions for each input parameter, 
and the aforementioned Monte Carlo 
runs (step 4) are performed using the 
Gaussian process model regression. 
This lowers the computation time 
for one simulation of η  from 1.5 
hours for the numerical simulation 
to 0.3ms for one Gaussian process 
model prediction, using one core of a 
standard CPU.

The resulting modelled distribution 
of cell efficiencies is then compared 
with the one obtained experimentally; 
if necessary, it is adjusted so that all 
three characteristics jsc, Voc and FF 
simultaneously match the measured 
ones. If good agreement is achieved, 
the model is validated and ready for 
the most interesting part, the final 
step – 5.

Figure 2. Example of a measured probability density function and the 
corresponding fitted skew normal model. A good agreement can be seen, 
despite the use of only three distinct percentiles of the measured distribution 
for fitting the skew normal model. (Data here taken from a larger experiment.) 
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“The variance-based 
approach takes into account 

nonlinear responses and 
considers the interactions 
between input variables.”
Step 5 ultimately features the 

investigation of the impact of each 
input parameter on the variations of 
cell efficiencies in a sensitivity analysis. 
Variance is a well-established measure 
of the variation of a random variable; 
a variance-based approach [26] is 
therefore chosen for the sensitivity 
analysis. An advantage of the variance-
based approach is its global character, as 

it takes into account nonlinear responses 
and considers the interactions between 
input variables. The principal measure of 
sensitivity of the total variance V(y) of a 
random variable y on the input variable 
xi is known as the main-effect index Si 
and is defined as:

 

(1)

where V(…) is the variance and E(…) 
is the mean of a distribution. The term 
E(V(y|xi)) is the variance of y when the 
ith input variable xi is given (not varied); 
it is averaged over all possible values 
of xi. Thus, Si is basically a measure of 
the decrease in total variance V(y) of y 

when xi could be fixed and normalized 
to this total variance. The sum of all 
the Si indices is always less than or 
equal to unity, where a value of unity 
would indicate an additive model with 
no interactions between the input 
variables. Since for the calculation 
of the Si one would have to consider 
distributions of distributions, the 
short-cut proposed in Saltelli et al. [26] 
is used, which drastically reduces the 
computational cost compared with the 
brute-force method.

Example application
Experimental
The discussed investigation is carried 
out using an example of an industrially 

Figure 4. (a) One of the several inline characterization tools available at Fraunhofer ISE’s PV-TEC for different stages of the 
solar cell manufacturing process. (b) Wafer-tracking system based on data matrix codes. (c) State-of-the-art inline automat 
with a flexible contacting unit, for characterizing the finished cells (which is also suitable for use with back-contact solar 
cells).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Process flows employed for the cells (left), and for the samples used to measure the bulk lifetime τbulk (middle) and 
the emitter dark saturation current density j0e (right). 



feasible mc-Si PERC process with LFCs, but basically it 
could be performed on any solar cell concept. In order to 
be independent of material variations and to gather just 
the process-related impacts, 51 neighbouring HPM mc-Si 
wafers are distributed homogeneously among the batches 
in a larger experiment, so that approximately every 20th 
cell is processed on this material. It is assumed that the 
variation in material properties is insignificant over these 
51 wafers. An equivalent approach for the production of 
PERC cells on monocrystalline Czochralski (Cz) grown 
wafers could be the distribution of high-quality magnetic-
cast Cz-Si wafers in the production line.

An essential requirement for this type of study is the 
possibility of tracking wafers along the entire value chain as 
far as the finished solar cell, with the use of, for instance, a 
wafer-tracking system based on data matrix codes [27,28], 
which has been implemented on Fraunhofer ISE’s PV-TEC 
research manufacturing line.

A flow diagram of the chosen cell process is given in Fig. 
3 (left). After the acidic texturing process, the mc-Si base 
material is subjected to a phosphorus emitter diffusion, 
using the process developed by Werner et al. [29]. The 
phosphosilicate glass (PSG) layer on the front side and the 
emitter on the rear side are then wet-chemically etched 
back. After a cleaning step, the rear side is passivated by 
a stack of plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposited 
(PECVD) aluminium oxide and silicon nitride, and the 
front side is passivated by just silicon nitride. Metallization 
is applied via screen printing, front-contact formation is 
then achieved with a firing step in a fast-firing conveyor-
belt furnace, and the rear side is contacted using the LFC 
process. After a forming gas annealing step, the cells are 
characterized inline on a h.a.l.m. cell tester.

In addition to these cells, three of the 51 HPM mc-Si 
wafers were processed into samples, with the goal of 
measuring the bulk lifetime τbulk (process flux depicted in 
Fig. 3, middle); highly resistive n-type Cz-Si wafers were 
also processed into samples, to measure the emitter dark 
saturation current density j0e (Fig. 3, right). For measuring 
τbulk, it is important that these samples take part in the 
same emitter diffusion as the cells in order to account for 
the impacts of gettering and high-temperature steps on the 
silicon material; the samples also need to be passivated in 
the best possible manner. Furthermore, every fifth wafer of 
the HPM cell material is withdrawn after the deposition of 
the passivation layers and is subjected to a firing step in a 
fast-firing oven in order to activate the passivation. These 
samples for measuring the implied open-circuit voltage 
iVoc contain valuable information about the front end of 
the cell process, since they include all recombination effects 
without any influences due to the metallization.

Data acquisition
During the value chain, the versatile inline and offline 
characterization methods available at the Photovoltaic 
Technology Evaluation Center (PV-TEC) at Fraunhofer ISE 
(see also Fig. 4) are utilized.

The inl ine methods of  the f ront end pr ior  to 
metallization consist of the following measurements:
•  Wafer thickness dSi, via capacitance. 
•  Specific resistance  of the silicon wafer, via induction.
•  Reflectance R600nm at a wavelength of 600nm on a trace of 

the wafer after texturing, via a spectrometer. 
•  Imaging of the thickness dARC of the anti-reflection 

coating layer, via a hyperspectral imaging sensor.

The base doping concentration Ndop is determined by 
measuring the resistance in the as-cut state; this value is 
then compared with the one after the emitter etch-back 
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process in order to determine the 
emitter sheet resistance Rsh. In this 
particular case of an isotexture, 
the  texture  s t reng th  texture i s 
determined by fitting the simulated 
R600nm to the measurement af ter 
the texturing process, as done by 
Greulich et al. [15]. The finished 
cells are then characterized using 
an inline automat. This allows an 
inspection of the front and rear side 
metallization, and the measurement 
of the metal grid resistance and the 
current-voltage characteristics under 
illumination, yielding the performance 
characteristics jsc, Voc, FF and η, the 
current–voltage characteristics in the 
dark, and the suns-Voc characteristics. 
It also offers the opportunity to record 
electroluminescence images under 
forward bias and thermography images 
under reverse bias. Furthermore, the 
parallel and series resistances Rp and 
Rs, as well as the parameters j01 and 
j02 by fitting the two-diode model to 
the suns-Voc pseudo I–V curve, are 
obtained at the cell level. 

The of f l ine methods comprise 
taking measurements of the spectrally 
resolved reflectance curves and, using 
the transfer length method (TLM, 
[30]), of the metal–semiconductor 
contact resistance c of the finished 
cells. The reflectance curves are used 
to measure the finger widths and 
therefore the optical shading ratio 
Mmet, by repeated subtraction of the 
ref lectance spectrum of the silver 
fingers until the expected minimum 
reflectance of the unmetallized part 

alone is reached. The parameters 
R0 and Phong of the Phong model 
are adjusted to match the measured 
reflectance of the finished solar cells 
over the 900–1,200nm wavelength 
range. The emitter dark saturation 
current density j0e is determined via a 
refinement [31] of the Kane-Swanson 
method [32] applied to quasi-steady-
state photoconductance (QSSPC, [33]) 
measurements of the j0e samples.

P e r h a p s  t h e  m o s t  v a l u a b l e 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  t o o l  i s 

photoluminescence (PL) imaging , 
the particular use of which here will 
be described next. PL images at 1 sun 
are acquired before and after the LFC 
formation process, and the difference 
in PL intensities is calibrated to a 
voltage drop ΔVoc,LFC because of the 
additional recombination at the rear 
contacts. The LFC radius rLFC in the 
electrical cell simulations is then 
adjusted to match this voltage drop 
in the open-circuit voltage Voc [10]. 
QSSPC lifetime calibrated PL images 

Figure 5. Simulation-assisted estimation of the rear-surface recombination 
velocity in the passivated area Spass,rear by comparing the measured range of 
values for the implied open-circuit voltage iVoc with the simulated values.

Parameter Description Determination Low Medium High

dSi [µm]* Bulk thickness Measurement 183.7 185.4 186.2

Ndop [cm-3] Bulk doping concentration Measurement – 9×1015 –

τn0 |τp0 [µs] Bulk SRH lifetime τ-calibrated PL of τbulk samples – 45 | 910 –

texture [°] Characteristic texture angle Adjustments to measured R600nm after texturization 56.5 57.8 61.0

j0e [fA/cm²] | Spass,front [cm/s] Emitter dark saturation current density Kane-Swanson method of j0e samples – 92 | 2.5×105 –

Smet,front [cm/s] Recombination velocity at front metallization Neglected – Spass,front –

dARC [nm]* ARC layer thickness Measurement 77.5 79.6 82.2

Mmet [%] Shading ratio front metallization Measurement 5.04 5.36 5.63

Spass,rear [cm/s] Recombination velocity at rear passivation Adjustments to measured iVoc 70 130 300

Smet,rear [cm/s] Recombination velocity at rear metallization Model Smet(Ndop) [19,20] – 2,400 –

rLFC = 2rLFC,cont. [µm] Radius of damaged LFC area Adjustments to measured ΔVoc,LFC 37 44 51

dLFC [µm] Distance of LFC contacts LFC target – 350 –

R0 [-] |  [-] Phong model of reflectance at rear side Adjustments to measured R>900nm of cell – 0.935 | 2 

j02 [nA/cm²] Dark saturation current density of second diode Adjusted two-diode model to pseudo I–V curve 16.5 23.0 34.5

Rs [Ωcm²] Rs contribution front Contributions of Rsh, c and Rgrid 0.523 0.547 0.596

* These parameters are only varied in the optical part of the simulations. 

Table 1. Overview of the input parameters, along with their measured ranges and the chosen way of determination. 
Where just the medium value is given, the parameter variations are neglected in the electrical simulations.
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[34] are applied to the samples to 
measure the implied open-circuit 
voltage iVoc and the bulk lifetime 
τbulk. In the case of the iVoc samples, 
the lifetime images acquired at 1 sun 
are converted to images of the local 
voltage and averaged over the wafer 
region. As regards the τbulk samples, 
an additional image is recorded at 
0.04 suns, and the harmonic mean in 
the diffusion length over the wafer 
region of the two images is taken; 
the SRH defect parameters τn0 and 
τp0,  required as simulation input 
to fit the lifetime values at the two 
different injection conditions, are 
then adjusted. Along with the use of 
the measured j0e and τbulk, the surface 
recombination velocity Spass,rear of the 
passivated area where the damaged 
LFC area is absent is varied in cell 
simulations, in order to match the 
measured range of iVoc, as depicted in 
Fig. 5, and to determine Spass,rear.

In  order  to  repro duce  in  the 
model the measured dark saturation 
current densities j02,fit derived from 
the  me a sure d  I–V  c ur ve s  w i th 
the  s imul at ions ,  the  d i f ference  
j 02 =  j 02 , f i t  –  j 02 ,S ent .D e v ice,  where  
j02,Sent .Device is  obtained by f itting 
the two-diode model to an example 
Sentaurus Device I–V curve, is used 
as the saturation current density of 
the external second diode. Finally, 
the series contribution R s of the 
front is calculated by area weighting 
the single contributions of emitter 
sheet resistance Rsh, specific contact 
resistance c and grid resistance Rgrid.

A n  o v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  i n p u t 
p a r a m e t e r s ,  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e i r 

measured ranges and the chosen 
method of determination, is given in 
Table 1. Compared with a previous 
study, the absolute values of τn0, Mmet 
and j02 are slightly different, but the 
absolute ranges of these variables 
remain the same. This is acceptable, 
since it is primarily the variations in 
cell efficiencies that are of interest.

“The rear-surface 
recombination velocity 
in the passivated area is 
the dominant origin of 
efficiency variations.”

Results
T h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l l y  o b t a i n e d 
distribution of cell efficiencies and 
the modelled one are given in Fig. 
6(a): excellent agreement in both 
the absolute level and the shape is 
seen. Note that the solar cells with 
severe series and parallel resistance 
issues, represented by the leftmost 
bar on the chart, were removed prior 
to determining the mean and the 
standard deviation. The total standard 
deviation of the conversion efficiency η 
in the experiment amounts to 0.23%abs., 
and more than 80% of the closely 
related variance in the simulations 
can be explained. The results of the 
variance-based sensitivity analysis 
are given in Fig. 6(b), which shows a 
breakdown of the various influences. 
The sum of the aforementioned 
main-effect indices Si, which serve as 

sensitivity measures, turns out to be 
equal to unity within the uncertainties 
that are due to statistical computation, 
clearly indicating an additive model 
η(x1,…,xn). It is therefore possible 
to assign a relative share of the 
total variance to each of the input 
parameters xi,  revealing that the 
rear-surface recombination velocity 
in the passivated area Spass is the 
dominant origin of variations. Further 
technological work should focus on 
improving the stability and the overall 
quality of the rear-surface treatment 
and cleaning, and the PECVD of the 
passivation.

The large  process- induced j 02 
contribution is the second-largest 
source and is responsible for more 
than a third of the variation in η. 
This contribution can be attributed 
to power losses at the wafer edges, 
which is underlined by the dark lock-in 
thermography (DLIT) image at +0.5V 
for a cell with severe pseudo fill factor 
problems, shown in Fig. 7. At these 
distinct edges, a wrap-around of liquid 
during the emitter etch-back process 
was visible, even to the naked eye. 
Subsequent finger printing and firing 
most likely resulted in the formation 
of recombination-active defects in 
the depletion region between the 
partially etched emitter and the base. 
For the PERC process utilized, after 
an optimization of the rear-surface 
passivation and chemical edge isolation 
processes (which are responsible 
f o r  o v e r  8 0 %  o f  t h e  p r o c e s s -
induced variations), the next steps 
to be recommended would include 
improvements to the optics of the 

Figure 6. (a) Experimentally obtained (green) and modelled (orange) distributions of cell efficiencies. Prior to determining 
the mean and the standard deviation in the experiment, the cells with severe series and parallel resistance problems 
(leftmost bar on the chart) were excluded and a skew normal distribution fitted to the remaining data. (b) Pie chart of the 
ranked relative impacts of each input parameter on the total variance of cell efficiencies. The variation in rear-surface 
recombination is the dominant source of variations in energy conversion efficiency η.

(a) (b)
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front side, namely the texture strength 
texture and the front metallization 

shading ratio Mmet.

“The parameters that lead 
to the largest variations are 

often the same ones that 
offer the greatest potential 
for optimizing the absolute 
level of cell efficiencies.”

Conclusions
A  s i m u l a t i o n - b a s e d  a p p r o a c h 
for modelling the experimentally 
obtained distribution of solar cell 
efficiencies has been introduced. It 
was shown how to rank the input 
p a r a m e t e r s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e i r 
influence on the total variance of this 
distribution, thus giving an indication 
of which processes and parameters 
need to be measured and better 
tuned. This approach was illustrated 
and verif ied using an example of 
an industrially feasible mc-Si PERC 
process with LFC contacts, for which 
it was possible to explain over 80% 
of the measured efficiency variation 
of 0.23%abs.. In this case, the rear-

surface passivation and a wrap-around 
during the emitter etch-back process 
were identified to be responsible for 
80% of the efficiency variation. These 
two processes should therefore be 
the first to be optimized in the PERC 
manufacturing process utilized. 

This sensitivity analysis can be 
transferred to other production lines 
and cell concepts . It is especially 
helpful for ramping up, for example, 
PERC product ion,  but  can a lso 
be used for improving a currently 
operating production line, since the 
parameters that lead to the largest 
variations are often the same ones 
that offer the greatest potential for 
optimizing the absolute level of cell 
efficiencies. Not only is the presented 
approach basically applicable to every 
type of solar cell concept, but it can 
also contribute valuable information 
towards improving the quality and 
the yield of any production line, 
and consequently help in increasing 
the cost-effectiveness of solar cell 
manufacturing.
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Introduction
Since the c-Si PV industry scaled 
up to mass production, it has been 
dominated by the conventional full 
Al back-surface field (Al-BSF) cell 
architecture, implemented with p-type 
silicon. Al-BSF device performance 
has indeed been steadily improved 
(with up to 19.5% efficiency achieved 
for p-type solar cells [1]) and remains 
today the most suitable option in 
terms of €/Wp. In the current PV 
module manufacturing industr y, 
cost reduction and process upgrade 
are privileged, small modifications 
of existing production lines being 
preferred to new investment. As a 
result, passivated emitter rear contact 
(PERC) architecture is gaining ground, 
providing p-type devices with 20–21% 
efficiency [2] using only a few additional 
steps (chemical surface preparation, 
deposition of passivating dielectric 
layer, local opening of this layer).

On the other hand, the bifacial 
photovo l t a ic s  ( b i f i -P V )  marke t 
i s  soar ing ,  w ith  the  pa ss ivate d 
emitter, rear totally diffused (PERT) 
architecture providing 20%-efficient 
n-type devices that demonstrate no 
light-induced degradation (LID), but 
are fabricated using more-complex cell 
process flows. The PV community is 
becoming more and more convinced 

that the use of bifaciality for future 
generations of PV systems will allow a 
significant reduction in the levelized 
cost of electricity (LCOE). Some direct 
issues (bankability) are currently being 
addressed through the installation 
of large (>1MWp) PV bifacial fields 
[3] and through the formation of 
standardization groups.

There is another issue concerning 
the additional cost incurred in the 
production of  bi fac ial  modules , 
primarily related to the additional 
processing steps at the cell level. 
Indeed, the fabrication of the so-called 
PERT cell, suitable for bifaciality, meets 
different specifications, such as single-
sided p+ and n+ diffusion, B emitter 
specif ic passivation and double-
sided SiN coating. Over the last few 
years, academics and manufacturers 
have made significant R&D efforts 
in f inding ways to s impli f y  the 
process flow [4]. The use of a hybrid 
approach combining P-implantation 
and BBr3 diffusion is one example of 
such process simplification [5]. The 
full implantation process is also very 
attractive, since the formation of the 
doped layers can be performed at the 
same time as the annealing step [6,7]. 
Finally, the co-diffusion approach 
involves single-sided deposited doped 
layers [8,9].

Most of these concepts have in 
recent years led to solar cells with 
conversion efficiencies of over 20.0%. 
Nevertheless ,  the growth in the 
production of bifacial cells remains 
limited, mostly because the economic 
interest only occurs at the system 
level (LCOE) when the bifacial gain is 
considered. The authors believe that 
a faster growth of bifacial PV requires 
an even more simplified bifacial cell 
manufacturing process in order to 
reduce the initial CAPEX investment, 
and thus the cost per Wp.

“A faster growth of bifacial 
PV requires an even more 

simplified bifacial cell 
manufacturing process.”

Doping properties of 
SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers

Among the alternative doping 
techniques considered for simplifying 
the fabrication of the p+/n/n+ structure, 
dielectric doped layers are of primary 
interest, since they open the door to 
co-diffusion (the formation of the 
emitter and the BSF in a single step 
[10–12]). In recent years, the annealing 

SOLENNA(3): The ultimate 
simplification of bifacial silicon 
technology, at a competitive cost/Wp
Raphaël Cabal, Thomas Blévin, Rémi Monna & Yannick Veschetti
CEA Tech-INES, Le Bourget du Lac, France

ABSTRACT
The c-Si PV industry has been historically dominated by the conventional full Al-BSF cell architecture, applied 
to p-type silicon, because it has so far always yielded the lowest cost at the module level (€/Wp). At the system 
level (€/kWh), on the other hand, bifacial PV and related reference bifacial n-PERT technology seems to be a 
better option for cost reduction, but additional cell processing steps (and related costs) are inhibiting bifacial 
PV growth. This paper first introduces INES’ reference 20%-PERT technology ‘SOLENN’, which is based 
on a conventional gaseous diffusion process. Passivating/anti-reflective/doping SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers 
have been developed at INES, and the properties of these multifunctional layers are described in detail. Two 
process simplifications are introduced which provide devices that are both 20%-efficient and co-diffused, and 
which use to advantage, in the first instance, just the doping properties of the layers. By then capitalizing on 
the passivating and optical properties of the multifunctional layers, INES’ so-called ‘SOLENNA(3)’ technology 
is presented. This ultimately simplified technology provides large-area (243cm2), LID-free, 19.8%-efficient 
n-PERT cells in only seven processing steps. To the authors’ knowledge, this is so far the simplest n-PERT 
process to be introduced with such a level of performance. Finally, the cost calculation based on a 100MW 
line capacity and on a comparison of SOLENNA(3) with reference technologies (such as Al-BSF, PERC and 
BBr3 PERT) was completed, without considering the potential gain from the bifacial properties. Because of its 
simplicity, SOLENNA(3) technology is shown to be clearly competitive with the classical Al-BSF technology in 
terms of cost per watt at the module level.
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of boron silicate glass (BSG) during 
POCl3 diffusion has led to co-diffused 
n-PERT devices with 20% efficiency 
[13]. In this approach, the BSG layer 
(which is a SiOx:B-based material) 
shows both doping properties and 
a barrier property with regard to 
phosphorus diffusion. The quality of 
doping has already been demonstrated 
at INES, as well as by other teams, 
with satisfactory doping uniformities 
(<5%) for a relevant sheet resistance 
(Rsheet) window of 50–100Ω/sq. Since 
the doping activation is facilitated in 
the case of boron dopant, it is possible 
to measure (using a WCT 120 Sinton 
Lifetime tester) satisfactory B-emitter 
saturation current densities (J0e < 
90fA/cm2 for 70Ω/sq.) on 239cm2 Cz 
textured samples (p+/n/p+ structure 
passivated by thermal SiO2/SiN stack). 
In the literature, even lower saturation 
current density values can be found on 
polished samples and/or with a higher 
emitter Rsheet domain, and/or using 
an AlOx/SiN passivating stack [14], 
offering further evidence of the quality 
of BSG as a doping source. 

At INES, the BSG layer is more 
p re c i s e l y  a  S i O xN y: B  m ate r i a l , 
deposited by low-frequency plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition 
(PECVD), using a mixture of SiH4 
and N2O, and H2-diluted B2H6 as 
a boron precursor. For this work, 
var ious thicknesses  of  SiO xN y:B 
were coated on 239cm2 Cz(n) wafers 
(1–4Ω·cm) and then annealed at 
940°C (< 1h) under N2. The resulting 
B-emitter Rsheet values are plotted 
in Fig. 1 as a function of SiOxNy:B 
thickness; it is demonstrated here 
that the thickness of the layer is not 
the primary determinant of the final 
sheet resistance of the emitter. Once 
the minimum thickness (here 19nm) 
satisfying the resistance (<100Ω/sq.) 
and the uniformity (<5%) is reached, 
any further increase in the thickness 
of the layer only improves the doping 
uniformity (< 2%), with no impact on 
the average sheet resistance value. 
This quasi-independency of Rsheet 
with respect to doping layer thickness 
is in agreement with studies [15,16] 
showing stronger dependency on the 
SiH4/B2H6 ratio. In this case, the gas 
ratio was chosen below 4%, in order to 
promote high doping from significantly 
thinner SiOxNy:B layers (<20nm) 
than what is usually reported in the 
literature. 

Dielectr ic  doped layers  as  an 
alternative n+ doping technique to 
conventional POCl3 diffusion are also 
considered. Here, the aim is to use 
such a doping layer for the n+ BSF 
of the n-PERT solar cells. PECVD-
deposited PSG (phosphorus silicate 

glass) layers have been considered 
as an option for many years [17,18]. 
Despite the promising results obtained 
with PSG on p-type devices [19], 
no clear benefit of such P-doping 
sources has been demonstrated up to 
now. Aside from this most commonly 
studied P-doped SiOx material, it was 
preferred to focus on the development 
of hydrogenated SiNx:P layers, with 
the aim of combining doping and 
passivating properties in one layer.

The use of SiN:P as a phosphorus 
doping source has been investigated 
in the past for laser-doped selective 
emitter p-type solar cells fabrication 
[20], but has yielded high emitter 
contact resistance. In the present 
work, the SiN:P was deposited by low-
frequency PECVD, using a mixture 
of SiH4, NH3 and H2-diluted PH3 
as a phosphorus precursor. Various 
thicknesses of SiNx:P were coated on 
239cm2 Cz(p) wafers (2Ω·cm), which 
were then annealed at 940°C (<1h) 
under N2. The resulting n+ region 
sheet resistance is plotted in Fig. 2 as a 
function of SiNx:P thickness; the Rsheet 
of the n+ BSF increases steadily as the 
SiNx:P thickness decreases. The doping 
behaviour is consistent with a finite 
source: the thinner the layer, the higher 
the Rsheet. It should be noted that there 
is no dramatic degradation of doping 

uniformity (<8%), even for the thinner 
layer (12nm).

Moderately simplified 
n-PERT solar devices 
A first  integration of the boron 
and phosphorus doping layers was 
performed on 239cm2 n-PERT solar 
cells. As a reference, INES’ baseline 
PERT process was used, which is based 
on two separate gaseous diffusions. 
This process is then referred to as the 
SOLENN process (SOLar ENhanced 
N-type).

SOLENN process
The processing sequence for SOLENN 
solar cells includes alkaline texturing 
o f  Cz(n)  w afers  sur f ace s ,  B Cl 3 
boron diffusion (940°C) and POCl3 
phosphorus diffusion (840°C). PECVD-
deposited SiOx barriers are coated 
on the opposite side of the wafer, 
prior to each diffusion, and removed 
(by HF-dip + RCA clean) after each 
diffusion. Once the p+/n/n+ structure 
is obtained, both sides are passivated 
by thermal oxidation, leading to SiO2 
growth of less than 10nm in thickness. 
PECVD deposition of anti-reflective 
hydrogenated SiN is then carried out 
on both sides. A Ag/Al grid is screen 
printed on the front, while a Ag grid is 

Figure 1. Variation in Rsheet of the p+ emitter for different SiOxNy:B layer 
thicknesses after the anneal (940°C; <1h).

Figure 2. Variation in Rsheet of the n+ BSF for different SiNx:P layer thicknesses 
after the anneal (940°C; <1h). 
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printed on the rear, for contacting the 
p+ emitter and the n+ BSF respectively; 
the actual contacting is done during 
the subsequent co-firing step in an IR 
belt furnace.

1st simplified approach
The first way to make the n-PERT 
process f low shorter is to use the 
SiOxNy:B layer as a boron doping 
source, and benefit from the POCl3 
diffusion step to promote formation 
of the B emitter: such a co-diffusion 
combining solid and gaseous doping 
sources has been widely studied in the 
literature [21,22], and will therefore 
not be expanded on too much here. It 
is just worth recalling the requirement 
of the B-doped layer to act as a barrier 
to POCl3 diffusion. In order to do 
so, the use of a thick (>100nm) BSG, 
including optional surface-capping 
layers, is often reported; for instance, 
Rothhardt et al. [9] use a ~180nm 
BSG/SiOx stack deposited by APCVD 
for their 19.9% CoBiN n-PERT cell. 
Similarly, the aforementioned SiOxNy:B 
would not alone ensure good barrier 
properties, and so SiNx was used as a 
capping layer.

The  pro ce ss ing  s e quence  for 
‘SOLENNA(1)’ devices (i.e. the 1st 
simplified SOLENN approach) is the 
following. After alkaline texturing, 
the wafer front side is coated by 
the low-frequency PECVD stack (a 
30nm-thick SiOxNy:B capped by 50nm 
of SiNx) prior to the co-diffusion cycle 
(involving a first plateau at 940°C 
under N2, followed by the POCl3 
injection at a lower temperature). 
The POCl3-induced glass (rear) and 
B-doped stack (front) are then HF 
removed, and the wafers surfaces 
are RCA cleaned. The subsequent 
passivation and metallization sequence 
is identical to INES’ reference process 
(SOLENN).

2nd simplified approach
The se cond way of  s impl i f y ing 
n-PERT technology is to co-anneal 
solid sources only. Solid sources have 
been studied for decades [23,24]; Das 
et al. [25], for instance, demonstrated 
the high potential of B-doped spin-
on glass by fabricating 20%-efficient 
4c m 2 de v ice s  incor p orat ing  i t . 
Nevertheless, the significant bifacial 

cell results obtained so far have always 
combined one solid doping source with 
a more conventional technique (ion 
implantation or gaseous diffusion). 
More precisely, what are referred to 
here as ‘SOLENNA(2)’ devices (i.e. 2nd 
simplified SOLENN approach devices) 
combine the SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P 
layers for the p+ emitter and n+ BSF 
formation.

The  pro ce ss ing  s e quence  for 
SOLENNA(2) solar cells includes, as 
always, the alkaline texturing, followed 
by  S iO xN y:B ( f ront)  and SiN x:P 
(rear) deposition. Samples are then 
co-annealed in a quartz tube furnace 
(940°C; <1h) under a N2 atmosphere. 
Note that the use of a solid P-doped 
layer instead of POCl3 allows thin 
(<40nm) uncapped SiOxNy:B layers 
to be employed. Doped dielectrics 
are then HF removed, and the wafers 
sur faces  are  RC A cleane d.  The 
subsequent steps are identical to the 
previously described processes (see 
SOLENN and SOLENNA(1)). 

Cell results
The different process flows described 
so far are depicted in Fig. 3. Batches of 
239cm2 Cz n-type wafers (2–3Ω·cm) 
were processed into n-PERT screen-
printed solar cells, following these 
different approaches. The best I–V 
parameters measured on these batches 

(in a class A solar simulator, under 
standard testing conditions – STC) are 
listed in Table 1.

The poorer FF/PFF values exhibited 
by  S OL E N NA (1) s o l ar  ce l l s  are 
attributed to localized parasitic P 
di f f us ion through SiO xN y:B/SiN 
porosities; as a result, a lower shunt 
resistance value (Rp < 2kΩ·cm2) is 
reached (50kΩ·cm2 for the reference 
process). The SOLENNA(2) devices 
are logically excluded from such an Rp 
limitation, since they are made via a 
pure dielectric co-diffusion route.

Both the 1st and 2nd simplifications 
of the SOLENN process made it possible 
to obtain 20%-efficiency n-PERT bifacial 
solar cells, using a reduced number 
of processing steps compared with the 
reference process. Both SOLENNA(1) 
and SOLENNA(2) processes have also 
demonstrated good compatibility with 
industrial n-type mono-like silicon [13]. 
Nevertheless, further simplification of 
n-PERT technology would be possible 
if the doping PECVD layers could also 
provide proper passivating and optical 
properties.

From doping to 
multifunctional layers
D i f f e r e n t  w a y s  o f  i n t e g r a t i n g 
multifunctional dielectric layers into 
solar devices are proposed in the 

Figure 3. The n-PERT process flow simplifications: gaseous diffusion route 
(SOLENN), co-diffusion SiOxNy:B/POCl3 route (SOLENNA(1)) and full 
dielectric co-diffusion route (SOLENNA(2)).

 Size [cm2] Jsc [mA/cm2] Voc [mV] FF [%] η [%] PFF [%]

SOLENN 239 39.3 647 79.9 20.3 83.5

SOLENNA(1) 239 39.7 648 77.8 20.0 82.3

SOLENNA(2) 239 39.0 648 79.2 20.0 83.5 

Table 1. Best I–V results for n-PERT screen-printed solar cells (measured under STC: 25°C; AM1.5G; 1,000W/m2).
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few papers that can be found in the 
literature. The PassDop approach uses 
SiNx:P for playing alternatively the 
role of P-reservoir for laser doping 
(beneath the contacted regions) and 
the role of passivating layer between 
the heavily-doped regions. Reported 
PassDop n-PERL cell performance is 
outstanding [26,27], but SiNx:P doping 
and passivating properties are never 
exploited concurrently in one specific 
region of the devices.

The quality of passivation offered 
by existing doped layers has also been 
reported in the literature. For instance, 
the passivation of n+ regions by 
phosphorus- or boron-doped nitride 
layers (SiNx:P/B) was studied by Gall et 
al. [28]: in both cases, the introduction 
of a thermal SiO2 interfacial layer was 
required in order to obtain satisfying 
J0e/iVoc values. More recently, the 
passivating potential of 100nm thick 
SiNx-capped BSG layers was reported 
by Engelhardt et al. [14] with a 1sun-
iVoc of 675mV obtained on p+/n/p+ 
FZ samples, with a 60Ω/sq. emitter. 
Nevertheless, no integration of such a 
stack in an actual solar device has so 
far been reported.

Multi-purpose PECVD stacks have 
been developed, in which each layer 
ensures one function (anti-reflective, 
passivating or doping). For instance, 
120nm thick PSG/SiN stacks have been 
reported to provide good n+ doping 
and subsequent passivation (65Ω/sq.; 
118fA/cm2) on shiny-etched FZ [29]. 
In addition to this, a 300nm-thick 
dielectric stack made of Al2O3, capped 
by an oxidized a-Si:B layer, was used 
by Seiffe et al. [30] on the back side of 
LFC solar cells, for p+ doping (>250Ω/
sq.), passivation and optics. Those 
authors subsequently measured a 
conversion efficiency of 18.3% on 
50mm × 50mm Cz(p) substrates. 

At CEA Tech-INES, as suggested 
pre v iously,  PEC VD layers  were 
developed with a high doping property, 
even for thin layers. For instance, as can 
be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, 20nm-thick 
SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers are sufficient 
for achieving decent doping targets (in 
this case, p+ emitter < 80Ω/sq.; n+ BSF 
< 50Ω/sq.). From an optical point of 
view, the integration of the layers on 

both the front and the rear sides of solar 
devices is thus facilitated. In addition, 
the decision was taken to develop an 
hydrogenated nitride layer (SiNx:P) 
to boost the passivating ability of the 
layer itself, instead of using a SiOx:P 
layer combined with some additional 
passivating layer.

The passivating properties of the 
SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers were 
evaluated by means of QSSPC J0 
me a surement s ,  on  p +/n/p + and  
n+/n/n+ sample structures respectively. 
The thermal budget for the annealing of 
the layers and the related diffusion of the 
dopants is still 940°C, for a duration of 
less than one hour. These samples were 
created from Cz(n) 4Ω·cm wafers that 
had previously been alkaline textured, 
RCA cleaned and double-side coated 
with the layers under consideration.

The improvement of the initially 
poor passivating properties of the 
SiOxNy:B layer was investigated by 
capping it first with a typical anti-
ref lective (and H2-reservoir) SiN 
layer. No significant enhancement 
of the passivating level was observed  
(J0p+ > 1,400fA/cm2). Similarly, the 
initial SiNx:P layer was found to 
exhibit only moderate passivation  
(J0n+ > 370fA/cm2). Only a marginal 
improvement was observed when the 
SiN capping (J0n+=337fA/cm2) was 
introduced, but such capping was used as 
a barrier to out-diffusion of phosphorus.

An enhancement of the passivation 

features of the doped layers was made 
possible by tuning of the plasma 
deposition conditions as well as of 
the subsequent co-annealing step. 
The resulting J0/iVoc values after 
firing (800°C) of the samples are given 
Table 2. The optical indexes (n;k) of 
the final layers have been measured 
by ellipsometry. SiOxNy:B was found 
to compare quite favourably with 
stoichiometric silicon oxide (refraction 
index n < 148 at λ = 633nm), and 
exhibits decent transparency in the 
higher wavelength domain (k < 0.0013). 
At present, further optical tuning is 
required for SiNx:P in order to reduce 
the high optical indexes caused by a 
relatively Si-rich stoichiometry.

Ultra-simplified n-PERT 
solar devices

Process flow and cell results
A batch of 243cm2 Cz n-type wafers 
(2Ω·cm) was processed using an ultra-
simplified n-PERT approach, in which 
the doped layers are maintained. 
With the final front- and rear-surface 
passivation here being provided 
by SiOxNy:B/SiN and SiNx:P, it was 
possible to avoid thermal oxidation 
as well as chemical removal of the 
doped layer and subsequent cleaning. 
Furthermore, the rear PECVD SiN 
deposit ion layer  was  integrated 
(because of out-diffusion concerns) as 

Figure 4. The ultra-simplified process flow and corresponding cell structure of 
SOLENNA(3).

                     SiOxNy:B/SiN passivated                            SiNx:P/SiN passivated 
                                                                 p+/n/p+ structure                              n+/n/n+ structure

Successive tuning Initial Plasma  Anneal  Initial Plasma  Anneal 

J0 (fA/cm2) 1443 120 85 337 247 180

1sun-iVoc (mV) 595 649 667 646 654 658 

Table 2. J0 and 1sun-iVoc values, measured on textured Cz symmetrical structures after successive tuning of the 
plasma parameters and the co-anneal process.
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capping in the SiNx:P recipe.
As a consequence, the processing 

sequence for ‘SOLENNA(3)’ devices (i.e. 
the 3rd simplified SOLENN approach) 
is reduced to seven steps, as depicted 
in Fig. 4. After alkaline texturing and 
RCA cleaning of the wafer (1), the 
SiOxNy:B layer (2) and the SiNx:P/
SiN stack (3) are deposited on the 
front and rear sides. The samples are 
co-annealed (940°C; <1h) (4), leading 
to a 70Ω/sq. B emitter and a 35Ω/sq. P 
BSF. PECVD ARC SiN is deposited on 
the front (5). The front and rear silver-
based grid contacts are screen printed 
(6) and then co-fired (7).

The average and best I–V parameters 
measured on this batch are listed in 
Table 3. The Jsc value is slightly lower 
for SOLENNA(3) solar cells (<38.8mA/
cm2), because of the non-optimized 
transparency of the doped layers, and 
also because of the heavily doped 
n+ BSF. A comparison of SOLENN 
and SOLENNA(3) spectral responses 
revealed an average loss of 3%rel. in the 
short wavelength IQE (λ < 500nm), 
but a more pronounced loss (4.5%rel.) 
in  the  long wavelength domain  
(λ > 950nm). The other cell parameters 
are  a l l  comp et i t ive  w i th  INE S’ 
reference n-PERT devices. The shunt 
resistance is similar to what was 
observed for SOLENNA(2) devices.

“Conversion efficiencies of 
up to 19.8% were obtained 
on large-area Cz(n) wafers 

processed into n-PERT 
devices using only seven 

steps.”
Convers ion ef f ic ienc ies  of  up 

to 19.8% were obtained on large-
area Cz(n) wafers processed into 
n-PERT devices using only seven 
steps. To the authors’ knowledge, 
this is the simplest n-PERT process 
ever introduced with such a level of 
performance. As the resulting cell 
architecture involves layers with high 
concentrations of dopant impurities, it 
needs to be verified that no related LID 
could occur that might alter the cell 
behaviour.

An initial evaluation of the long-

t e r m  s t a b i l i t y  o f  S O L E N N A ( 3 ) 
performance has been carried out: 
no eff iciency degradation occurs 
a f ter  pro longe d  l ig ht  exp o sure  
(>120h;  0 .3sun;  50°C ) .  The cel l 
behaviour under reverse bias was also 
monitored and compared with that of 
reference n-PERT cells. Both reverse 
I–V  curves and ReBEL mappings 
were compared in order to qualify 
the ultra-simplif ied SOLENNA(3) 
device as a candidate for PV module 
integration. As can be seen in Fig. 5, 
the typical ReBEL mappings obtained 
under a reverse bias of 10V are quite 
different, depending on the process 
flow involved. For each technology, 
corresponding batches of five solar 
cells had their reverse I–V curves 
measured in order to extract average 
values of: 1) breakdown voltage (Vbd), 
defined by the abscissa of the maximal 
curvature point; and 2) leakage current 
slope (dI/dV) in the ‘hard breakdown’ 
domain (i.e. for |V| > Vbd). 

The reference SOLENN and the 

SOLENNA(1) technologies ,  which 
involve at least one gaseous diffusion, 
exh ib i t  b oth  e dge  and  sur f ace 
defect signatures (see Fig. 5(a) and 
(b)) .  Reference SOLENN surface 
defectiveness is mainly caused by 
handling (the impact of which is 
accentuated by process flows involving 
many steps) [31]. The surface defect 
signature is nonetheless much more 
obvious in the case of SOLENNA(1) 
and is related to the aforementioned 
microporosity of SiOxNy:B/SiN to 
POCl3, which leads to noticeable 
micro-shunts spread over the entire 
wafer surface. The corresponding cell 
electrical behaviour is degraded under 
reverse bias, as evidenced by a much 
steeper dI/dV slope (>2A.V-1) compared 
with the average value obtained for 
SOLENN cells. On the other hand, 
SOLENNA(2) and SOLENNA(3) devices 
(Fig . 5(c) and (d)), which exploit 
exclusively dielectric layer doping 
sources, show only edge defectiveness 
and a slightly improved Vbd. Of course, 

 Size [cm2] Jsc [mA/cm2] Voc [mV] FF [%] η [%] PFF [%]

Average  38.6 644 79.1 19.7 82.9

Best cell  38.5 645 79.6 19.8 82.7 

Table 3. I–V results for SOLENNA(3) n-PERT screen-printed solar cells (measured under STC: 25°C; AM1.5G; 
1,000W/m2). A batch of 10 cells was used.

     243

Figure 5. Reverse bias electroluminescence mappings for (a) reference 
SOLENN, (b) SOLENNA(1), (c) SOLENNA(2), (d) SOLENNA(3) n-PERT cells. For 
completeness, Vbd and dI/dV average values are given in each case.

(a) Vbd = 5.3(±0.3)V
 dI/dV = 0.14A.V-1

(b) Vbd = 5.1(±0.5)V
 dI/dV = 2.03A.V-1

(c) Vbd = 6.3(±0.6)V
 dI/dV = 0.55A.V-1

(d) Vbd = 7.3(±0.9)V
 dI/dV = 0.12A.V-1
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the edge defect contribution can be 
removed by conventional laser edge 
junction opening. Such edge isolation 
is required in the case of the n-PERT 
cell architecture in order to meet PV 
module requirements (I < 1A at –12V).

Cost calculation
A cost  study was performed to 
assess the economic advantage of 
SOLENNA(3) technology over the 
reference technologies listed in Table 
4. The calculation addresses the cell 
process cost (CAPEX and OPEX), 
as well as the total cost of ownership 
(CoO) in €/Wp, including wafer and 
module contributions. The scenario 
of a production line in Europe with an 
annual capacity of 100MW was used. 
Parameters such as yield, uptime, 
manpower, building and facilities were 
adjusted with the number of process 
steps. Depreciations of 5 years for the 
equipment, 10 years for the facilities 
and 20 years for the building were 
fixed. No bifacial gain was considered 
in the study.

All the investigated processes were 
based on two scenarios: optimistic and 
pessimistic. This variation depends 
on the process complexity (number of 
steps) or on the characteristics of the 
equipment (throughput and cost). For 
the PERC process, additional steps – 
such as Al2O3 and rear SiN deposition, 
and laser opening – were added to 
the standard Al-BSF. Although this 

technology currently sets lab records 
of close to 22%, an average production 
efficiency of 20%, including possible LID 
losses, was considered for this study.

The PERT BBr3-based process 
can be performed in different ways, 
resulting in the number of processing 
steps ranging from 8 (so-called PERT+) 
to 11 (so-called PERT-). At the very 
least ,  the PERT process requires 
additional equipment, such as a BBr3 
tube furnace, wet bench for glass 
removal, and PECVD tool for the rear 
SiN layer.

The relative CAPEX for a standard 
Al-BSF production line is given in 
Fig. 6(a). For all the high-efficiency 
technologies investigated, a higher 
initial investment is required. PERC 
and PERT technologies show similar 
CAPEX ranges, corresponding to, 
in the best case, between 1.6 and 1.8 
times the cost of a standard Al-BSF 
line. The pessimistic scenario of the 
PERT gaseous approach shows a more 
pronounced investment, because of the 
use of a diffusion barrier and specific 
emitter passivation by thermal oxide. 

Technology Wafer Status Average efficiency [%] No. of processing steps

Al-BSF Cz Standard technology 19.0 5

PERC Cz Next p-type generation 20.0 8–9

Industrial PERT Cz In production – BBr3 20.0 8–11

SOLENNA(3) Cz Lab scale 20.0 7 

Table 4. Summary of the cell technologies considered for the cost study.

Figure 6. CAPEX (a) and OPEX (b) for PERC, PERT and SOLENNA(3), compared with the Al-BSF process.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Contribution of wafer (blue), cell (orange) and module (grey) to the 
total CoOs, including optimistic (dark shades) and pessimistic (light shades) 
scenarios, and assuming a 10% higher price for n-type wafers. Total technology 
CoO ranges are indicated at the top of each bar.
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As expected, the required CAPEX 
for SOLENNA(3) is more favourable 
(about 1 .4 t imes the cost  of  an 
Al-BSF line), because of the process 
simplicity. As regards the OPEX, 
presented in Fig. 6(b), SOLENNA(3) 
technology clearly outperforms PERC 
and gaseous PERT technologies , 
and is even equivalent to Al-BSF for 
both the optimistic and pessimistic 
scenarios. This is also explained by 
the reduced number of processing 
steps.

The CoO at the module level is 
shown Fig. 7 for the optimistic and 
the  p ess imist ic  scenar ios .  B oth 
of the n-type technologies (PERT 
and SOLENNA(3)) are penalized by 
the additional cost of the n wafer 
(considered here to be 10% higher 
than p-type), which leads to a more 
expensive PERT gaseous process 
than in the case of Al-BSF and PERC. 
Nevertheless, the very low cell process 
cost of SOLENNA(3) compensates for 
this weakness, thus allowing a very 
competitive technology at the module 
level. Indeed, the corresponding CoO 
remains slightly higher than that for 
Al-BSF, but clearly outperforms both 
PERC and gaseous PERT. 

A comparison of the CoOs was 
then made, taking into consideration 
a reduction of 10% to 0% in the extra 
cost of n-type wafers compared with 
p-type wafers (Fig. 8). The validity of 
such an assumption increases with 
n-type market volume. Assuming 
the cost of n-type wafers is the same 
as p-type wafers, the CoO cost of 
20%-efficient SOLENNA(3) technology 

would be in a range of 61.1–62.1€ct/
Wp;  th i s  i s  e ven  che ap er  than 
19%-ef f ic ient Al-BSF technology 
(62.2€ct/Wp).

Conclusion
T h e  p o t e n t i a l  o f  d i e l e c t r i c 
doping layers for simplif ying the 
manufacture of  PERT solar cel ls 
w a s  d i s c u ss e d ,  and  the  doping 
properties of the PECVD-deposited 
SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers were 
presented. The status of the recent 
developments made at CEA-INES in 
20%-efficient n-PERT was given via a 
description of following approaches: 
SOLENN (corresponding to INES’ 
lab reference process based on BCl3 
and  P O Cl 3 ga se ous  d i f f us ions) , 
SOLENNA(1) (mixing SiOxNy:B with 
POCl3), SOLENNA(2) (pure dielectric 
co-diffusion route).

Finally, SOLENNA(3) technology was 
introduced for a simplified fabrication 
of n-type bifacial PERT cells in seven 
steps. This technology relies on the 
opportunity to combine doping , 
passivating and optical properties in the 
SiOxNy:B and SiNx:P layers, which allows 
these layers to be retained in the final 
device architecture, with no detrimental 
ef fect  on conversion ef f ic ienc y : 
SOLENNA(3) devices achieving 19.8% 
efficiency have already been obtained 
on 243cm2 Cz(n) wafers . Further 
improvements regarding cell efficiency 
(new generation of pastes, five to six 
busbars, passivation improvements) 
could collectively lead to a very high-
efficiency, low-cost technology.

“On the basis of possible 
n-type wafer cost reductions, 
SOLENNA(3) could become 

the most competitive 
technology.” 

At an industrial level,  the cost 
study indicates that SOLENNA(3) 
technology can clearly compete with 
the classical Al-BSF technology in 
terms of cost per watt. A particular 
feature is that only a limited initial 
investment  for  ne w pro duct ion 
l ine s ,  or  addi t iona l  inve stment 
for  upgrading production l ines , 
i s  n e ce s s a r y.  Fu r th e r m o re ,  th e 
SOLENNA(3) processing sequence 
requires only one chemical (texturing) 
s tep ,  thus  op ening the  do or  to 
significant reductions in facility costs, 
which is of interest in both economic 
and environmental terms. In addition, 
the potential extra power output 
(linked to device bifaciality) was not 
taken into account in this study. At 
the module level (CoO), SOLENNA(3) 
outperforms PERC, even with the 
higher wafer cost. On the basis of 
possible n-type wafer cost reductions, 
SOLENNA(3) could become the most 
competitive technology. 
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Introduction
Wi th  th e  g ro w i n g  d e m a n d  fo r 
PV modules, it is natural to raise 
questions about potential material-
availabil ity constraints .  Material 
availability for many of the thin-
film PV technologies has received 
considerable  attent ion,  a s  their 
semiconductor materials  require 
the relatively rare elements gallium, 
indium and tellurium. By contrast, 
it may seem to be of no concern for 
crystalline silicon (c-Si), since the 
semiconductor base material in this 
case is made from the world’s second-
most  abundant  crustal  element . 
However, c-Si technologies still have 
a potential raw-material availability 
weak l ink :  s i lver  (Ag) ,  which is 
typically used in the front- and back-
side electrical contacts . Ag has a 
crustal abundance that is comparable 
to that of indium but lower than that 
of gallium [1]. It has a long history 
of use in currencies, jewellery and 
ornaments, partly because it is so rare. 
Moreover, silver markets (including 
the recent emergence of  related 
exchange-traded funds that invest in 
physical silver assets) are price volatile 
by nature and have been vulnerable to 
speculative trading. The economics 
of silver are driven by these historical 
roles and characteristics , and the 
resulting price fluctuations affect c-Si 
cell manufacturing costs.

S o l a r  e l e c t r i c i t y  g e n e r a t i o n 

technologies make up a small but 
increasing share of total global silver 
use. From 2004 to 2014 the global 
silver demand from the solar PV 
industry grew from 0.4% to 7%; it is 
expected that the demand will have 
surpassed that from the photography 
industry in 2015, and that PV will 
become the third-largest end user 
of silver behind jewellery/silverware 
and electronics [2]. If the PV industry 
continues its growth trajectory, and if 
c-Si maintains a heavy reliance upon 
silver metal contacts, the increase in 
demand for silver could affect future 
silver prices [3].  In the available 
literature one can find evaluations of 
how c-Si PV module production may 
be physically constrained by existing 
silver resources, yet to the authors’ 
knowledge no rigorous analysis has 
been done of how the reliance on 
silver may impact the future costs of 
c-Si PV module production.

“From 2004 to 2014 the 
global silver demand from 
the solar PV industry grew 

from 0.4% to 7%.”
The purpose of this paper is to 

determine how c-Si  PV module 
production on an increased scale 
might affect silver prices and, in 

turn,  have an impact on si lver ’s 
c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t o t a l  m o d u l e 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g  c o s t s .  S e v e r a l 
scenarios of silver demand in PV 
module  manufactur ing are  f i rst 
d e r i v e d  u s i n g  s i l v e r ’s  m ate r i a l 
intensity (i.e. tonnes of silver required 
p er  G W of  c-S i  manuf ac tur ing 
production) and the projections of 
solar electricity generation by the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) 
and other organizations .  Next ,  a 
partial  equilibrium model of the 
silver market is constructed, and 
the effect of different silver demand 
scenarios on silver prices is simulated. 
Finally, PV cell manufacturing costs 
at different silver price levels are 
compared for the standard silver 
s c r e e n - p r i n t i n g  m e t a l l i z a t i o n 
approach and the alternative method 
of electroplating , which typically 
requires much less silver.

Section 2 ( ‘Literature review ’) 
discusses the available l iterature 
concerning silver availability and 
supply risks. Section 3 (‘Scenarios for 
silver use in PV modules’) develops 
some scenarios for future silver use in 
c-Si PV modules. Section 4 (‘Method’) 
describes the method and the data for 
the silver market simulation analysis. 
Section 5 (‘Results’) presents the 
results, and section 6 (‘Comparison 
with Ni–Cu electroplating’) compares 
the cost of silver screen printing with 
that of the alternative metallization 

The present and future silver cost 
component in crystalline silicon PV 
module manufacturing
Michael Redlinger1, Michael Woodhouse2 & Roderick G. Eggert1

1Division of Economics and Business, Colorado School of Mines (CSM), Golden, Colorado; 2Strategic Energy 
Analysis Center, National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Golden, Colorado, USA

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to determine how increased c-Si PV module production might affect future silver 
demand and prices, as well as the impacts on total c-Si module manufacturing costs. A bottom-up estimation 
of the current and potential material intensity (tonnes of silver per GW) for silver in c-Si PV cell fabrication is 
presented. Partly because of concerns about material intensity, and also because of the changing economics 
of manufacturing, there is some interest in shifting away from the traditionally higher material intensity 
approach of screen printing with silver paste to alternative metallization techniques, such as electroplating, 
which uses substantially less silver. To evaluate how PV’s changing demand for silver might affect future silver 
prices, and the impact in terms of manufacturing costs, some scenarios of silver’s contribution to c-Si PV cell 
manufacturing costs are compiled on the basis of projected changes in demand and price as a result of changes 
in material intensity. The analysis indicates that an expansion of c-Si production from 55GW/year to 250GW/
year results in a 0.05–0.7¢/W increase in manufacturing costs because of higher silver prices. As an illustration 
of this, the current estimates of the manufacturing costs for the two contrasting methods – silver screen 
printing and nickel–copper–silver electroplating – are presented. 
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approach of electroplating, in which 
the amount of silver required is 
significantly lower. Finally, section 7 
(‘Conclusion’) states the implications 
and limitations of the analysis.

Literature review
Several articles discuss the raw-
material constraints associated with 
c-Si  PV module production,  but 
they focus primarily on the physical 
limitations of silver resources [4–7]. 
Feltrin and Freundlich [4], Tao et 
al. [5] and Jacobson and Delucchi [6] 
find that, of all the elements used in 
c-Si PV modules, silver is ultimately 
the material that could constrain 
growth. Using the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) estimates 
of US silver resources and the amounts 
of silver required in different solar 
technologies, Grandell and Thorenz 
[7]  construct  upper bounds for 
annual solar electricity generation: 
they estimate an upper bound of 530 
terawatt-hours per year (TWh/year) 
for the electricity generation capability 
of c-Si solar cells. For comparison 
purposes ,  total global electricity 
generation in 2012 (from all fuel types) 
was 22,721 TWh [8]. 

Numerous studies evaluate the 
‘cr i t ical i ty ’  of  var ious minerals , 
including silver, but the definition 
of what is considered critical differs 
between studies. Generally, a mineral’s 
criticality is determined by: 1) its 
importance, either to an economy or 
to a specific sector of the economy; 
and 2) its supply risks. Supply risk 
has a slightly different meaning in 
each study, but typically relates to the 
vulnerability of production to decline 
or disruption. Erdmann and Graedel 
[9] review ten major criticality studies, 

Figure 1. Process flow for the fabrication of a standard entirely screen-printed c-Si solar cell. For multicrystalline or 
monocrystalline cells, in commercial production using this standard process the projected cell efficiencies are estimated to 
be 17 to 20%.

 Mida Low High

Silver paste for front [mg/cell]  115  110  120

Silver paste for back [mg/cell]  45  40  50

   

Silver weight for front [%]  88  88  88

Silver weight for back [%]  58  55  60

   

Monocrystalline   

Wafer area [cm2]  239  239  239

Power rating [W/m2]  210  240  180

Market share [%]b  24  24  24

   

Multicrystalline   

Wafer area [cm2]  243  243  243

Power rating [W/m2]  195  220  170

Market share [%]b  65  65  65

   

Material intensity   

Monocrystallinec [tonnes/GW]  25.3  20.7  31.5

Multicrystallinec [tonnes/GW]  26.8  22.2  32.8

Weighted averageb [tonnes/GW]  26.4  21.8  32.4

a Mid values are the average of high and low values. 

b The weighted-average material intensity is weighted by the monocrystalline and multicrystalline market shares: 24% 

and 65% of global PV module production respectively, with thin films making up 11% [16]. 

c Material intensity is calculated by taking the total of silver paste usage on the front and back, adjusting for the paste’s 

silver weight percentage, and converting from mg/cell to tonnes/GW using the wafer area and power rating. Note that 

material intensity is inversely related to solar cell power conversion efficiency. 

Table 1. Material intensity of silver in c-Si modules.
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only four of which analyse silver. 
Many of these studies were conducted 
by (or on the behalf of ) governmental 
bodies and departments, such as the 
European Commission or the U.S. 
Department of Energy [10–13]. More 
recently, Graedel et al. [14] analyse 
the criticality of over 60 metals and 
metalloids, including silver, and use 
geological, technological, economic, 
social and regulatory, and geopolitical 
factors to assess supply risk. These 
studies regarding criticality do not 
have identical  conclusions about 
silver’s supply risk , partly because 
they differ in their purposes and 
methodologies. Nonetheless, some 
broad conclusions can be drawn 
from the literature. First, silver mine 
production is not concentrated in any 
one country, or even in a small group 
of countries; it is well distributed 
across the globe [10,12]. Second, a 
sizeable amount of silver is recycled 
from end-of-life products, although 
the eff iciency of recycling varies 
across end uses [10]. Third, there 
is difficultly in substituting other 
materials for silver in electrical and 
electronic applications, which make 
up about a quarter of total silver use 
[10,12]. While these f indings are 
useful for a qualitative evaluation of 
how increased silver demand could 
affect the silver market, they do not 
allow a quantitative assessment of the 
impact of an increased demand on 
prices.

This paper makes three primary 
contributions to the literature. First, 
i t  prov ides  a  re cent  b ottom- up 
estimation of the material intensity 
(i.e. tonnes/GW) of silver used to 
make c-Si PV cells , along with an 
overview of how material intensity 
is projected to change. Second, to 
the authors’ knowledge this is the 
first paper to estimate how a rise 
in silver demand from PV might 
affect future silver prices and the 
corresponding cost of silver usage 
i n  P V  m a n u f a c t u r i n g .  S e v e r a l 
studies have looked at how silver 
resources can physically limit c-Si 
module production, but they have 
not analysed how silver prices might 
have an impact on manufacturing 
e c o n o m i c s .  T h i r d ,  t h i s  p a p e r 
compares the raw-material cost of 
screen-printed silver with that of the 
alternative metallization process of 
electroplating. A comparison of the 
costs of silver screen printing and 
electroplating is particularly relevant 
to c-Si PV module manufacturers 
that are considering either of these 
approaches in future manufacturing 
facilities.

Scenarios for silver use in PV 
modules
The metallization of a solar cell is 
necessary for collecting electrical 
current from the cell .  The most 
ubiquitous approach used for c-Si 
solar cell metallization involves screen 
printing a silver paste onto a series of 
gridlines on the front, screen printing 
another full-area aluminium paste onto 
the back, and then screen printing a 
different composition of silver paste 
over the Al back, to make contact pads 
for eventual soldering into cell strings. 
This is broadly represented as step six 
in Fig. 1, and has been described in 
more detail elsewhere [3].

After  the three-stage pr inting 
process, the entire cell is typically 
annealed in order to solidify the paste 
into solid metal. Also during the 
annealing step, additives of glass frit 
within the paste serve to melt through 
the hydrogenated si l icon nitr ide 
(SiNx:H) front-side anti-ref lection 
coating, so that the silver can partially 
alloy with the underlying silicon 
wafer. Executing the screen-printing 
process in its entirety is very simple 
and predictable, and this process offers 
high yields in commercial production. 
If made correctly, screen-printed 
cells are also quite durable over many 
years of outdoor deployment. These 
are the primary reasons why the 
screen-printing approach currently 
enjoys a market share greater than 
95% [15],  and why it  remains a 
formidable opponent of any alternative 
metallization technology.

The data from industry that are used 
to calculate the material intensity of 

silver in c-Si solar cells are given in 
Table 1. Using the weight percentages 
shown for the front- and back-side 
pastes, the estimate of the total amount 
of silver for each cell ranges from 
119 to 136mg (with a midpoint of 
127mg). For a monocrystalline wafer 
area of 239cm2 and power ratings of  
180–240W/m2, the silver requirement 
per GW of manufacturing ranges from 
20.7 to 31.5 tonnes (with a midpoint of 
25.3 tonnes/GW). For multicrystalline 
cells, with a slightly greater wafer area 
of (243cm2) and a lower power rating 
(170–220W/m2), the material intensity 
is 22.2 to 32.8 tonnes per GW (with 
a midpoint of 26.8 tonnes per GW). 
The weighted-average silver material 
intensity for monocrystalline and 
multicrystalline, using their respective 
shares of global c-Si production 
(27%/73% split for monocrystalline/
multi [16]), is 21.8–32.4 tonnes per 
GW (with an average of 26.4 tonnes 
per GW).

Few other recent estimates of silver 
material intensity are available for 
comparison. A 2013 report by the 
Silver Institute estimates that the 
silver material intensity in c-Si PV 
cells was 65 tonnes per GW in 2012, 
and notes that manufacturers had been 
reducing their overall silver usage [17]. 
Grandell and Thorenz [7] state that 
current silver use is about 10g/m2, 
which translates to a material intensity 
of 47.6 and 51.3 tonnes per GW for 
monocrystalline and multicrystalline 
cells respectively, if using the midpoint 
module power ratings in Table 1. The 
data in Table 1 reflect the most recent 
2015 guidance provided to NREL by 

Figure 2. Silver material intensity (tonnes/GW) in c-Si cells. The low material 
intensity case estimates are derived from the 2015 ITRPV, the high material 
intensity case is equal to current material intensity estimated in Table 1, and the 
base material intensity case is the average of the low and high cases.
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relevant industry players, including 
p a s te  suppl iers  and  e quipment 
vendors.

There are, however, also multiple 
pathways to lowering the material 
intensity even further: these include 
the options of electroplating, stencil 
printing, inkjet or aerosol printing, 
or multiwire approaches (in which a 
mesh of base metals is overlaid onto 
a much smaller amount of printed 
silver). There is also the possibility to 
retain the screen-printing process but 
lower the material layout (for example, 
by using smaller screen line widths in 
order to reduce the amount of silver 
present in each finger). For these and 
other reasons, the 2015 International 
Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic 
(ITRPV) anticipates that the recent 
declines in silver material intensity in 
c-Si cells will continue in the coming 
years. On the basis of the most recent 
survey, silver paste usage per cell is 
projected to fall from 130mg per cell in 
2014 to 40mg per cell in 2025 [15]. 

“Silver paste usage per cell is 
projected to fall from 130mg 
per cell in 2014 to 40mg per 

cell in 2025.”

To account for the current and 
potential future reductions in silver 
mater ia l  intens i ty,  thre e  f uture 
scenarios have been developed and are 
presented in Fig. 2. The low material 
intensity case in Fig . 2 is derived 
from the 2015 ITRPV projections of 

silver paste required per c-Si cell, and 
shows the material intensity declining 
from 16.5 tonnes per GW in 2015 to 
6.6 tonnes per GW in 2025. The high 
material intensity case assumes that 
silver material intensity makes no 
progress from 2015, staying constant 

Figure 3. Annual PV installations and silver use in PV cells derived from 
industry analyst reports (2015–2020) and IEA projections of solar PV 
generation capacity (2021–2050). The estimates assume that 90% of global PV 
module production is c-Si modules.
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at 26.4 tonnes per GW (see Table 1). 
The base material intensity case is the 
average of the low and high cases.

Using the three silver material 
intensity cases in Fig . 2, and the 
projections of solar PV deployment 
from various industry analysts and the 
IEA, three scenarios of silver demand 
for c-Si PV cells have been constructed: 
low demand, base demand and high 
demand (Fig. 3). The industry analyst 
projections are the median of forecasts 
made in 2015 by Bloomberg, Cowen 
and Company, Deutsche Bank, GTM 
and Navigant Consulting . In the 

base demand scenario, annual silver 
demand increases from 1,080 tonnes 
in 2015 to 1,736 tonnes in 2020, as 
annual global c-Si PV installations 
increase from 50 to 97GW but silver 
material intensity falls from 21.4 to 
17.9 tonnes/GW. On the basis of IEA 
projections of cumulative installed 
solar electricity generation capacity 
[18],  the silver demand averages 
1,611 tonnes/year from 2021 to 2030 
in the base demand scenario, as c-Si 
PV installations average 96GW/year. 
From 2031 to 2050, on the basis of IEA 
projections c-Si PV installations could 

average 186GW/year, which would 
correspond to an average silver use of 
3,071 tonnes/year in the base demand 
scenario.

The IEA projections do not extend 
past 2050. For the years beyond 2050, 
solar electricity generation scenarios 
from the Fifth Assessment Report 
(AR5) of Working Group III of the 
IPCC are used to derive estimates 
of future silver use through 2100. 
The AR5 reviewed over a thousand 
different scenarios from 31 integrated 
assessment models (IAMs), which 
incorporate scientific and economic 
dimensions of climate change to 
evaluate its impact and the effects 
of various policies. Moss et al. [19] 
provide a comprehensive discussion of 
these models. Fig. 4 presents scenarios 
of c-Si manufacturing (GW/year) 
based on three scenarios (referred 
to as Base-FullTech ,  550-FullTech 
and 450-FullTech) from three of the 
models (called WITCH, Message V.4 
and REMIND 1.5) that were reviewed 
in the AR5 and illustrate the range 
of potential silver demand by the PV 
sector. Details of these scenarios and 
the models can be found in Weyant et 
al. [20].

These scenarios do not detail how 
much solar electricity comes from 
PV versus concentrated solar power 
(CSP) technologies . In the IPCC-
reviewed IAMs, the projected share 
of solar electricity generation from PV 
and CSP applications is initially split 
90/10 and gradually changes to 60/40 
by 2100 [21]. In estimating silver use 
in c-Si PV modules, it is assumed that 
PV constitutes 90% of solar electricity 
generation during the period 2021 to 
2030, and that this share falls by 5% 
per decade until 2090, when it then 
remains at 60% in accordance with 
models reviewed by the IPCC. Of the 
total estimated PV module electrical 
generation capacity, 90% is assumed 
to come from c-Si modules, with the 
remaining 10% coming from thin-
films. Fig. 5 shows scenarios of silver 
usage from 2050 to 2100, which are 
derived from the projections of annual 
installed solar electricity generation 
capacity in Fig. 4. 

There is a wide range of potential 
silver use across different scenarios 
and models. From 2051 to 2060, the 
average annual silver use ranges from 
274 to 8,670 tonnes; for comparison, 
the global silver use in PV was 1,950 
tonnes in 2014 [2]. From 2091 to 2100, 
the average annual silver use ranges 
from 886 to 25,210 tonnes, where the 
latter figure represents more than 
80% of the total global silver mine 
production in 2014 of 31,007 tonnes.

The scenarios in Fig. 5 demonstrate 

Figure 5. Scenarios of average annual silver usage in PV cells, derived from 
projections of solar electricity generation.

Figure 4. Global c-Si manufacturing (GW/year). All scenarios are derived from 
models reviewed in the Fifth Assessment Report of Working Group III of 
the IPCC. Base, 550 and 450 refer to no climate policies and policies enacted 
to limit greenhouse gas concentrations to 550ppm CO2 and 450ppm CO2 
respectively. FullTech means that all technologies are available, and it contrasts 
with other cases (not shown here) which limit certain technologies.
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that, while there is much uncertainty 
about the levels of silver use in PV 
modules, there are several scenarios in 
which future use is substantially higher 
than current use. If such high levels 
of demand for silver were to occur, 
it is unclear how the silver market 
would respond and how overall global 
silver prices would be impacted. The 
remainder of this paper explores how 
such increases in demand from the PV 
sector might affect silver prices and, 
in turn, the cost of using silver in PV 
module manufacturing.

Method
To  d e t e r m i n e  h o w  a  r i s e  i n 
s i lver  demand from PV module 
manufacturing could affect future 
silver prices, a partial equilibrium 
model of the global silver market is 
developed, and different scenarios 
of silver demand are simulated. The 
partial equilibrium model for the 
silver market and the model inputs are 
described first.

Model of the silver market
The partial equilibrium model assumes 
that the silver market is perfectly 
competitive; that is, producers and 
consumers are price takers and no 
single agent is able to influence the 
market price. This assumption is 
reasonable, given the large number of 
silver end users and old scrap suppliers 
and the relatively low Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index score of 700–800 
for global company-level silver mine 
production [22]. The Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index is a measure of 
market concentration, ranging between 
zero and 10,000; a score below 1,500 
generally implies the market supply is 
not concentrated.

To construct the partial equilibrium 
model, its dimensions are established 
f i rst :  one market  (g lobal  s i lver 
market), one commodity (silver), one 
representative supplier of primary 
silver, one representative supplier of 
old scrap silver and one representative 
consumer of silver.

Second, the functional forms for 
primary supply, old scrap supply and 
silver demand are constant elasticity, as 
described by Equations 1–3:

  (1)

  (2)

  (3)

The primary silver supply (S), shown 
in Equation 1, is a function of the price 
of silver (P), and εS is the own-price 
elasticity of primary silver supply. Note 

Data input/parameter Value Source

2014 average price [$/tonne] 614,079 World Bank (2015)

2014 fabrication demand [tonnes] 26,914 CPM (2015)

2014 primary supply [tonnes] 31,007 CPM (2015)

2014 old scrap supply [tonnes] 6,687 CPM (2015)

2014 net investment demand [tonnes]a 10,780 Calculation

Price elasticity of primary supply (εS) 0.342 Table 4

Price elasticity of old scrap supply (εR) 0.343 Table 4

Price elasticity of industrial demand (εD)  –0.453 Table 4

a Net Investment is calculated as the difference between total supply and fabrication demand. 

Table 3. Silver market simulation model inputs.

Equations 4, 5 and 6.

where
  LnSit is the natural log of primary supply for country i in year t
  LnRit is the natural log of old scrap supply for country i in year t
  LnDit is the natural log of demand for country i in year t
  LnAgPt, LnCuPt, LnPbPt and LnZnPt are the natural logs of Ag, Cu, Pb and 

Zn prices in year t
  LnGDPit is the natural log of GDP for country i in year t
  λi is the time-invariant or fixed effect for country i
  εit is the idiosyncratic error for country i in year t

Zero-profit condition Quantity variable Complementarity 

  

Market clearance condition Price variable Complementarity 

Notes: 

1. MCS(S) and MCR(R) denote the marginal cost of primary and old scrap silver supply respectively. 

2. The zero-profit conditions can be derived by solving P in Equations 1 and 2, then setting price equal to marginal cost. 

Alternatively, one can derive the zero-profit conditions from a producer profit maximization problem with a Cobb-Douglas 

production function. 

3. This table is based on the concise and intuitive ‘Energy Supply Model’ in Böhringer and Löschel [25]. 

Table 2. MCP formulation of silver market equilibrium conditions.
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that the price elasticity of supply is 
defined as the ratio of the percentage 
change in quantity supplied and the 
percentage change in price. Old scrap 
silver supply (R) is also a function of 
the price of silver, and εR denotes the 
own-price elasticity of old scrap silver 
supply. Silver demand (D) is shown in 
Equation 3, where the parameter εD is 
the price elasticity of silver demand. 
The price elasticity parameters in 
Equations 1–3 are estimated through 
the regression analysis described in the 
next section (‘Regression estimation’). 
The method for determining the values 
of the coefficients AS, AR and AD is also 
discussed.

Third, the standard market supply 
and demand equilibrium conditions 
are expressed in Table 2 as a mixed 
complementarity problem (MCP), 
which is commonly used in partial 
equilibrium modelling (see Lanz , 
Rutherford and Tilton [23] and Zhuang 
and Gabriel [24] for examples). The 
zero-profit conditions, where MCS(S) 
and MCR(R) denote the marginal 
cost of silver produced from primary 
and old scrap respectively, ensure 
that if supply is strictly positive, then 
marginal cost equals price. The market 
clearance condition requires that if the 
price of silver is strictly positive, then 
market demand equals market supply. 

A solution to the MCP satisfies all 
equilibrium conditions in Table 2.

Fourth, the model is calibrated using 
2014 data for silver supply, demand 
and price, as well as estimates of the 
elasticity parameters. In calibrating the 
model, the values for the coefficients 
AS, AR and AD are chosen so that 
supply, demand and price outputs are 
consistent with baseline quantities, 
which are the actual levels of silver 
supply, demand and price observed in 
2014. The price elasticity parameters 
εS, εR and εD are estimated through the 
regression analysis.

Table 3 presents the data inputs 
used in the silver market simulation 
model. The levels of global silver 
primary supply, old scrap supply 
and fabrication demand in 2014 are 
sourced from the CPM Group 2015 
Silver Yearbook [2], and the average 
silver price during 2014 is taken from 
the World Bank Global Economic 
Monitor database [26]. The level of 
net investment demand is calculated 
as the difference between total silver 
supply  and fabr icat ion demand; 
this represents the net addition or 
withdrawal of silver from inventories. 
While investment demand has become 
a larger share of total silver demand 
in recent years , the development 
of  a  comprehensive  model  that 

incorporates the behaviour of silver 
investment demand and inventories is 
outside the scope of this analysis.

With the model calibrated and the 
baseline values for 2014 replicated, 
the impacts of various scenarios of 
silver demand from the PV sector 
are estimated. Given the wide range 
of potential future silver demand 
from the PV sector (see Figs. 3 and 
5), PV module production ranging 
from 100GW/year to 500GW/year 
is considered. This range falls within 
the levels of future c-Si production 
projected in Figs . 3 and 4, which 
are derived from scenarios of solar 
electricity generation estimated by the 
IEA, industry analysts and models that 
were reviewed in the Fifth Assessment 
Report of Working Group III of the 
IPCC. The market is allowed to reach 
an initial equilibrium based on 2014 
levels of supply, demand and price. 
New demand for silver from the PV 
module sector is then introduced using 
a new assumed level of PV module 
production (e.g. 100GW/year) and the 
estimates of material intensity of silver 
in c-Si PV modules (see Table 1). 

Regression estimation
The price elasticity parameters of 
silver supply and demand required in 
the simulation analysis are estimated 
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using a seemingly unrelated regression 
(SUR) model with annual country-level 
data. The SUR model – as opposed to 
equation-by-equation ordinary least 
squares (OLS) – is applied, because 
it will yield more efficient estimates 
when error correlations exist between 
equations. The model consists of 
equations for primary supply, old scrap 
supply and fabrication demand, as 
described by equations 4–6. Consistent 
with the conditions of a perfectly 
competitive market, each country 
is considered a price-taker on both 
the supply and demand sides, so that 
no country is able to influence silver 
market prices.

In Equation 4,  the dependent 
variable is primary silver supply, and 
the independent variables are the 
logged prices of silver (Ag), copper 
(Cu), lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn). The 
world prices (in real terms) for copper, 
lead and zinc are included in the 
primary supply regression, because 
silver is often mined as a co-product 
with these minerals; thus, changes 
in the prices of these minerals may 
influence the level of silver supply. 
According to the 2014 World Silver 
Survey [27], 29% of primary silver 
supply was mined as the main product; 
58% was mined along with copper, 
lead or zinc; and the remaining 13% 
was mined as a co-product of gold. 
In general, metal prices tend to move 
together; over the sample period, the 
price of silver is correlated with the 
prices of gold, copper and lead. For this 
reason, and because the supply of silver 
as a co-product of gold represents the 
smallest share of total primary silver 
supply, the price of gold is excluded 
from Equation 4. To account for time-
invariant differences in primary silver 
supply across countries , country-
level dummy variables are included in 
Equation 4. The primary coefficient 
of interest is ,  the own-price 
elasticity of silver primary supply, and 
is expected to be positive.

Equation 5 has old scrap silver 
supply as the dependent variable, 
and the price of silver and country 
dummy variables as the regressors. 
The coefficient of interest is 
, which is the own-price elasticity 
of old scrap silver supply, and is 
expected to be positive. In Equation 
6, silver fabrication demand is the 
dependent variable; the logged price 
of silver, the logged country-level 
gross domestic product (GDP) and 
the country dummy variables are 
the regressors. GDP is included as a 
regressor because demand for silver is 
expected to increase with income. The 
coefficient of interest in Equation 6 is

, which is the own-price elasticity 

of silver demand, and is expected to be 
negative.

Data for the annual quantities of 
silver primary supply and old scrap 
supply by country for 1994 to 2013 
are sourced from the Silver Institute’s 
world silver surveys [27]. The annual 
fabrication demand for silver is taken 
from the CPM Group’s 2015 Silver 
Yearbook [2], and data for the actual 
country-level GDPs and the annual 
average world metal prices (in real 
terms) are sourced from the World 
Bank World Development Indicators 
a n d  G l o b a l  E co n o m i c  Mo n i to r 
databases. 

Table 4 shows the estimation results 
for the SUR model in Equations 
4–6: these results are consistent 
with expectations of the response 
of silver supply and demand to silver 
price changes. The first and second 
equations show that the responses 
of primary and old scrap supply to 
changes in silver prices are positive 
and significantly different from zero, 
with significance levels of 5% and 
1% respectively. The coefficient for 
the logged silver price variable in 
the fabrication demand equation is 
negative and is statistically different 
from zero at the 1% significance level.

“The responses of primary 
and old scrap supply to 

changes in silver prices are 
positive and significantly 

different from zero.”

On the basis of the parameter 
estimates in Table 4, the own-price 
elasticity values for primary supply, 
old scrap supply and demand are 
estimated to be 0.342, 0.343 and 
–0.453 respectively. These estimates 
imply that both short-run elasticity 
o f  s i l ver  supply  and  shor t-r un 
elasticity of demand are inelastic, 
which is consistent with the views of 
silver market experts [28,29,16]. Few 
studies have attempted to estimate 
silver supply and demand elasticities 
for comparison. Åstrom [30] offers 
estimates of US silver supply and 
demand elasticities of 0.179 and 
–0.105 ,  whi le  Evans  and Le wis 
[31] estimate world silver demand 
price elasticity at –0.856. Given the 
uncertainty about the price elasticity 
estimates, a sensitivity analysis of 
the results is performed in the next 
section, to allow for a range of price 
elasticity values.

Results
Because of the wide range of potential 
future silver use scenarios shown 
in Figs. 3 and 5, the results of the 
simulation analysis are presented in 
Fig. 6 for an annual c-Si PV module 
production ranging from 100GW 
to 500GW. In the 2014 baseline, an 
estimated 1,950 tonnes of silver were 
used by the PV module sector [2]. 
Total silver use in other industries 
was 35,744 tonnes ,  which was a 
combination of fabrication demand 
(24,964 tonnes) and net investment 
demand (10,780 tonnes). The price of 

                                                                                     Equation 
Regressor Primary supply Old scrap Demand

LnAgP 0.342* 0.343** –0.453** 
 (0.156) (0.057) (0.036)

LnCuP 0.197 
 (0.263)  

LnPbP –0.310  

 (0.231)  

LnZnP –0.192 
 (0.174)

LnGDP   1.241** 
   (0.078)

Observations 189 189 189

Notes: 

1. * and ** denote significance levels of 5% and 1% respectively. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 

2. LnAgP = log of silver price, LnCuP = log of copper price, LnPbP = log of lead price, LnZnP = log of zinc price, LnGDP 

= log of actual GDP. 

3. Equations include dummy variables for each country. Ten countries are included in the sample (Australia, Brazil, 

Canada, China, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Thailand and the USA). 

Table 4. Regression results for silver supply and demand equations.
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silver averaged $614/kg in 2014.
With 100GW/year of c-Si PV module 

production, the price of silver is 
actually predicted to decline slightly, 
despite the rise in PV production, 
because the material intensity is 
projected to be lower than in the 2014 
baseline. This reflects the fact that, 
while there may be growth in c-Si PV 
production, reductions in material 
intensity could mitigate growth in 
demand for silver by the PV sector.

The scenario of 500GW/year c-Si PV 
module production has a noticeable 
effect on the silver market: the price of 

silver increases to $797/kg as demand 
from the PV sector rises by 6,300 
tonnes from the 2014 baseline. To 
accommodate this new demand, total 
silver supply increases by 3,518 tonnes 
and non-PV fabrication demand 
declines by 2,781 tonnes.

The major determinant of how 
increased demand f rom the PV 
module sector could affect future 
silver prices is the response of supply 
and demand to a change in price (i.e. 
the own-price elasticities of silver 
supply and demand). For example, if 
silver supply could easily expand to 

meet greater demand from PV module 
manufacturing, the impact on price 
could be modest. Similarly, if other 
end uses of silver (e.g. electronics, 
jewellery) substitute another material 
for silver, then greater demand from 
the PV sector may have a limited effect 
on silver prices. Alternatively, if it is 
difficult for silver supply to ramp up 
to meet the increased demand, and 
if non-PV end uses of silver do not 
replace the silver with something else, 
prices could significantly increase.

To demonstrate how different supply 
and demand price elasticity estimates 
have an effect on the results , the 
simulation results are presented for 
different elasticity estimates in Fig. 7. 
The high case uses estimates of 0.09, 
0.25 and –0.39 for primary supply, 
old scrap supply and demand price 
elasticities respectively. The low case 
uses the estimates of 0.60, 0.44 and 
–0.51 for primary supply, old scrap 
supply and demand price elasticities 
respectively. These values correspond 
to the bounds of the 90% confidence 
interval for the own-price elasticity 
estimates in Table 4.

Fig. 7 shows annual c-Si PV module 
production and the corresponding 
silver cost contributions for the high, 
low and base cases. The high case 
represents silver costs when silver 
material intensity is relatively high 
(using the high material intensity 
case of 26.4 tonnes per GW in Fig. 
2), and when silver supply and silver 
demand from non-PV end uses are 
relatively unresponsive to changes 
in silver prices. The low case in Fig. 
7 shows silver costs when silver 
material intensity is relatively low 
(using the 6.6 tonnes per GW for the 
low material intensity case in Fig. 
2) and when both silver supply and 
silver demand from non-PV end uses 
are relatively responsive to changes in 
silver prices. The base case presents 
silver costs when the base material 
intensity estimate of 16.5 tonnes per 
GW from Fig. 2 is used, along with the 
point estimates for price elasticities 
from Table 4 (i.e. the base case price 
elasticity estimates).

In the base case, for example, Fig. 
7 shows that 250GW/year of c-Si 
production leads to a silver cost 
contribution of about 1.77¢/W. In the 
low and high cases, 250GW/year of 
c-Si production leads to silver costs of 
1.61¢/W and 2.28¢/W respectively. 

For comparison, at approximately 
50GW of annual module production, 
the silver cost contribution of screen 
printing to total cost-of-ownership 
is currently estimated to be around 
1.56¢/W; this figure is based upon the 
average 2014 silver price of $614/kg 

Figure 7. Simulation results for the effects of increased c-Si PV module 
production on silver costs as a result of increased demand. The high case 
assumes no reductions in silver intensity from 2015 (26.4 tonnes per GW), and 
the low case assumes gradual reductions according to the ITRPV projections 
(down to 6.4 tonnes per GW by 2025). The differences in material intensity 
affect projected supply and demand (and therefore pricing) scenarios.

Figure 6. Effects of 100GW/year and 500GW/year c-Si PV module production 
on the silver market.
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and the usage rates detailed in Table 
1. The current c-Si cell manufacturing 
costs under the standard screen-
printing process are estimated to be 
around 35¢/W (see Fig. 9).

Comparison with Ni–Cu 
electroplating
One alternative metallization approach 
to screen printing is electroplating. 
The  s imple s t  and  mo st  w ide ly 
discussed application of this process, 
for the short term at least, is front-side 
metallization, which is illustrated in 
Fig. 8. Here, a copper grid is deposited 
on top of a nickel seed layer that is 
formed by light-induced plating. In 
high-throughput production (of the 
order of thousands of wafers per hour 
per tool), the grid patterns can be 
defined through the use of lasers. The 
resulting SiNx:H anti-reflection layer 
openings provide the appropriate 
channels for nickel deposition.

Primarily to inhibit oxidation, a very 
thin silver-capping layer is additionally 
applied on top of the copper. The silver 
requirement for this capping layer is 
around 8.0mg per cell, substantially 
less than the estimates of Table 1 
(between 95 and 105 net mg per cell). 
To provide a counter electrode for the 
front-side electroplating process, the 

back-side aluminium and silver pastes 
can be printed and co-fired as usual.

T h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l  p o t e n t i a l 
advantages of the electroplating process 
over screen printing. If done correctly, 
electroplating may allow higher aspect 
ratio gridlines, which can lead to 
improved cell efficiencies by reducing 
the amount of front-side shading by 
metals. Furthermore, there is the ability 
to contact higher-ohmic emitters 
formed within the underlying silicon, 
and solid copper is more conductive 
than silver paste after the co-firing 
process. These factors translate to 
lower emitter recombination and I2R 
losses within the solar cell. In total, the 
efficiency benefit of electroplating over 
screen printing may be of the order of 
0.5% [32]. 

T h e  e l e c t r o p l a t i n g  p r o c e s s 
nevertheless has its drawbacks. There 
is more cell breakage, and there are 
additional chemical handling and 
waste considerations (and therefore 
costs) associated with handling the 
electroplating electrolytes. Moreover, 
t h e  c a p i t a l  e x p e n d i t u r e s  a n d 
maintenance costs for electroplating 
equipment are higher than for screen 
printing. Electroplating also requires 
pinhole-free silicon nitride layers; 
without them, copper will be deposited 
within the pinholes, and the solar cell 

efficiency will drop precipitously, as a 
result of light being blocked and also 
because of electrical shunts. 

By limiting the amount of silver 
required to just the back-side pads and 
the capping layer, a transition to front-
side electroplating reduces the total 
amount of silver per cell from 120–
140mg to 30–40mg. This reduction in 
silver usage would lower the material 
intensity from today’s 21–33 tonnes 
per GW to 5–10 tonnes per GW. With 
certain solar cell architectures it is 
also possible to employ electroplating 
in such a way that the silver intensity 
is 0mg per cell; at least two large-
scale cell manufacturers already have 
proprietary processes that employ such 
techniques. 

 Fig. 9 compares the manufacturing 
costs of standard screen-printed cells 
and electroplated cells at current silver 
prices. The figure is assembled from 
cost-of-ownership estimates provided 
by relevant equipment and materials 
suppliers. In comparison to the base 
case, the total direct metallization 
m a t e r i a l s  c o s t s  a r e  l o w e r  f o r 
electroplating than for screen printing  
(0.5–1.5¢/W savings, including the 
expense of regular replacement of 
screens for printing). However, the 
use of electroplating equipment rather 
than screen printers requires an 

Figure 8. Process flow for fabricating a typical c-Si solar cell by electroplating.
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initially higher capital expenditure as 
well as greater maintenance costs. In 
total, from cost-of-ownership estimates 
these additional expenses are of the 
order of 1.0¢/W. Electroplating also 
entails higher waste water handling 
costs  (0 .1–0.3¢/W ) than screen 
printing, and there are slightly higher 
yield losses (translatable to around 
0.1¢/W estimated cost  penalty) . 
Utilizing more equipment in the 
electroplating case also carries with it 
greater electricity needs (with higher 
associated costs calculated to be 0.4–
0.8¢/W).

Conclusion
Silver has long been considered 
the ‘Achilles heel’ of megascale c-Si 
manufacturing. While the PV sector 
currently represents a small share of 
global silver demand, at slightly less 
than 10% of the total, if c-Si solar cell 
production continues to grow, the PV 
industry could become a significant 
end user of silver. The impact on total 
silver demand and prices could have 
relevance for the cost competitiveness 
of traditional silver screen-printed cells 
vs. electroplated cells, as well as for 
developing concepts such as multiwire, 
stencil printing and inkjet printing. 
In this paper the effects of a greater 

silver demand from the PV industry on 
silver prices was investigated, as well as 
the resultant effects on manufacturing 
costs. For the low to high scenarios, 
the analysis results indicate a 0.05–
0.7¢/W impact on cell manufacturing 
costs when production is expanded 
from 55GW to 250GW, depending 
on the material requirements for 
metal l ization.  Init ial  indications 
are that the cost competiveness of 
electroplating may be approaching that 
of traditional screen printing at current 
silver prices.

“Initial indications are that 
the cost competiveness 
of electroplating may 

be approaching that of 
traditional screen printing at 

current silver prices.”
Moreover, from NREL’s cost models, 

an additional efficiency benefit of 0.5–
1.0%abs (if enabled by a process such 
as electroplating) would correspond 
to savings of roughly 0.5–1.2¢/W and 
4.0–7.8¢/W at the module level and 
the utility-scale balance-of-systems 
level respectively. On a levelised 

cost of electricity (LCOE) basis, this 
would correspond to approximately 
0.20–0.36¢/kWh for a moderate solar 
resource in the USA [33].

From a total life cycle economics 
perspective, however, an important 
i ssue i s  whether  the long- term 
outdoor reliability (and notably the 
metal adhesion) of electroplated cells 
is in general equal to that of screen-
printed cells. All of these questions will 
influence whether, and by how much, 
the demand for silver may or may not 
concurrently grow with the PV industry.
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First Solar pushes CdTe cell efficiency to 
record 22.1%
Leading cadmium-telluride (CdTe) thin-film producer 
First Solar has set a new world record research 
cell conversion efficiency of 22.1%, certified at the 
Newport Corporation’s Technology and Applications 
Center (TAC) PV Lab. 

According to First Solar, this is the ninth major 
update to CdTe record efficiency since 2011. The 
new cell record has also been documented in the US 
Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) “Best Research Cell Efficiencies” 
reference chart. 

Raffi Garabedian, First Solar’s chief technology 
officer, said: “We are tracking very closely to a 
technology roadmap we first presented in 2013 and 
revised upward in March 2014. At that time, we said 
we’d hit a 22% research cell efficiency milestone by the 
end of 2015. We’ve delivered on that promise.” 

The record cell was said to have been produced 
at First Solar’s Perrysburg, Ohio manufacturing 
factory and Research & Development Center using 
processes and materials applicable to commercial-
scale manufacturing. First Solar noted that in the 
fourth quarter of 2015 its lead manufacturing lines 
were producing PV modules with 16.4% conversion 
efficiency.

First Solar lowers 2016 
guidance after record 2015
Cadmium-telluride (CdTe) thin-film 
producer First Solar has lowered revenue 
guidance slightly for 2016, while solar 
module shipments guidance of 2.9GW to 
3.0GW remains unchanged. 

The company reported record annual 
net sales of US$3.6 billion for 2015, while 
its fourth quarter net sales were US$942 
million, slightly higher than market 
expectations.

However, sales were down US$329 
million from the third quarter of 2015, 
due to Desert Stateline project revenue 
recognition happening a quarter earlier. 
In addition, sales of third-party module 
and module plus offerings also decreased 
quarter-on-quarter.

“We exit 2015 with record annual 
revenues, record new bookings and 
earnings per share of over five dollars,” 
said Jim Hughes, CEO of First Solar. “As 
we look back to the 2015 targets first 
provided to investors at our analyst day 
nearly three years ago, we recognise that 
we have achieved the efficiency, cost per 
watt and earnings targets outlined at that 
time. We enter 2016 with tremendous 
technology, a strong pipeline and an 
ongoing commitment to achieve the long-
term objectives we have communicated to 
our investors.” 

In January, Baird Equity Research analyst, 
Ben Kallo said that as a direct consequence 
of the US ITC extension there could be 

a slowdown in PV project completions 
by key US-centric photovoltaic energy 
roviders, notably First Solar. Kallo said that 
he was lowering revenue expectations for 
First Solar in 2016 to US$3.74 billion, down 
from previous estimates of US$3.975 billion 
as the rush to complete projects, due to the 
previously expected ITC reduction had 
eased. In actual fact, the company shifted 
from US$3.9-4.1 billion to US$3.8-4.0 
billion.

Hanergy latest

Hanergy’s financial controller 
resigns
Li Guangim, the financial controller and 
an executive director of troubled Chinese 
manufacturer Hanergy Thin Film Power 
has resigned from the company.

Hanergy announced Li’s departure 
in a statement to the Hong Kong stock 
exchange, at the time of writing the 
company is suspended from trading 
following its share price collapse in 2015.

In its statement, Hanergy said Li’s 
resignation was due to his “personal 
career development” and that he had “no 
disagreement with the board and there are 
no matters relating to his resignation that 
needs to be brought to the attention of The 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong”.

Hanergy has brought in three new 

directors. Huang Songchun has been 
appointed financial controller and as an 
executive. Si Haijian and Zhang Bo have 
both also been appointed as executive 
directors of the company

Li’s departure caps a difficult year 
for Hanergy, in which it has gone from 
being largest biggest company by market 
capitalisation to ignominy.

Since its share price tumbled in the 
middle of the year, Hanergy’s woes have 
deepened. Shortly after trading of its 
shares was suspended, the Hong Kong 
Securities and Futures Commission 
revealed it was investigating the company. 
It has subsequently been forced to cancel 
a number of large contracts, and recent 
reports suggested it was being sued for 
unpaid rent and utility bills.

Hanergy accused of not paying 
office rent
There were fresh woes for Hanergy Thin 
Film Power (HTFP) as reports surfaced 
that the company was accused of not 
paying rent on an office in Hong Kong.

According to a report in the Financial 
Times , an unnamed HTFP executive 
said that outstanding rent of HK$1.035m 
(US$133,544) had actually been paid on 3 
December, 2015.

However, a Hong Kong High Court 
writ filed that same day alleged that the 
amount owed was HK$1.7 million, with 
no explanation forthcoming from the HTF 

First Solar said it achieved the record using “processes and 
materials applicable to commercial-scale manufacturing”.
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executive on the discrepancy between 
the two amounts. The company had been 
accused of not paying rent, management 
charges and “other fees”, the FT said.

According to the report, another high-
rise office rented by the company on the 
77th f loor of the Hong Kong Centre 
skyscraper has been left empty.

Hanergy subsidiary eyes 
European BIPV market
Flexible CIGS thin-film producer MiaSolé, a 
subsidiary of struggling Hanergy Thin Film 
Power Group, is offering its BIPV products 
in Nordic countries including Denmark, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden through a sales 
agreement with Finnish firm, Virte Solar.

Virte Solar, a subsidiary of Virte Metal 
Corporation that builds metal roofing 
systems, will  use MiaSolé’s f lexible 
substrates for BIPV applications, such as 
commercial and agricultural rooftops.

Last year, Germany-based CIGS module 
manufacturer Solibro, another Hanergy 
subsidiary, was reported to have severely 
curtailed production due to its parent 
company’s financial issues.

Solar Frontier latest

Solar Frontier ran 900MW 
Kunitomi CIS plant near full-
capacity in 2015 
Solar Frontier has reported that its main 
manufacturing plant ran at almost full 

capacity in 2015. 
The company also started production at 

its new Tohoku Plant in April, 2015 with a 
nameplate annual production capacity of 
150MW. The plant was said to have added 
around 100MW of overall capacity by year-
end.

The plant is the company’s fourth solar 
module production facility and is tasked 
with demonstrating the commercialization 
of new technologies and significant cost 
reductions. The company also noted 
that it had started the plants transition to 
commercial production in 2015.

As part of the energy solutions business 
unit of Showa Shell, the energy solutions 
business unit reported 2015 sales of 119.4 
billion yen (US$1.06 billion), down 13.8% 
from the previous year. 

The revenue decline was partly due to 
module ASPs declinine and currency 
impacts. The company noted that the 
domestic Japanese residential solar market 
declined significantly in 2015, due to FiT 
reductions. 

Focus on international sales and 
downstream PV project development in 
countries such as the US and UK, were 
designed to offset the weaker Japanese 
residential market. The company is also 
developing utility-scale and commercial 
PV power plants in Japan. 

Solar Frontier and Goldman 
Sachs-affiliate to develop 
300MW of PV projects in Japan 
Solar Frontier believes it could make 
some of Japan’s as-yet-unbuilt utility-scale 

solar projects economically viable, as the 
company’s collaboration with Goldman 
Sachs-affiliate Japan Renewable Energy 
prepares to take on 300MW of projects 
within the next five years.

It has been widely reported that Japan’s 
support schemes for renewable energy 
have led to vast and rapid deployment of 
solar, especially ‘mega solar’ at the multi-
megawatt scale. With around 20GW in 
total deployed for the FiT, there is also a 
57GW pool of projects that have been 
awarded the FiT since 2012, but have not 
yet been built.

A joint venture formed by Mitsubishi 
UFJ Financial Group, Mitsubishi Research 
Institute and Morgan Stanley said in 
January that it will take on already-built 
plants that are not performing as well as 
expected. Meanwhile Japanese newspaper 
Nikkei has reported that a “business 
collaboration”, between Japan’s Solar 
Frontier and Goldman Sachs-affiliated 
Japan Renewable Energy plans to execute 
up to 300MW of large-scale projects 
together, which could include some of the 
unbuilt projects.

The pair claim the partnership will 
enable them to reduce the project cost of 
large-scale PV plants by as much as 30%.

Selling electricity from the plants 
at fixed rates for 20 years, the pair ’s 
projects will utilise Solar Frontier panels, 
subcontracting the construction work 
to a number of parties while reducing 
construction times. Solar Frontier will 
also be acquiring balance of systems 
components, mounting racks and other 
related items.

Hanergy has faced a difficult start to 2016.
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Rescue plan for Singulus takes 
shape in early 2016
German PV equipment specialist Singulus 
has cleared several hurdles in its financial 
restructuring process.

In February, shareholders approved a 
proposed debt-equity swap the company 
is looking to implement to stave off 
likely insolvency just a few days after 
bondholders had also given their approval 
to the deal.

Singulus said that although the latest 
vote meant the main prerequisites for the 
restructuring had now been met, some 
shareholders had filed objections to the 
plan, as had some of its bondholders the 
previous day.

The company said it would have to wait 
to see whether this would result in the 
filing of voidance actions, but reiterated 
previous assertions that it was “confident” 
it could override these in a fast-track 
proceeding. Singulus’ debt restructuring 
had become necessary after it recorded 
heavy losses in the 2014 financial year.

More encouragingly, Singulus says it has 
a strong order book, particularly in its solar 
business, which is expected to account for 
around 70% of sales in the coming year, 
according to the company. It secured a €20 
million order from India in late 2015.

4JET spins off PV thin-film laser 
system business
Laser equipment and systems solutions 
specialist 4JET Technologies said it 
had spun-off its laser micro-machining 
technology that included PV thin-film 
technology into a separate company, 4JET 
microtech GmbH & Co KG.

4JET Technologies had been known 
for developing laser-based edge deletion 
systems for all types of thin-film solar cells 
as well as flexible, roll-to-roll thin film 
processing systems. 

The new business will remain located 
at 4JET Technologies’ existing facility in 
Alsdorf, Germany and retain its existing 
management and staff. 

New capacity expansions in thin-film 
companies has been limited to less than 
a handful in the last five years, primarily 
driven by upgrades and small increases in 
capacity at companies such as First Solar 
and Solar Frontier. 

The last major laser systems order in 
the PV thin-film market was made by First 
Solar, placing a large single order with 
LPKF Laser & Electronics in early 2014.

Organic thin-film

Heliatek pushes OPV lab cell 
to record 13.2% conversion 
efficiency 
Dresden-based OPV thin-film producer, 
Heliatek has set a new conversion 
efficiency record of 13.2% using a multi-
junction lab-sized (1.37 cm²) sample cell 
with its small molecule, vacuum deposition 
process on a plastic film substrate. 

Heliatek noted that the results support 
an in-house roadmap towards 15% efficient 
organic solar cells and the development 
of new absorber molecules (green, red 
or near-infrared light of the wavelength 
range between 450nm and 950nm) and 
optimizing the device architecture.

Dr. Martin Pfeiffer, CTO of Heliatek 
said: “This success is based on our chemical 
research for ne w organic absorber 

materials. Key to this success is the close 
cooperation of our physics and chemistry 
R&D teams, which leads to an optimal 
combination of the properties of this new 
solar cell design.”

The new record cell efficiency was said 
to have been independently measured 
at simulated AM 1.5 illumination by 
Fraunhofer CSP.

Ascent Solar raises US$7 
million; de-lists from NASDAQ
Flexible CIGS thin-film consumer product 
producer Ascent Solar Technologies 
raised US$7 million through a Series F 7% 
convertible preferred stock placement with 
existing investor, Redwood Management 
LLC.

The loss-making company ended the 
third quarter of 2015 with cash and cash 
equivalents of only US$619,000.

Ascent Solar noted in an SEC filing 
related to the share issue that it did not 
expect to be cash positive in 2016 and 
would not expect sales revenue levels and 
cash flows to be sufficient to support its 
operations and cash requirements until its 
consumer business product strategy had 
been successful. 

The company warned that additional 
capital would be needed in order to 
continue its current level of operations 
throughout 2016.

In February it was de-listed from the 
NASDAQ, as expected. 

The lost making thin-film producer’s 
stock price had been below the US$1.0 
dollar minimum requirement for a second 
time, having undertaken a reverse stock 
split in August, 2014. 

Ascent Solar’s stock were scheduled 
to be transferred to the OTCQB Venture 
Market on February 25, 2016.

Solar Frontier has been looking to offset a slow domestic market with project work overseas.
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Reliability of thin-film PV
Thin-film PV modules based on 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) technology have 
shown themselves to be very promising. 
CIGS technology allows lightweight, low-
cost PV products, and leads to the highest 
efficiencies among the various types of 
thin-film PV; the highest-performing 
CIGS solar cells today have yielded 
conversion efficiencies of up to 22.3% [1], 
thus even outperforming multicrystalline 
silicon cells. 

For the large-scale market introduction 
of CIGS modules, solid performance 
stability, along with low initial costs 
and high efficiency, is an important 
prerequisite (Fig. 1). Besides the lower 
electricity costs afforded by reliable, long-
lifetime modules, the predictability of 
performance is also important: financiers, 
home-owners, utilities, planners and 
especially producers need to be able 
to predict when their modules will no 
longer function, so that the risks can 
be evaluated. Performance reliability 
is therefore very important in order to 
obtain the lowest and most predictable 
electricity costs. 

“For the large-scale market 
introduction of CIGS modules, 
solid performance stability is an 

important prerequisite.”

In cases where the field performance 
of CIGS modules has been studied, 
large dif ferences were obser ved: 
many modules were very stable (e.g. 
no degradation after seven years), 
but field failures were also seen [2,3]. 
Because of the relatively limited field 
experience of CIGS modules, combined 
with the multitude of techniques used 
for module production, the lifetime 
prediction for CIGS modules in general 
is a challenge. More information about 

the degradation behaviour of CIGS 
modules is therefore required in order 
to decrease degradation rates and make 
those rates more predictable, and thus 
to improve long-term performance. 
Studies have yielded the following 
observations regarding less stable 
modules in the field:

• Field exposure mainly affects the 
fill factor and the voltage, while the 
current is mostly relatively stable.

Damp-heat-induced degradation of layers 
in CIGS solar cells
Mirjam Theelen, TNO/Solliance, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Investors require a guarantee of a minimum lifetime for PV installations. It is tempting to provide such a 
guarantee for a longer lifetime simply by specifying test conditions that are more and more severe. In this paper it 
is argued that, with a more detailed understanding of the basic mechanisms determining cell material behaviour 
under specific exposure conditions, not only can the inherent lifetime of solar cells and modules be improved, 
but also the predictive value and effectiveness of lifetime testing. An overview of the literature contributions 
regarding the influence of damp-heat exposure of the layers in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells is presented. The 
material changes, as well as their potential influence on solar cell and module performance, are described. For 
the molybdenum back contact, it was observed that damp-heat exposure leads to a decrease in conductivity and 
reflectivity, most likely caused by molybdenum oxidation. The presence of a selenized-molybdenum (MoSe2) top 
layer, in combination with the use of low sputtering pressure, resulted in more stable molybdenum films. For the 
transparent conductive front contact, a comparison of reports in the literature revealed that indium tin oxide 
(ITO) films are more stable in damp heat than ZnO:Al films. It was also observed that ZnO:Al films degraded as a 
result of the ingress of water and CO2 via the grain boundaries, thereby lowering the conductivity of the material. 
The results of damp-heat studies of CIGS absorbers and buffers were difficult to quantify and varied between 
cases. In many instances, absorber exposure gave rise to the formation of spots on the surface, as well as to sodium 
migration, whereas buffer exposure often led to interdiffusion and reactions with the absorber and front contact. 
Literature reports also demonstrated that the Mo/ZnO stack in the P2 scribe is a vulnerable location in CIGS 
modules.

Figure 1. The three main parameters determining the cost competiveness of 
electricity generated from PV modules.
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• Degradation in the field is often 
related to the ingress of moisture 
into the CIGS modules, thereby 
affecting the CIGS cell material (Fig. 
2) inside the module. 

S ince  moisture  ingress ,  o f ten 
combined with elevated temperatures, 
has a negative impact on CIGS solar 
cells, modules are provided with water 
barriers. For rigid modules, glass is an 
excellent barrier choice; however, for 
flexible modules, expensive organic–
inorganic multilayer coatings are 
often required. Therefore CIGS cells 

that are intrinsically more stable can 
help to minimize the barrier costs 
and facilitate the large-scale market 
introduction of flexible CIGS modules. 
Fig . 3 shows the various ways in 
which intrinsically more stable and 
predictable solar cells can help lower 
electricity costs with PV modules.

Knowledge of  the stabi l i ty  of 
CIGS solar cells and modules is 
often obtained by the simulation of 
degradation phenomena in accelerated 
lifetime tests (ALT). In order to study 
the effect of moisture ingress at elevated 
temperatures, the IEC procedure 61646 

for thin-film PV includes 1,000 hours’ 
exposure to ‘damp heat’ (85°C/85% 
relative humidity (RH)). 

In learning about the stability of 
CIGS solar cells and modules, many 
aspects should be considered, including:

• The damp-heat stability of the 
individual layers in the CIGS solar 
cells and modules.

• The interaction between these 
layers and between the stack and the 
module package material.

• The influence of biases, such as 
illumination [3,4].

Although none of these aspects in 
isolation can be used to predict the 
failure mechanisms occurring in 
CIGS modules in the field, they can 
give an indication of the vulnerable 
materials and interfaces, and allow 
improvements to the various parts of 
the module. In this paper the results 
of damp-heat exposure of individual 
layers, and of the interconnection areas 
within CIGS solar cells and modules, 
are summarized. 

A short  over v ie w of  the data 
previously published in Theelen [3] 
(and in the paper by Theelen & Daume 
[4], submitted for publication) will 
be given. In these cited works, more 
extensive literature references can also 
be found (in particular for the data 
used for Figs. 5 and 7).Figure 2. Cross section of the make-up of a typical CIGS solar cell. 

Figure 3. Routes by means of which more intrinsically stable and predictable solar cells can reduce the cost of 
electricity generated by PV modules. ‘Slower degradation rate’ and ‘longer module lifetime’ are naturally related: 
the former refers to the real non-linear loss of output power in the field (‘stability’), while ‘lifetime’ is the economic 
lifetime (e.g. maximum 20% efficiency loss) as defined before installation and on which the electricity cost calculations, 
installation planning and risks assessments are based (‘predictability’).
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Molybdenum back contact 
Sputtere d  molyb denum (Mo)  i s 
used as the back-contact material 
for CIGS solar cells and modules 
by nearly every research group and 
manufacturer. The main requirements 
for a functional molybdenum back 
contact are good conductivity and 
ref lectiv ity,  the latter  especial ly 
when thin absorber layers are used. 
Molybdenum films within CIGS cells 
and modules are normally covered 
by a thin layer of MoSe2, while the 
molybdenum is uncovered between 
the molybdenum and CIGS deposition 
steps. 

Stability of the Mo back contact
The degradation of molybdenum can 
occur at two points in time [5]:

1. D e g rad at ion  o f  b are  me t a l l i c 
m o l y b d e n u m  i n  s t o r a g e . 
M o l y b d e n u m  w h i c h  i s  n o t 
imme diate ly  use d  for  f ur ther 
processing can be stored,  but 
exposure of bare molybdenum to the 
atmosphere can affect the electrical 
properties of the later-processed 
CIGS solar cells and modules.

2. L o n g - t e r m  s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e 
molybdenum back contact in CIGS 

cells and modules. These layers are 
covered, in most places, by a thin 
MoSe2 layer (Mo/MoSe2 stack), 
as well as by the rest of the cell 
stack. These molybdenum layers 
are therefore mostly vulnerable in 
the P2 and P3 scribes (see scribe 
section later). An assessment of the 
stability of this material should be 
based on the actual composition of 
the molybdenum in these particular 
areas.

In many cases, exposure to elevated 
temperatures and humidity and oxygen 
levels leads to oxidation of the films: 
this is often visible as black and blue 
stains on both molybdenum and 
selenized-molybdenum (Mo/MoSe2) 
films, as shown in Fig. 4. These stains 
contain molybdenum oxide (MoO2/
MoO3), which is generally poor in 
terms of conductance and reflectance. 
Th e  m o l y b d e nu m  ox i d e  l ay e r s 
sometimes even show cracks and 
needles on the surface. 

The formation of a thick layer of 
non-conductive molybdenum oxide 
can lead to a very rapid decrease in 
conductivity when measured from the 
top. Prior to this plummet, most films 
exhibit a slow decline in conductivity: 
an over v ie w of  the decrease in 
conductivity for various types of 
molybdenum films is shown in Fig. 5. 

D i f f e r e n c e s  i n  d e g r a d a t i o n 
rate are caused by the presence 
of the MoSe2 top layer: selenized 
molybdenum degrades more slowly 
than bare molybdenum films, most 
likely because it is easier to oxidize 
metallic molybdenum than MoSe2. 
Another factor that influences the 
degradation rate is the sputter pressure. 
Degradation effects are the most severe 
for molybdenum deposited at high 
pressures during sputter deposition, 
t h e r e b y  f o r m i n g  m o r e  p o r o u s 
molybdenum layers, which are more 
susceptible to the ingress of, among 
other things, water and oxygen [5]. 

Various references have reported 
on the presence of sodium, which 
probably plays a role in molybdenum 
degradation. Sodium can occur, for 
example, in the form of needles on the 
molybdenum surface, but it can also 
intercalate via a reduction reaction into 
MoO3, thereby forming NaxMoO3 [6].

Influence on module stability
The presence of molybdenum oxide in 
the scribes is discussed in the scribe 
section, and so only the effect of 
oxidation of the Mo/CIGS interface 
will be described here. Oxidation can, 
on the one hand, simply increase the 
series resistance and decrease the fill 
factor of a solar cell or module; on the 

Figure 4. Photographs of two porous molybdenum samples (~30mm × 
25mm) after 17 hours’ exposure to damp heat: (a) bare molybdenum; (b) 
molybdenum covered by MoSe2. (Taken from Theelen et al. [5].)

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Box plot showing the degradation rate per hour (assumed to be 
linear) under damp-heat exposure of molybdenum (including Mo alloyed 
with Al or with a Cr bilayer) and of molybdenum with a MoSe2 top layer. The 
resistivity change for MoSe2 was negative in one case (–1×10-9Ωcm/h) (not 
shown on the graph) [3].
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other hand, it can change the ohmic 
behaviour at the Mo/CIGS region, 
thereby influencing various electrical 
parameters. It should be noted that 
oxidation is not always detrimental 
to cell or module performance; mild 
oxidation could actually even result in 
slightly improved efficiency [7].

The CIGS absorber and the 
buffer layer
The CIGS absorber and the buffer 
layer form the p and n parts of CIGS 
solar cells and modules . A study 
of the damp-heat stability of these 
individual layers is complicated, since 
their interaction with each other 
and with the front and back contacts 
greatly influences the stability of the 
layers. Consequently, these layers are 
mainly tested as part of the complete 
solar cell stack, while measurements 
for the individual layers are scarce, 
and the interpretation of the effect 
of the observations on the solar 
cell or module output is especially 
complicated. 

Stability of the CIGS absorber 
The CIGS absorber has a variety 
o f  p o int  de fe c t s  w i th  complex 
interactions that determine their 
benign electronic behaviour. The 
CIGS absorber is an impurity-tolerant 
material with radiation hardness , 
and it can be stated that CIGS grains 
themselves are thus intrinsically stable, 
irrespective of their complicated 
structure [8]. Changes in the CIGS 
absorber due to extrinsic influences, 
such as damp heat, are therefore often 
caused by changes around the grain 
boundaries within the polycrystalline 
absorber film and the interfaces with 
the back contact and buffer.

It  has been obser ved that the 
exposure of bare CIGS absorbers to 
even ambient conditions has led to a 
rapid reduction in carrier lifetime 
[9]. This degradation process can be 
prevented by buffer deposition on 
top of the CIGS absorber. Another 
source [10] has reported that when 
bare CIGS absorbers were exposed to 
damp heat, spots were formed on the 
surface. These spots exhibited low 
concentrations of gallium, copper and 
selenium, but high sodium content, 
caused by, for example, hydrolysis or 
oxidation. Furthermore, the formation 
of sulphate has been reported as a 
result of damp-heat-induced oxidation 
of sulphur in Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 solar 
cells [11].

Sodium has been found to have a 
very large impact on CIGS absorber 
stability: oxidation of CIGS absorbers 
occurs in the presence of sodium and 

water. Experiments have shown that 
this oxidation, catalysed by water, 
promoted an enhanced removal of 
selenium from the absorber layer via 
the formation of Na2SeX compounds, 
leading to severe efficiency loss, mainly 
because of reduced shunt resistance 
[12]. Additionally, the presence of a 
large sodium content due to a porous 
molybdenum back contact even leads 
to physical distortions in the CIGS 
absorber layer [13].

D a m p - h e a t  s t a b i l i t y  i s  a l s o 
influenced by the gallium content. 
Experiments with complete solar 
cells with CIGS absorbers containing 
different levels of gallium have shown 
that for a medium concentration of 
gallium, the degradation rate was the 
lowest, whereas cell degradation was 
more intense in the case of pure CIS or 
CGS absorbers [14]. 

Stability of the buffer 
As a buffer in CIGS solar cells, CdS 
has often been the material of choice. 
However, because of the toxicity 
of cadmium and the use of a wet-
chemical deposition technique, other 
materials are being used more and 
more [15]. The buffer has always been 
studied in terms of its contact with the 
other layers. 

The stability of the buffers CdS, 
Zn(O,S,OH)x and In2S3 under damp-
heat conditions has been widely 

reported in the literature. It has been 
found that the CdS buffer can diffuse 
into the CIGS and ZnO layers under 
damp-he at  condi t ions .  Poss ib le 
reaction products are ZnSO4 or some 
other sulphate [11], and Cd1-xZnxS and 
ZnO1-xSx [16]. The interaction between 
CdS and the doped ZnO front contact 
can possibly lead to an increase in the 
sheet resistance of this contact. An 
interaction between the buffer and the 
front contact has also been found when 
Zn(O,S,OH)x is used as a buffer, which 
quite likely resulted in the hydration 
and dehydration of ZnO into Zn(OH)2, 
and vice versa [17]. When In2S3 is 
used as an alternative buffer, no major 
differences in stability behaviour from 
that of CdS-based solar cells have been 
found [18].

TCO front contact
The transparent conductive oxide 
(TCO) functions as a front contact 
of CIGS solar cells or modules. It 
should be transparent in order to 
allow the influx of photons into the 
CIGS layer, while conductivity is 
required of it for the transport of 
the produced electrons. The main 
requirements for a TCO in a solar cell 
or module are therefore conductivity 
and transparency. Several types of 
TCO are possible candidates for the 
front contacts of CIGS solar cells 

ZnO:Al
grain

100 nm

Electron carrier transport
Grain boundary
Electron scattering

Increased potential at the grain boundaries

Figure 6. The presence of grain boundaries in doped zinc oxide can lead to 
grain boundary scattering, thereby reducing the electron carrier transport 
(on the basis of Theelen et al. [19,21]). The presence of unwanted species 
due to damp-heat exposure can increase this effect, leading to a decrease in 
conductivity of the film.
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and modules ;  of these, the cost-
effective sputtered ZnO:Al is the most 
frequently used, but sputtered indium 
tin oxide (ITO) is also implemented.

“An increased resistivity of 
ZnO:Al films is often found 

to be the main cause of 
efficiency losses in solar cells 

and modules.”
Stability of the TCO front contact
An increased resistivity of ZnO:Al 
films is often found to be the main 
cause of efficiency losses in solar cells 
and modules. This increased resistivity 
is primarily driven by a decrease in 
mobility and is typically caused by 
the diffusion of species from the 
atmosphere into the grain boundaries. 
The migration of, among others, water 
and CO2 can lead to the formation 
of molecules such as Zn(OH)2 and 
Zn5(CO3)2(OH)6 [19,20], while the 
adsorption of atmospheric species in 
the grain boundaries might also occur. 
The presence of these species can lead 
to the formation of a potential barrier 
at the grain boundaries, resulting in 
grain boundary scattering (Fig. 6) and 
thus increased resistivity. Additionally, 
spot formation has been observed [19], 
but large changes in the transparency 
of the ZnO:Al due to damp-heat 
exposure have not been reported. 

More stable ZnO:Al f ilms have 
been obtained by thicker layers [22], 
higher deposition temperatures [19] 
and higher doping concentrations 
[22]. Furthermore, it has been found 
that ZnO:Al on rough substrates 
shows a faster increase in resistivity 
than on smooth substrates ,  as a 
result of damp-heat exposure. Rough 
underlying absorber and buffer layers 
can therefore also negatively impact 
the damp-heat stability of the ZnO:Al 
film [23]. Increases in resistivity can 
be largely reversed by annealing in a 
vacuum or in a reducing atmosphere 
at elevated temperatures [22,24], but 
the feasibility of high-temperature 
annealing of ZnO:Al on the top of 
complete CIGS solar cells or modules 
needs to be further investigated.

The more expensive ITO is generally 
more stable than ZnO:Al in the 
presence of humidity and elevated 
temperatures (Fig. 7). The conditions 
that favour the deposition of damp-
heat-resistant ITO films are higher 
deposition temperatures [25] and lower 
partial pressures of oxygen [26]. The 
damp-heat exposure of ITO also often 
results in the formation of spots [25].

Influence on module stability
There are various ways to determine 
the impacts of the TCO on the stability 
of a complete CIGS solar cell or 
module. The first of these impacts is 
the one that is mainly addressed in this 
paper:

1. The impacts of increasing resistivity 
and decreasing transmission. The 
effect of an increase in resistivity, 
as often observed, can mainly be 
seen in a series resistance increase 
and thus in a fill factor decrease. 
A decrease in transmission, on the 
other hand, reduces the current 
of the solar cell or module. On the 
basis of damp-heat experiments, the 
effect of a transmission change is not 
expected to be large.

2. Changes in TCO properties due to 
chemical reactions between TCO 
and, for example, the encapsulation 
material, such as ethylene vinyl acetate 
(EVA). Similarly to point 1, these 
effects can be found by changing 
resistivity and transmission values.

3. Water barrier properties of the 
TCO itself (e.g . i-ZnO and ITO 
are reported to function as water 
barriers [27]).

4. The changes in carrier concentration 
in both the TCO and the CIGS layer 
can lead to changes in the Fermi 
level, which will induce a change in 
voltage.

5. The possibil ity of atmospheric 
species diffusing through the TCO, 

thereby allowing the underlying 
CIGS/buffer layers to react with 
these atmospheric species, leading 
to a change in the absorber or buffer 
properties, which can impact, for 
example, the voltage.

The use of the more expensive ITO 
instead of the cost-effective ZnO:Al 
can be considered. Because of the 
higher stability of the ITO films, the 
barrier costs in flexible modules can 
thus be reduced, which can lead to a 
module with a lower total cost price.

Scribe degradation
The monolithic  interconnection 
scheme of a CIGS module plays an 
important role in module degradation. 
Fig. 8 shows a scribe area, where the 
degradation risks are indicated [28]: 

• An increase in absorber conductivity 
around the P1 scribe, which can 
decrease the shunt resistance. A 
similar effect has been reported 
by Allsop et al. [18], but it was not 
observed very often.

 
• A series resistance increase in P2, 

where a Mo/ZnO:Al contact is 
responsible for the current transport 
between the solar cells . Possible 
reasons are the introduction of 
an oxide layer at the Mo/ZnO:Al 
interface, deteriorating the contact, 
or the increased resistivity of ZnO:Al 
films. This effect has been observed 
in model systems, such as in Klaer et 
al. [29].

• Degradation of P3, due to oxidation 

Figure 7. Box plots showing increase in resistivity per hour (assumed to be 
linear) for ZnO:Al, ITO and i-ZnO/ZnO:Al films exposed to damp-heat 
conditions. The resistivity changes for ITO in particular, and in one case for 
ZnO:Al, can be zero or negative (not shown in the logarithmic graph).
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of molybdenum, for example in 
locations that have been damaged by 
the scribing process. This could lead 
to an increase in series resistance. 
However, the metal molybdenum has 
a high conductivity, which means its 
degradation will only impact module 
efficiency when the molybdenum 
layer is almost completely oxidized 
[6]; this will most likely happen only 
after harsh exposure. 

Furthermore, the increased resistivity 
of the TCO also has an additional 
impact on modules in the case where 
the molybdenum resistivity remains 
constant: this leads to the creation of a 
difference in voltage drops at different 
locations, which can result in local 
heating in solar cells [30]. 

Conclusions and outlook
On the basis of these observations, 
some practical changes that might 
lead to more stable solar cells and 
modules  could be implemented. 
I t  sh o u l d  b e  n o te d  th at  th e s e 
recommendations are based on the 
experience of the author with specific 
CIGS cell fabrication approaches, in 
combination with literature data; 
small variations in the composition 
might lead to other dependencies. The 
suggested changes are:

• Us e  moly b denum w i th  a  low 
deposition pressure, especially near 
the Mo/CIGS interface.

• If possible, keep the selenized-
molybdenum film intact in P2 and P3.

• Use ITO films instead of ZnO:Al 
films.

• U s e  t h i c k e r  l a y e r s ,  h i g h e r 
deposition temperatures or doping 
concentrations, or post-deposition 
t r e a t m e n t s  f o r  t h e  Z n O : A l 
deposition.

• Implement minor changes in, for 
example, the absorber, which can 
have a major inf luence on cell 
stability.

• Recognize that sodium is often 
involved in degradation processes, 
while the role of potassium is still 
unknown.

“Future lifetime studies 
need to focus more 

on understanding the 
degradation mechanisms, 
instead of simple go/no-go 

judgments being made on the 
basis of IEC tests.”

Future studies
Since moisture ingress is often the 
reason for degradation, many CIGS-
specific degradation problems can 
be prevented by an adequate water 
barrier; however, since intrinsically 
stable CIGS solar cells are preferred, 
more knowledge is  undoubtedly 
required in this area. In order to 
expand the current level of knowledge, 
f uture  l i fe t ime studies  ne e d to 
focus more on understanding the 
degradation mechanisms, instead of 
simple go/no-go judgments being 

made on the basis of IEC tests. 
A better understanding of the 

degradation can even help to lower 
the required test loads. Currently, 
investors might ask for damp-heat tests 
lasting more than 1,000 hours (IEC 
test) in order to be certain about the 
stability of CIGS modules. However, 
the calculations by Coyle [31] indicate 
that the current 1,000 hours’ damp-
heat exposure can simulate between 
1.1 and 110 actual years in Miami, 
depending on the composition of 
the CIGS solar cells, but also on the 
nature of the package material. Simply 
increasing the damp-heat exposure 
time is therefore only relevant in cases 
where degradation phenomena with a 
relatively low acceleration factor are 
the dominant mechanisms.

To conclude, it is very important to 
compare accelerated lifetime effects 
with field test results; this comparison 
allows the appropriate accelerated tests 
to be selected. It is therefore of interest 
(particularly to this author) to always 
examine modules that have failed in 
the field and make comparisons with 
laboratory test results. 
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Trade disputes

UK and Germany at 
loggerheads over China solar 
import deal
The UK and Germany appear to be 
increasingly at odds over the future of the 
solar price undertaking between the EU 
and China.

As the UK government published 
fresh evidence of the costs the minimum 
important price (MIP) is adding on to solar 
installations, the German government 
weighed in, attacking UK proposals to 
suspend the MIP as “incomprehensible”.

The UK’s energy secretary Amber Rudd 

confirmed that DECC has collaborated 
with “lead-ing engineering consultants” to 
estimate the price differential caused by 
the pricing.

DECC estimates “an indicative 10 to 14% 
example for a drop in prices” if the MIP 
were re-pealed.

But the UK’s position puts it at odds with 
that of the German government, which is 
known to be a supporter of the solar trade 
tariffs and MIP.

EU withdraws Trina from solar 
panel MIP
T h e  E u r o p e a n  C o m m i s s i o n  h a s 
officially withdrawn Chinese solar panel 
manufacturer Trina Solar and related 
companies from the EU-China price 
undertaking.

The Minimum Import Price (MIP) 
agreement allows Chinese firms to avoid 
anti-dumping duties in the EU in return 
for agreeing to annual import quotas and 
selling above a pre-determined price.

However, any exporting producer may 
voluntarily withdraw its undertaking at 
any time during its application. Thus, Trina 
announced plans to walk away from the 
undertaking in December last year.

At the time, Trina released a statement 
saying that the current interpretation 
of the undertaking “unfairly” limits the 
company’s growth potential in the EU. 

Trina will now sell into Europe from 
non-Chinese manufacturing facilities 
incurring no additional trade duties.

Australia’s solar anti-dumping 
investigations resurrected
The anti-dumping saga in Australia has 
been reignited after the Anti-Dumping 
Commission on 8 January overturned 

last year ’s decision to terminate the 
investigation.

The inquiry began over alleged dumping 
of various crystalline silicon PV modules 
exported from China to Australia, but was 
ended on 6 October 2015 because, even 
though evidence of dumping was found, it 
was deemed as having a negligible effect on 
Australian industry.

This was partly due to the fact that 
Australia-based manufacturer Tindo 
Solar, which first lodged the complaint, 
manufactures AC modules, which are not 
in direct competition with the largely DC 
modules imported by Chinese suppliers.

At the time the Australian Solar Council 
said it welcomed this “common sense 
conclusion” to the case.

Nevertheless Tindo Solar asked for a 
review of the decision on 5 November 
2015.

After the publication of a new Statement 
of Essential Facts as a result of this review, 
the commission has now decided to 
reopen the investigation.

Top US official casts doubt 
on reports of imminent India 
WTO solar deal
Reports that the US and India are close to 
reaching an agreement in the trade dispute 
over India’s local content rules for solar 
equipment were refuted by a top US trade 
official.

US Trade Representative Michael 
Froman said: “We’re still engaged in 
conversations with them. It’s too early 
to tell whether we’re going to have an 
agreement or not.”

India had also made a last minute 
proposal to shift its Domestic Content 
Requirement (DCR) rules for using 
d o m e s t i c a l l y  m a n u f a c t u r e d  s o l a r 

News
New EU trade duties start on certain PV firms in 
Taiwan and Malaysia
Punitive trade duties will now be applied to Chinese cells and 
modules shipped through Malaysia and Taiwan.

The new measures came into force on 12 February, following 
their publication in the official journal of the EU.

The commission decided, following an investigation, to impose 
anti-dumping and anti-subsidy duties of 53.4% and 11.5% to 
Malaysian and Taiwanese firms that were judged to be enabling 
Chinese manufactured products to enter the EU with an alternate 
origin.

National customs and revenue organisations can pursue 
backdated duties from May 2015 onwards.

Some estimates suggest that as much as 16% of all modules 
imported into Europe since that date could be impacted leaving a 
bill running into millions of euros.

Member states are taking differing approaches to recouping the monies with some only willing to invoice the first importer and 
others more aggressively pursuing the duties right along the value chain including the end customer.

Genuine manufacturers based in Malaysia and Taiwan will not be affected.

Hanwha Q CELLS was one of the companies exempted 
from the new rules.
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equipment in certain Indian projects away 
from the private sector and into the public 
sector.

Froman declined to comment on the 
WTO’s intentions in the case. However, 
he confirmed that it was a US decision to 
delay the announcements – adding: “It’s at 
our discretion whether the WTO extends 
or not, based on how the conversations are 
going.”

The Market

Top-10 solar module 
manufacturers in 2015
T h e  to p  f i v e  r a n ke d  P V  m o d u l e 
manufacturers in 2015 form the backbone 
of the key six-member ‘Silicon Module 
Super League’ (SMSL).

The Top-10 PV module manufacturers 
list for 2015 was based on actual module 
shipments through the first nine months 
of last year and guidance figures as well as 
analysis of over 45 leading manufacturers’ 
expected shipments for the full year.  

Yingli  Green fell  several  ranking 
positions from initial shipment guidance 
at the beginning of the year and went from 
being ranked second in 2014 to seventh in 
2015. 

Separating the SMSL members from 
the top six ranking positions was CdTe 
thin-film leader, First Solar, which had 

built shipment momentum through the 
year and later revised shipment guidance 
upwards to 2.8GW to 2.9GW. First Solar 
therefore climbed two ranking positions 
from 2014 and stopped its slow rankings 
fall over the last few years. 

Competition for ranking positions in 
the next 10 lower positions has intensified 
over the last 12 months with a growing 
cluster of manufacturers with shipments 
in the 1GW region. The top-10 PV module 
manufacturers ranking list for 2015:
1.    Trina Solar
2.    Canadian Solar
3.    JinkoSolar
4.    JA Solar
5.    Hanwha Q CELLS
6.    First Solar
7.    Yingli Green
8.    SFCE
9.    ReneSola
10.  SunPower Corp

NREL finalises new quality 
standard for PV module 
manufacturing
Researchers at the US National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the US 
have finalised the development of a new 
international quality standard for PV 
module manufacturing.

The standard is intended to increase 
levels of confidence among investors, 
utilities and consumers in the safety and 
reliability of PV panels.

It  marks the culmination of f ive 
years of work instigated under the PV 
Quality Assurance Task Force (PVQAT), 
spearheaded by NREL. 

Module reliability is not defined or 
covered by the current IEC standards, 
so  a l though mo dules  may re ceive 
certifications under certain test conditions, 
those do not guarantee their reli-ability. 
The PVQAT set out to draw up new 
guidelines to deal with inf luences on 
a module such as raw materials and 
components, process control, testing 
regimes and staff training.

Once formally adopted by the IEC, 
the new standards will  become the 
standard basis for audits of PV module 
manufacturers.

PV Cycle achieves record 96% 
recycle rate for silicon-based 
PV modules
PV Cycle, a not-for-profit compliance and 
waste management programme for solar 
PV technology in Europe, has achieved a 
record recycling rate of 96% for silicon-
based PV modules.

Previous recycling records for silicon-
based modules stood at around 90%. 
Now one of PV Cycle’s Europe-based 
recycling partners for silicon-PV modules 
is using a new process that combines 
mechanical and thermal treatment to 
recycle silicon flakes as well as recycling 
a combination of EVA laminate, silicon-
based semiconductors and metals.

Previously there had not been viable 
solutions for the further recycling of 
silicon flakes. The silicon flakes could be 
used for the production of new products 
or materials, but could not be further 
recycled in an environmentally and 
economically sound manner, said a PV 
Cycle spokeswoman.

PV cost decreases to ensure 
strong demand in 2016 and 
beyond
A projected 15% decrease in the installed 
cost of PV over the next two years will 
continue to drive demand worldwide, 
according to Taiwan-based EnergyTrend.

There have been significant ongoing 
decreases in PV system costs in the past 
year, a trend that is set to continue and to 
spur growing demand for solar.

Policies in major markets including the 
US, China and India will cause a gradual 
decline in module prices in 2016, in parallel 
with price declines for other components, 
such as inverters and other related 
consumables.

On modules, EnergyTrend highlights the 
incremental improvements in conversion 
efficiency rates of PV cells as a key driver 
and also the increasing power of modules, 
with mainstream multi-Si  products PV Cycle has achieved a 96% recycling rate in silicon modules .
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expected to achieve a power output of 
265W in the second half of 2016 and their 
mono-Si counterparts reaching 275-280W.

Companies

Chinese state-owned asset-
management firm interested 
in Yingli’s debt restructuring - 
reports
China Cinda Asset Management ,  a 
Chinese state-owned asset management 
company is reportedly interested in 
participating in the debt restructuring of 
struggling module manufacturer Yingli 
Green Energy Holding.

Yingli Green has not expanded capacity 
for several years due to its large debts and 
overall financial position, which led to 
curtailment of module production and a 
partial shift to OEM module sales to boost 
liquidity issues in the second half of 2015.

The company ha s  fa l len se ver al 
ranking positions for global solar module 
manufacturers, having been being ranked 
second in 2014 and tumbling to seventh in 
2015. 

Spire to restructure and morph 
into turnkey solutions
PV module assembly equipment specialist 

Spire Corporation will focus on the 
turnkey PV manufacturing segment after 
completing the sale of its sun simulator 
business to Eternal Sun. 

Rodger W. LaFavre, president and 
CEO of Spire Corporation said: “Spire 
is able to take steps to restructure the 
company to concentrate its efforts to 
pursue opportunities in its solar turnkey 
business. The company will concentrate on 
improving its relationship with its vendors, 
and will re-brand its image to reflect its new 
focus towards solar manufacturing lines and 
away from the simulator business.”

The company had previously been 
involved primarily in the turnkey PV 
module assembly sector along with 
automation expertise. 

Spire plans to offer turnkey solutions 
across wafer, cell and module segments. 

Deals

Horad to supply Xinneng 
Solar with 500MW automated 
turnkey module line
China-based module assembly automation 
specialist Suzhou Horad New Energy 
Equipment Co (Horad) has secured a new 
500MW automated turnkey module line 
order from Xinneng Solar. 

Xinneng Solar was said to be located in 

Zhejiang Province, China. Further details 
were not disclosed. 

Horad also recently secured a 200MW 
turnkey module assembly line order with 
major Tai-wanese cell producer, Motech 
Industries.

Valoe secures €15.8 million 
automated back contact 
module assembly line order 
from Ethiopia
PV module assembly equipment supplier 
Valoe Corporation has secured its long-
awaited first order for an automated 
turnkey back contact module assembly line 
from an unidentified customer in Ethiopia 
for €15.8 million. 

Valoe, formerly Cencorp had developed 
conductive back sheet (CBS) technology 
and processes to enable lower-cost back 
contact solar cell modules, reducing cell to 
string losses and providing higher module 
conversion efficiencies. 

The company said that the main 
financer for the production line was the 
Development Bank of Ethiopia, which is 
contributing €9.5 million of the sales price.

However, the rest of the sales price will 
be held in shares of the customer company 
by Valoe, equating to it having a 30% 
shareholding, making it a manufacturing 
partner.

The turnkey assembly line will be 
delivered sometime this year. 

Spire has sold its sun simulator business to Eternal Sun.
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Introduction
In conventional silicon wafer-based PV 
technology, solar cells are connected 
in ser ies  and encapsulated into 
PV modules. The interconnection 
increases the power and voltage, 
while the encapsulation provides 
environmental protection for the 
solar cells. The main purpose of a PV 
module is to protect the cells from 
the harsh environment throughout an 
expected lifetime of 20 to 25 years.

Although the modularization offers 
protection to the cells, it also induces 
loss mechanisms that affect module 
power and energy yield. When a 
solar cell is integrated into a module, 
its working environment is altered 
(e.g. the glass and encapsulant layers 
introduce additional optical parasitic 
absorption), which affects its optical 
p er for mance .  Fur ther more ,  the 
interconnection ribbons introduce 
additional resistive losses that affect 
the electrical performance. Because of 
the various loss mechanisms associated 
with the modularization process, the 
module power is generally less than the 
total of the power of all the individual 
cells used to fabricate the module. This 
difference between total cell power and 
module power is termed cell-to-module 
(CTM) power loss. The losses in the 
CTM process can be broadly separated 
into optical, resistive and mismatch 
components. 

An accurate characterization of the 
CTM power loss (or gain) allows a 
better evaluation of new designs and 

materials in PV modules. The losses in 
the CTM process for wafer-based PV 
modules have been widely investigated 
by various researchers and module 
manufacturers [1–3]. To calculate the 
losses, solar cells and modules are 
typically measured using different 
I–V  measurement systems, which 
consequently introduces uncertainty in 
the measurements [4].

“An accurate 
characterization of the CTM 
power loss (or gain) allows 
a better evaluation of new 

designs and materials in PV 
modules.”

To analyse the loss/gain in the 
CTM process more precisely, various 
m e a s u re m e nt- b a s e d  te ch n i q u e s 
are presented in this paper. These 
methodologies are easy to use and 
minimize the uncertainty in the CTM-
loss/gain calculations. A quantitative 
analysis of the CTM loss/gain in 
silicon wafer-based PV modules is 
experimentally demonstrated.

Optical loss/gain in PV 
modules
For the light-harvesting analysis, a 
glass/backsheet PV module can be 
broadly divided into two parts: the 
active module area (i.e. containing the 
solar cells) and the backsheet area (i.e. 
without the solar cells).

Cell-to-module power loss/gain 
analysis of silicon wafer-based PV 
modules
Jai Prakash Singh, Yong Sheng Khoo, Jing Chai, Zhe Liu & Yan Wang, Solar Energy Research Institute of 
Singapore (SERIS), National University of Singapore (NUS), Singapore

ABSTRACT
We are always hearing about champion cells demonstrating efficiencies of 24% or higher, yet only 20 or 21% 
can be obtained at the module level. Where are all these hard-earned electrons going? Moreover, why should 
every photon and electron be counted? Cell efficiency is important, but it is module efficiency that defines the 
bottom line of every solar project. This paper will highlight the different loss mechanisms in a module, and 
how they can be quantified. Once it is known where photons and electrons are lost, it is possible to develop 
strategies to avoid this happening. In-depth loss-analysis methods for studying various loss mechanisms in a 
PV module have been developed at SERIS. Using these methods, in combination with various characterization 
tools/techniques, such as external quantum efficiency (EQE) line scan, electroluminescence imaging, and IV 
testers, a detailed loss/gain analysis of the cell-to-module process has been carried out and is presented in this 
paper. The loss/gain analysis is demonstrated using two dominant cell technologies: p-type multicrystalline and 
n-type monocrystalline cells. 

Figure 1. Optical losses in a silicon wafer-based PV module (active area). 
(Reflection: 1 = air–glass, 2 = glass–encapsulant, 3 = encapsulant–cell. 
Absorption: 4 = glass, 5 = encapsulant.)
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Power loss/gain for the active 
module area
O p t i c a l  l o s s e s  i n  t h e  a c t i v e 
mo dule  a re a  o cc ur  b e c au s e  o f 
the hemispherical  ref lectance at 

various interfaces and the parasitic 
absorptance of the encapsulation layers 
(glass, encapsulant) used to fabricate 
the module [5–7]. Fig. 1 shows the 
various optical loss mechanisms in a 

wafer-based PV module.
Besides the optical losses, there 

are also optical gains as a result of 
direct and indirect optical coupling. 
Direct optical coupling (reduced 

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Measured EQE of the cell and of the module with conventional EVA. (b) Corresponding reflectance 
measurements.
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reflectance) occurs because of the 
various encapsulation layers with 
monotonically increasing refractive 
indices  [8–10] .  Indirect  opt ical 
coupling (reduced reflectance) occurs 
because of the total internal reflectance 
at the glass–air interface (from the 
contacting fingers and busbars), which 
redirects the light back onto the solar 
cell. 

At SERIS ,  a  method has been 
devised to experimentally quantify the 
optical loss resulting from parasitic 
ab s o r p t i o n  i n  th e  e n c ap s u l a nt 
materials (glass, EVA etc.), and the 
optical gain due to optical coupling [1]. 
The method requires the fabrication of 
single-cell mini-modules with a glass–
glass configuration using processes and 
materials identical to those employed 
for large full-size modules. The glass–
glass configuration can eliminate any 
edge effect caused by the backsheet 
around the cell area. The reflectance 
and the external quantum efficiency 
(EQE) of the bare solar cells and the 
mini-modules are measured using a 
UV-VIS and a full-area illumination 
EQE measurement system respectively.

Example: Comparison of different 
EVAs
To compare the parasitic absorptance 
losses in different EVAs, mini-modules 
with two different types of EVA were 
fabricated. The EQE and reflectance 
measurements  were carr ied out 
on the solar cells before and after 
encapsulation, for two types of EVA, 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. With the 

Figure 5. Schematic (not to scale) showing various light paths in a glass/
backsheet PV module. Light incident on the cell-gap area of the backsheet is 
randomly scattered.

Figure 4. Parasitic absorptance for modules encapsulated with conventional 
EVA (module 1) and with super-clear EVA (module 2).

Figure 3. (a) Measured EQE of the cell and of the module with super-clear EVA. (b) Corresponding reflectance 
measurements.

(a) (b)
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measurements taken from the bare 
cells and mini-modules, the parasitic 
absorptance Apara can be calculated [1] 
as:

 
(1)

where Rcell and EQEcell are the 
reflectance and EQE measured for the 
bare cell, while Rmod and EQEcell.mod 
are the measurements for the mini-
module. The parasitic absorptance for 
the two modules with different EVAs is 
shown in Fig. 4.

The loss/gain in short-circuit current 
density (Jsc) can be calculated using 

the reflectance, parasitic absorptance 
data, and AM1.5G photon flux, and is 
summarized in Table 1. From this table 
it can be seen that after encapsulation, 
the cells encapsulated with conventional 
EVA lose an average of 0.39% of their 
Jsc, whereas the cells encapsulated with 
the super-clear EVA gain an average of 
0.27% of their Jsc. The reason for this 
is that the modules encapsulated with 
super-clear EVA suffer less current loss 
due to parasitic absorption.

Power gain from the backsheet in the 
cell-gap area
In a conventional glass/backsheet 
module, the power gain is mainly due 
to the backsheet static concentration 
effect. The light incident onto the gap 
between the cells in a glass/backsheet 
module is scattered back at different 
angles. A significant proportion of 
this light can be entirely internally 
reflected at the glass–air interface 
and redirected onto the cells, thus 
increasing the module current. Fig. 
5 illustrates this backsheet static 
concentration effect in a module. The 
gain in module current due to the 
backsheet is mainly influenced by the 
geometry of the backsheet area (cell-
gap region), and by the backsheet 
properties (ref lective and angular 
backscattering).

Figure 6. Normalized Jsc scans of mini-modules with different backsheets/EVA.

LEDs 
COPY
THE 
SUN
To measure PV cell effi ciency, you must copy the sun — fl awlessly. 
 Repeatedly.  Rapidly. The SINUS-220 LED solar simulator from WAVELABS 
gives you faster and more accurate effi ciency measurements — by using 
21 different colors of LEDs instead of a xenon lamp. The more accurate your 
measurements, the higher you can rate your cells. That boosts your bottom 
line. Shorten production line cycle times and stop losing money to measurement 
tolerances — contact WAVELABS today and copy the sun. www.wavelabs.de
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To quantify the current contribution 
due to the backsheet, an EQE line scan 
is performed on mini-modules (glass/
backsheet). In this approach, EQE 
measurements are taken at several 
points (spaced at 0.5mm intervals) on 
the backsheet area, near the cell edge, 
using a small-area illumination source. 
The Jsc at each illumination point is then 
calculated from these EQE measurements 
and normalized with respect to the mini-
module Jsc (measured on the cell area of 
the mini-module). An example of a plot 
of the normalized Jsc as a function of the 
distance of the illumination spot from the 
cell edge is shown in Fig. 6. The advantage 
of EQE line scan measurements is that the 
current gain for a module with a particular 
cell gap can be calculated directly, by 
integrating the normalized Jsc results.

Example: Comparison of different 
backsheets and white EVA
To evaluate the optical performance and 
associated current gain, three different 
types of backsheet and white EVA (glass/
glass configuration) were compared. 
Mini-modules were fabricated using 

the different backsheets/EVA, and EQE 
measurements performed on these mini-
modules. Fig. 6 shows the normalized 
Jsc plots for four different samples: for 
a module with a cell gap of 3mm and a 
string gap of 5mm, the current gain is 
calculated to be 2.14% (backsheet A), 
2.20% (backsheet B), 2.08% (backsheet 
C) and 2.38% (white EVA).

Novel approach to quantifying light 
harvesting from the inactive area of a 
PV module
Besides the conventional approach of 
using EQE and spectrophotometry 
to quantify the optical properties of 
PV modules, SERIS has developed 
a novel method to quantify the light 
harvesting from the inactive area of 
a PV module using luminescence 
imaging [11]. Luminescence imaging, 
including electroluminescence (EL) and 
photoluminescence (PL), is a versatile 
technique for spatially resolved analysis 
of the optical and electrical properties 
of solar cells and modules. At SERIS, 
luminescence imaging has been 
demonstrated to be useful for spatially 

resolved optical characterization. This 
technique is used to access lateral 
variations of light harvesting in PV 
modules made of crystalline Si wafer 
solar cells. By exploiting the reciprocity 
theorem relating luminescence emission 
to EQE, a relative EQE map is extracted 
from a luminescence image of a PV 
module (see Fig. 7). In this way, the light-
harvesting efficiency at the different 
inactive areas can be directly quantified.
Example: Comparison of different 
backsheets and light-redirecting film
To compare different backsheets and 
light-redirecting film using SERIS’ new 
approach, several mini-modules were 
fabricated using different backsheets 
with and without light-redirecting 
film. Fig. 8(a) shows that for the mini-
module with a white backsheet, more 
than 20% of the photons impinging on 
the backsheet near the cell edges are 
harvested. For the mini-module with the 
scattering tape, it can be seen that 45% of 
the photons impinging on the tape can 
be harvested. The scattering tape has the 
potential to be used in high-efficiency 
PV modules, as it is capable of harvesting 

Figure 7. Schematic (not to scale) of the reciprocity relationship of (a) EQE measurement and (b) luminescence imaging. 
The solid lines with arrows labelled as paths 1 and 2 indicate the paths of the incident photons that are harvested by the 
cell, as well as the reverse paths of the emitted photons that are detected by the camera. Path 1 shows light harvesting 
from the backsheet area, while path 2 shows light harvesting from a metal finger.

(a) (b)

                  Cell     Module  

Module structure       

  [mA/cm2] [mA/cm2] [mA/cm2] [mA/cm2] [mA/cm2] [%]

1 Glass/Conventional EVA/Tedlar 3.46 33.60 2.68 0.905 33.47  –0.39

2 Glass/Super-clear EVA/Tedlar 3.44 33.50 2.72 0.636 33.59    0.27 

Table 1. Short-circuit current density and losses in short-circuit current density for modules with different types of 
EVA (AM1.5G spectrum).
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more than twice the quantity of photons 
compared with the white backsheet. The 
light-harvesting efficiencies calculated 
using EL can then be translated to the 
relative gain in module current for a 
specific cell and string gap.

Power loss due to cell 
mismatch
Mismatch losses occur because of the 
difference in maximum power point 
currents (Imp) of the individual series-
connected solar cells [12]. If there 

is a difference in the Imp of the cells, 
then the cells connected in series do 
not perform simultaneously at their 
individual maximum power points; 
this results in a total output power that 
is less than the sum of the maximum 

Figure 8. Line scan of the EL signal and local EQE near the cell edge of (a) a standard glass/backsheet mini-module, 
and (b) a glass/backsheet mini-module with additional scattering tape near the cell edge. Both EL and EQE data were 
normalized by the respective signals of the cell area. The EQE line scans are shown for 400, 600, 800 and 1000nm 
wavelengths.

(a) (b)
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powers of individual cells [3]. PV module 
manufacturers deal with the mismatch 
by measuring and binning the solar cells 
prior to module fabrication [13]. 

To calculate the mismatch loss in a PV 
module, the individual cell’s maximum 
power points and the maximum power 
point of a series interconnection of 
these cells must be known. Since in a 
finished module it is not possible to 
measure the operating point without the 
inclusion of optical and resistive effects, 
a combination of curve-fitting and 
circuit-simulation tools can be used to 
calculate the mismatch loss. The inputs 
to the simulation are the I–V curves of 
the individual solar cells, measured 
under standard test conditions (STC). 
Using curve-fitting and standard circuit-
simulation software, such as LTSpice, 
the module I–V characteristics are 
determined on the assumption that the 
interconnection of the solar cells is ideal 
(i.e. there are no resistive losses due to 
cell interconnection). In this way, the 
simulated module I–V curve will provide 
the maximum power that accounts for 
mismatch losses only. The mismatch loss 
Pmis can be calculated using:

 (2)

where  and Psimu are the individual 
solar cell power and simulated module 
power respectively.

 The mismatch loss was determined 
for the 60-cell modules incorporating 
two types of solar cell, namely n-type 
mono and p-type multi. The loss was 
calculated to be 0.14% for the n-type 
mono cells and 0.20% for the p-type 
multi cells.

Power loss due to resistive 
components
The resistive loss in a wafer-based PV 
module arises because of 1) the power 
losses in the various components used 
to interconnect the solar cells, and 2) the 
leakage currents at various points in the 
module. The main resistive components 
include the soldering ribbons, the bus 
ribbons, the contact resistance between 
the cell busbar and the soldering ribbons, 
the junction box and the cables; these 
are illustrated in Fig. 9, along with their 
relative contributions in a commercial 
60-cell PV module. Resistive losses 
are a major concern for modules 
incorporating high-efficiency cells, 
particularly cells with improved current 
response [14]. 

To quantify the resistive loss in a 
60-cell PV module, I–V measurements of 
individual cells are taken prior to module 
fabrication; the I–V characteristics of 
the finished module are then measured 

under STC. Because of the difference 
in cell and module measurement 
systems and their calibration standards, 
a certain amount of uncertainty is 
introduced in the measurements. To 
eliminate this uncertainty, the module 
I–V measurements are normalized with 
respect to the cell I–V measurements, or 
vice versa. 

“Resistive losses are a 
major concern for modules 

incorporating high-efficiency 
cells.”

In a module with solar cells connected 
in series, the short-circuit current of the 
module will be equal to the minimum 
of the short-circuit currents among the 
group of cells, corrected for the optical 
loss/gain. Similarly, the module open-
circuit voltage will be equal to the sum of 
the open-circuit voltages of all the cells, 
provided that no cells are damaged as 
a result of the modularization process. 
Using the relative optical gain/loss Popt 
calculated in the previous section, the 
normalized short-circuit current  
and the normalized open-circuit voltage 

 of the module with respect to the 
cell measurements are given by:

Figure 10. Module I–V curves: as-measured and normalized to solar cell 
measurements.

Figure 9. Additional resistive loss components in a PV module (over and above 
the solar cell series resistance).
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(3)

The module I–V curve normalized 
using Equation 3 will be free from 
the errors caused by the cell and 
module measurements using two 
different systems. Fig. 10 shows the 
I–V curves, both as-measured and 
normalized to the cell measurements, 
for a module. The difference between 
the sum of the individual cell powers 
and the maximum power  of the 
normalized module I–V curve will be 
the total electrical loss (mismatch and 
resistive). Now, using the mismatch loss 
calculated earlier, the resistive loss in 
the CTM process can be obtained using 
the expression:

           (4)

Using the above analysis ,  the 
calculation of  the resistive loss 
components for two 60-cell modules 
with n-type mono and p-type multi 
cells works out to be 4.7% and 4.1% 
respectively.

Module type Isc [A] Voc [V] Fill factor [%] Power [W]

p-type multi 8.84 37.90 77.5 259.6

n-type mono 9.13 38.39 76.8 269.2 

Table 2. Measured electrical parameters for the two experimental modules.

Figure 11. CTM power losses for p-type monocrystalline and n-type 
multicrystalline PV modules.
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Discussion and conclusion
A CTM-loss calculation method has 
been demonstrated for two types of 
wafer-based module (60-cell) – one with 
monocrystalline cells and the other with 
multicrystalline cells. Table 2 lists the 
measured electrical parameters of the 
two types of module, while Fig. 11 shows 
a detailed chart of the CTM losses of the 
two module types.

In Fig. 11 it can be seen that mono 
cells have higher optical losses than 
multi cells when they are encapsulated 
into a module; the reason for this is that 
mono cells have better light absorption 
(less reflection) than multi cells, and 
hence the optical coupling gain is 
less for a mono cell. The mismatch 
losses do not contribute much to the 
total CTM loss and can therefore be 
neglected if a good cell-binning strategy 
is used. In the current experiments, 
the resistive losses are a major loss 
component: the losses obtained are on 
the high side, which indicates that the 
module interconnection process is not 
optimized. Some of the well-known 
technologies for reducing resistive losses 
in the CTM process are half-cut cell and 
multi-busbar.

“The mismatch losses do not 
contribute much to the total 
CTM loss and can therefore 
be neglected if a good cell-
binning strategy is used.”

An estimation and understanding of 
CTM losses in wafer-based PV modules 
is important, since these losses affect 
the energy yield of a module, and hence 
the cost of generated electricity. In this 
paper, various methods and equipment 
for quantifying the CTM losses/gains 
in a PV module have been presented. 
The calculations of individual loss 
components have been explained by 
experimental examples and the fabrication 
of mini-modules and large full-size 
modules. The presented analysis of CTM 
losses is important in helping module 
manufacturers to reduce the losses and 
improve module performance by carefully 
selecting the materials and optimizing the 
processes used in module fabrication.
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Introduction
Recently several double-glass (also 
cal led g lass–glass  or  dual-g lass 
modules) c-Si PV modules have been 
launched on the market, many of them 
by major PV manufacturers. These 
modules use a sheet of tempered 
glass at the rear of the module instead 
of the conventional polymer-based 
backsheet. There are several reasons 
why this structure is appealing. First, 
glass is completely impermeable to 
moisture and therefore degradation 
caused by water ingress is expected to 
be much slower than for a conventional 
glass–backsheet structure with the 
same encapsulant. Moreover, a glass–
glass laminate is mechanically much 
more robust than a glass–backsheet 
laminate, even if thin 2mm glass is 
used. This is because the double sheet 

of glass provides higher rigidity while 
the cells are placed in the ‘neutral 
plane’ of the laminate and therefore 
experience no compression or tension 
when the structure is bent; this greatly 
reduces fatigue stresses in the tabbing. 
The possibility of using thin glass for 
the front cover also enables a small 
efficiency increase thanks to the higher 
light transmittance relative to the 
thick front cover glass. Finally, a glass–
glass structure enables a frameless 
installation and/or the implementation 
of rail or pad bonding instead of 
conventional module affixation. 

Even more than for conventional 
modules, the bill of materials is critical 
for double-glass modules. In particular, 
the choice of encapsulant has a large 
impact on the module manufacturing 
process as well as on performance and 

reliability [1]. Various encapsulant 
materials can be considered. Polyvinyl 
butyral (PVB) has been used for a 
long time for glass–glass PV modules, 
particularly for thin-film modules. 
For various reasons (it  entails a 
longer, more complicated process, 
and comparatively high water uptake), 
this is not the preferred material for 
modern crystalline Si double-glass 
modules.

Several manufacturers have chosen 
to use the material that has become 
s t and ard  in  the  manuf ac tur ing 
of  conventional  g lass–backsheet 
modules, namely ethylene vinyl acetate 
(EVA). This is challenging, as volatile 
organic compounds are generated 
as by-products of the peroxide cure 
initiation reactions and need to be fully 
evacuated before cure completion – 
otherwise voids are formed [1]. This 
is not easy to achieve for glass–glass 
structures, and very careful process 
tuning is necessary. Nevertheless , 
several EVA-encapsulated double-
glass modules are now commercially 
available. 

“Silicone as an encapsulant 
material is extremely stable 

under thermal and UV 
stress.”

Another family of materials that has 
been considered is thermoplastic or 
slightly cross-linking polyolefins (TPO) 
[2]. Finally, one can use silicone as an 
encapsulant material; this is known 
to be extremely stable under thermal 
and UV stress. The use of a liquid 
encapsulant, such as silicone, also 
reduces cell damage caused during the 
placement of the second piece of glass. 

Double-glass PV modules with silicone 
encapsulation
Shencun Wang1, Xiang Sun1, Yujian Wu2, Yanxia Huang2, Nick Shephard3 & Guy Beaucarne4 
1BYD, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China; 2Dow Corning (China) Holding Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China; 3Dow Corning 
Corporation, Midland, Michigan, USA; 4Dow Corning Europe S.A., Seneffe, Belgium

ABSTRACT
Double-glass PV modules are emerging as a technology which can deliver excellent performance and excellent 
durability at a competitive cost. In this paper a glass–glass module technology that uses liquid silicone 
encapsulation is described. The combination of the glass–glass structure and silicone is shown to lead to 
exceptional durability. The concept enables safe module operation at a system voltage of 1,500V, as well as 
innovative, low-cost module mounting through pad bonding. 
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of BYD’s double-glass module.
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Early  PV modules  were  of ten 
encapsulated with silicone, and have 
demonstrated outstanding stability in 
the field, with degradation rates over 
20 to 30 years that are much lower 
than the typical degradation rates for 
EVA-encapsulated modules [3–5]. 
The silicone materials used at the 
time, however, were products that 
had been developed for electronics, 
and the manufacturing processes 
were not adapted to PV needs. A few 
years ago, renewed interest led to the 
development of dedicated silicones for 
modern PV modules [6,7], resulting in 
the recent launch of a new optimized 
silicone encapsulant [8]. Aiming for an 
extremely durable and reliable module, 
and on the basis of an assessment of 
the various encapsulation options for 
double-glass modules, it was decided 
to  implement this  ne w s i l icone 
encapsulation technology in BYD’s 
double-glass PV module product. 
This paper describes the module 
concept and design, discusses the 
manufacturing implementation, and 
highlights module performance and 
very recent developments. 

Module concept
The structure of the BYD module is 
shown in Fig. 1. As in conventional 
modules, it consists of several layers 
laminated together, with the solar cell 
matrix in the centre; however, there are 
some major differences. 

The rear  outer  layer  i s  not  a 
conventional polymer backsheet, but a 
sheet of toughened glass, providing an 
excellent barrier against water vapour 
and electrical breakdown protection. 
In order to capture the maximum 
possible amount of light, the glass is 
locally coated with a white reflective 
layer,  which is applied in a grid 
pattern and is aligned with the area 
between the cells in the final module. 
As mentioned earlier, a silicone PV 
encapsulant was used instead of 
conventional EVA – this aspect is 
covered in more detail in the next 
section. 

In order to prevent water vapour 
ingress through the edges of the 
laminate, a polyisobutylene (PIB) 
rubber seal  is  applied along the 
perimeter. This material demonstrates 
extremely low water vapour transport 
rate (< 0.2mg/m2/day) and extremely 
high volume resistivity (~1016Ω·cm). 
The combination of  this  rubber 
seal with the rear glass sheet and 
the si l icone encapsulation leads 
to exceptional environmental and 
electrical protection of the module. 

The double-glass structure makes 
the module quite rigid compared with 

i i
i i

O

Figure 2. Detail of BYD’s double-glass PV module design, highlighting the 
frame and the edge junction boxes. 

Figure 3. Example of a PV system using BYD’s double-glass modules.
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Figure 4. Chemical structure of polydimethylsiloxane silicone.
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standard laminates. As a result, a 
conventional aluminium frame is not 
necessary; instead, a light frame made 
of polyphenylene oxide (PPO) polymer, 
a high-temperature thermoplastic, is 
used to protect the glass edges from 
impact during transport. Because the 
frame is non-conductive, it does not 
need to (and cannot) be grounded. The 
whole front surface of the module is 

electrically floating.
With regard to the junction box, 

the solution chosen consists of three 
separate edge junction boxes, each 
containing one bypass diode, instead 
of one central junction box containing 
three bypass diodes (see Fig. 2). This 
arrangement has several advantages. 
The individual junction boxes can be 
quite narrow and therefore maintain 

the sleek appearance of the module. 
Moreover, there is no need to be make 
holes in the rear glass sheet. Finally, the 
resistance losses are lower because of 
shorter cables and bussing tapes.

To mount the module onto its 
support, a strong metal fixture is 
attached to the laminate.  These 
rectangular pieces of stainless steel, 
referred to as installation blocks, are 
glued directly onto the rear glass sheet 
using structural silicone adhesive. 
The technology to bond glass to 
structural elements in order to create 
structures that can withstand large 
wind loads is commonly practised in 
the construction industry and benefits 
from decades of experience. 

The installation blocks are designed 
and placed on the laminate in such 
a way that they can be bolted onto 
two brackets with a U-shaped cross 
section. Each pair of brackets will 
typically carry several modules, the 
number of which depends on the PV 
system design (Fig. 3). This module 
concept enables flexibility in system 
design as well as easy installation, 
with a low risk of module breakage, 
compared with the clamping systems 
that are typically used for frameless 
modules. Mechanical load tests with 
a module ‘hanging from’ or ‘lying on’ 
two brackets showed that the modules 
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Figure 5. Transmittance of PV-6212 as a function of wavelength.
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remained intact during a wind load of 
2,400Pa and a snow load of 5,400Pa, 
without any cracking of the cells or 
decrease in performance. 

Silicone encapsulation 
The silicone encapsulant material 
selected for this  work was Dow 
Corning® PV-6212 Cell Encapsulant. 
In contrast  to most commercial 
PV encapsulants , this material is 
supplied as a liquid, not as a foil. 
It is dispensed in the liquid form 
and is cured into a solid by cross-
linking during lamination. PV-6212 
is a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), 

consisting of molecules with a ‘Si-O-
Si-O…’ backbone and two CH3 groups 
on each Si atom (see Fig. 4), that uses 
an addition curing system; as a result, 
there is no by-product of the cross-
linking reaction. PV-6212 is provided 
in two parts which need to be mixed 
just before application. The curing 
process results in a firm but fairly soft 
rubber (shore A hardness 11.5); this 
provides protection but still allows 
some movement of the encapsulated 
p ie ces ,  which  i s  imp or tant  for 
reliability in thermal cycling testing.

The Si–O bond in the silicone 
backbone is much stronger than the 
C–C bond in the backbones of organic 

polymers (such as EVA), with a bond 
energy of 452KJ/mol vs. 346KJ/mol; 
this makes the material intrinsically 
m o r e  s t a b l e .  M o r e o v e r,  c u r e d 
PV-6212 has a high transparency, 
including over the UV range, in 
which conventional encapsulants 
have reduced transmittance (Fig. 5). 
This is particularly important for 
new solar cell technologies which 
demonstrate improved response at 
short wavelengths. The transparency 
in the UV range also makes the silicone 
inherently more resistant to hardness 
and colour changes caused by UV 
degradation. 

The encapsulation process is shown 
schematically in Fig. 6; it begins with 
the dispensing of PV-6212 onto the 
first glass panel. Next, the solar cell 
matrix is placed onto the silicone. 
Another glass panel is coated with the 
encapsulant and is then turned upside 
down and placed onto the first panel 
containing the cell matrix. The whole 
sandwich is then introduced into a 
laminator, where a vacuum is drawn 
and the laminate is heated up, thus 
beginning the silicone curing process. 

Implementation and 
manufacturing at BYD 
A complete manufacturing process 
was designed on the basis of the 
module design, a preliminary silicone 
encapsulation process and an initial 
selection of other key components, 
such as the frame, junction box and 
PIB rubber. This process was first 
implemented, improved and fine-tuned 
on a pilot line. It was subsequently 
transferred to a manufacturing line, 
and high-volume production began; 
one of the fabricated modules is shown 
in Fig. 7. 

Module performance, 
durability and safety
The electrical performance of the BYD 
double-glass modules was as expected 
for multicrystalline cells, with power 
bins ranging from 245W to 265W for 
60-cell modules, and from 295W to 
315W for 72-cell modules.

Accelerated ageing
The modules  were subjected to 
numerous accelerated ageing tests. 
Table 1 shows the climate-chamber 
test data for damp-heat (DH), thermal-
cycling (TC) and humidity–freeze 
(HF) tests. Only a small degradation 
can be observed, with at most around 
1% after twice the duration of the 
standard tests prescribed by IEC-
61215 (whereas this standard specifies 
a maximum permissible degradation of 

Front coat
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Figure 6. Encapsulation process using PV-6212 silicone encapsulant for glass–
glass modules.
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Figure 7. Front (a) and rear (b) of a fabricated BYD double-glass module.
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5% after 1×IEC). All the modules still 
comfortably passed wet leakage tests 
after accelerated ageing.

The results of a test combining 
dynamic mechanical testing (1,000 
cycles, 1,440Pa), 50 thermal cycles and 
10 humidity–freeze cycles are given 
in Fig. 8. As expected, the mechanical 
load has no negative impact on 
performance. The subsequent TC and 
HF tests reveal no significant damage 
to the strings, with a final degradation 
of less than 0.4% relative to the initial 
module power.

“The double-glass module is 
extremely PID resistant.”

Potential-induced degradation
Another ageing phenomenon that 
must be tested is potential-induced 
degradation (PID). Over the last 
few years, PID has become a very 
important topic as PV systems become 
very large, resulting in long module 
strings and high operating voltage. 
The standard PID test involves keeping 
modules with metallic foil on the front 
surface in 85% relative humidity and 
85°C conditions (85/85) for 96 hours 
under a potential of –1,000V, with 
a permissible power loss of 5%. After 

Test type Test duration Relative power change [%]

Thermal cycling TC200 –0.1

 TC400 –0.8

Damp heat DH1000 –0.5

 DH2000 –0.9

Humidity freeze HF10 –1.2

 HF20 –1.0

 HF30 –1.4

Table 1. Accelerated ageing test results.

C H

P

Figure 8. Module power degradation during combined mechanical load, 
thermal cycling and humidity–freeze test procedures.
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192 hours of PID testing, however, 
the power loss of the tested module 
was only 0.6%. The voltage was then 
increased to 1,500V, and after an 
additional 96 hours, the power loss was 
still only 0.7%.

Another test involved applying 1,000V 
in 85/85 damp-heat conditions, but this 
time for 600h (both positive and negative 
bias). The power degradation was only 
0.6% for +1,000V and 1.4% for –1,000V, 
which is an outstanding result for such 
a stringent test. It can therefore be 
concluded that the double-glass module 
is extremely PID resistant.

Hail resistance
T h e  i m p a c t  o f  h a i l  w a s  a l s o 
investigated. This test consisted of 
projecting hailstones with a 5cm 
diameter at a velocity of 126km/h 
onto the module and observing the 
damage. As can be seen in Fig. 9, 
the double-glass module is intact, 
whereas the same test conducted on 
a conventional glass with EVA and 
backsheet results in substantial glass 
damage and module power reduction. 
The laminate rigidity, thanks to the 
double-glass structure, combined with 
the dampening effect to some degree 
of the silicone, appears to be very 
effective in preventing impact damage. 

Module certification
A set of modules was submitted for 
certification to TÜV Rheinland: all 
the tests, carried out in accordance 
with IEC 61215, IEC 61730-1 and IEC 
61730-2, were passed. Moreover, TÜV 
Rheinland did the electrical testing 
required for the new PV plant voltage 
standard of 1,500V. On the basis of 
the positive results obtained, for the 

first time for modules manufactured 
in China a certificate was issued 
confirming that these modules could 
safely be used in PV plants at operating 
voltages of up to 1,500V (compared 
with the current standard of 1,000V). 
The possibility of building systems that 
operate at higher voltages (i.e. more 
modules per string) allows significant 
PV system cost reduction, because 
fewer inverters are needed and the 
total cable length is decreased.

As a result of the outstanding 
reliability and durability data collected, 
the BYD double-glass module has been 
nicknamed the 430 module. The first 
digit, ‘4’, indicates that the products 
are estimated to work for 40 years. The 
middle digit, ‘3’, means that the average 
annual power attenuation is as low as 
0.3%. The last digit, ‘0’, indicates that 
the module is PID free and exhibits no 
snail tracks. 

Next generation of glass–
glass silicone modules
I n  o r d e r  t o  f u r t h e r  i n c r e a s e 
performance and reduce cost, several 
innovat ions  have  re cently  b e en 
introduced,  which have resulted 
in a new generation of glass–glass 
modules (Fig . 10). To ref lect the 
momentous change that this type of 
module represents with respect to 
conventional modules, this technology 
has been named PV Module 2.0. The 
module is now totally frameless, and 
the interconnection ribbons have been 
replaced by 24 wires with a round cross 
section. The cells are ‘multi-busbar’ 
cells [9], featuring lots of very small 
solder pads instead of the three wide 
busbars conventionally used, onto 
which the wires are soldered.

This new structure allows a 25% 
reduction in silver consumption, 

Figure 10. Schematic of ‘PV Module 2.0’.

Figure 9. Results of the hail test (5cm, 126km/h) on (a) a BYD double-glass module, and (b) a conventional module with 
glass, EVA and backsheet.

(a) (b)
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as the total busbar area is less than 
that for conventional cells, and also 
because a lower finger cross section 
is permissible when the fingers are 
shorter. Moreover, because of the 
round shape of the interconnection 
wires, most of the impinging light 
is reflected onto the cell rather than 
back towards the sky, and therefore 
the short-circuit current and efficiency 
are increased. With this structure, a 
power of 275W has been obtained for a 
multicrystalline 60-cell module.

“The combination of a
glass–glass structure and 

silicone encapsulation leads 
to exceptional robustness, 
reliability and durability.”

Conclusion 
A  n o v e l  d o u b l e - g l a s s  m o d u l e 
technology has been developed that 
makes use of silicone encapsulation. 
The combination of a glass–glass 
structure and silicone encapsulation 
leads to exceptional  robustness , 
rel iabi l i ty  and durabi l i ty.  These 
modules are particularly well suited 
to applications in harsh conditions 
and/or where ver y long module 
lifetime is required. Recent changes 
to the design, including the use of 
a multi-busbar design, have led to 
further improvements in cost and 
performance. 
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UK could retain European PV 
deployment crown in 2016, says 
SolarPower Europe
The UK installed 3.5GW of Europe’s 
8GW of PV capacity in 2015, according to 
SolarPower Europe.

The trade group presented its first 
estimates in early February ahead of 
the final figures being revealed after 
Photovoltaics International went to 
press. The numbers, based on actual 
grid-connected projects, are up 15% on 
the previous year with the UK market 
co nt r i b u t i n g  a  s i g n i f i c a nt  chu n k . 
SolarPower Europe has also estimated 
global installed PV capacity of 50GW.

With reductions in policy support 
continuing to kick in for the UK market, 
SolarPower Europe CEO James Watson 
expects the UK to remain among the 
leaders in 2016, if not retaining its position.

“A figure of 3.5GW makes the UK 
market the biggest market in Europe again,” 
he said.

Giving China market status 
would cut anti-dumping import 
cost by 19%
The cost of Chinese imports affected by 
European anti-dumping duties would fall 
19% if the EU decides to treat China as a 
market economy at the end of this year.

An independent report commissioned 
by the EC said that the change could 
lead to the loss of 30,400-77,000 jobs in 
the affected sectors unless “mitigating 
measures” are put in place. The report was 
presented to the European Parliament and 
trade ministers of member states.

Conditions of China’s ascension to 
the World Trade Organization expire on 

11 December and as such China would 
be considered a market economy. The 
EC must decide whether to put forward 
legislation to ref lect this in its anti-
dumping regulations. To prove a case for 
dumping against a market economy, it 
must be shown that it is selling products 
overseas below its own domestic prices.

France’s output from PV 
installations grew 25% in 2015
The power output from PV systems in 
France grew by 25% last year to 7.4TWh, 
up from 5.9TWh, according to the latest 
f igures from the French electricity 
transmission system operator.

The countr y now has a  total  of 
6,191MW of PV deployed, having installed 
an additional 895MW in 2015.

One third of this increase came from 
the commissioning of Europe’s largest 
solar park, the 300MW Cestas solar park, 
developed by Neoen. 

At the end of 2014, total installations 
s t o o d  a t  5 , 2 9 6 M W  o v e r a l l  w i t h 
deployment during the year standing at 
930MW, slightly up compared to 2015.

Americas

US installed 7.3GW of solar 
power in 2015, says report
The US installed 7.3GW of solar in 2015, 
according to new data published by GTM 
Research and the Solar Energy Industries 
Association (SEIA) in  February.

The figure is more than 1GW up on 
the previous year’s record of 6.2GW with 
residential and utility-scale solar making 
the biggest gains. It was also the first year 
the country installed more solar power 
generating capacity than natural gas. In 
total, solar counted for 29% of all the new 
additions in 2015.

With the investment tax credit (ITC) 
extended for solar beyond the original 
scheduled phase out at the end of 2016, 
Resch is confident that there is plenty more 
to come.

“Over the next few years, we’re going to 
see solar continue to reach unprecedented 
heights as our nation makes a shift toward a 
carbon-free source of energy that also serves 
as an economic, job-creating engine,” said 

News
China displaces Germany as solar capacity 
leader
China has officially overtaken Germany as the world’s 
leader in installed solar capacity after Beijing confirmed that 
15.13GW was added in 2015.

The official figures now show that the country has 
43.18GW of solar. The National Energy Administration 
(NEA) claims that 37.12GW is utility-scale and around 
6GW is distributed PV. The figure is a 43% increase on 
2014’s tally of 10.6GW and a huge 54% boost in total 
installed from 28.05GW at the end of 2014.

Grid curtailment issues continue to plague some 
provinces with Gansu (31%) and Xinjiang (26%) 
particularly badly hit, according to the NEA statement.

Germany has a 2.5GW annual cap on solar deployment 
in place, which made China’s ascension in the rankings 
inevitable.

China has now overtaken Germany as the country with the 
largest installed PV capacity.
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Cestas, France. The country’s PV power output grew 25% in 2015. 
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News Rhone Resch, president and CEO of the 
Solar Energy Industry Association.

NREL: Solar tax credits to boost 
US deployment by up to 20GW
The extension of solar investment tax 
credits (ITC) will support steady growth 
in US PV deployment, according to a new 
study by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL). 

The research group found that by 2022, 
20GW of solar that would not have been 
installed without the ITC will be in the 
ground.

The ITC had been set to drop at the end 
of 2016 to zero for residential installs and 
10% for all others. But an extension passed 
at the end of 2015 means it will remain 
at 30% until 2019 and then fall to 26% the 
following year and 22% in 2021 before 
remaining permanently at 10% thereafter.

The positive impact becomes harder to 
model with time, according to the NREL, 
which starts to see reductions in solar 
capacity between its models with and 
without the extension. 

Chile surpasses 1GW solar 
milestone
Chile’s cumulative installed solar capacity 
has surpassed 1GW, according to the latest 
figures from Chilean renewable energy 
research institute (CIFES).

The amount of solar PV in operation 
in Chile reached 1,013MW as of the 
end of January 2016, up 165MW from 
848MW at year end 2015. There are now 
2,195MW of projects under construction, 
with 10,755MW approved and a further 
4,016MW awaiting qualification.

A total of 279 renewables projects 
were registered in 2015. Solar PV plants 
requiring US$28.9 billion investment are 
at various stages of development with the 
potential to generate 14,356MW of gross 
capacity, Chile’s society for industrial 
development, Sofofa, said.

Asia & Oceania

Japan’s FiT degression back to 
previous levels
Japan’s FiT for the next financial year could 
be set at ¥24 (US$0.21) per kWh. Japanese 
news outlets reported in late February 
that a panel advising the government’s 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 
was recommending the new price, which 
would be applicable to power plants of 
over 10kW capacity. 

This represents a drop from the current 
level of ¥27 of around 11%. The drop is in 
line with the more moderate degressions 
of the first couple of years of the policy 
than last year’s cut, when it was slashed by 
an unprecedented 16%, following a period 
in which solar was drawn into wider 
discussions about Japan’s energy policy.

Residential solar, generators smaller 
in scale than 10kW, would see a drop 
of ¥2 per kWh from this year’s level. The 
proposed rates still need to be approved by 
minister Motoo Hayashi.

Japan is expected to stick to its course of 
targeting 22% to 24% of its energy to come 
from renewable sources by 2030, which 
according to previously issued documents 
and the Japan Photovoltaic Energ y 
Association (JPEA) is equitable to around 
64GW of PV, leading to speculation 
that the country’s large-scale sector in 
particular could be restricted by the time 
an auction process is introduced to tender 
utility-scale projects in the 2017 financial 
year.

Indian government expects to 
commission 3.8GW of solar 
this year
Solar projects commissioned under 
government of India and state policies are 
likely to reach 3,790MW within the year 
2015/16, according to the latest figures 
from the Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy (MNRE).

The Indian government expects 570MW 
to come online under its own initiatives 
and 3,220MW under state policies within 
this financial year, having already seen 
1,504MW commissioned so far.

However, Jasmeet Khurana, associate 
director at consultancy firm Bridge to India 
said: “The government hopes that it will 
increase to 3.8GW by the end of March. 
However, we think that many of these 
projects will slip to the next financial year.”

Even without taking Bridge to India’s 
carry over into account, MNRE projects 
a vast increase in capacity additions in 
2016/17 of 12,161MW. Overall, the total 
commissioned capacity in India under 
both government and private schemes 
has now reached 5,248MW as of 31 
January 2016.

Middle East & Africa

Senegal plans 200MW solar via 
IFC ‘Scaling Solar’ programme
The government of Senegal plans to develop 
200MW of solar power as part of the World 
Bank Group’s initiative ‘Scaling Solar’, which 
aims to assist African countries in procuring 
renewable energy quickly and affordably 
power through private investment.

The International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), a member of the World Bank 
Group, signed an agreement with the 
Senegal government to help it conduct due 
diligence and tender the solar project; the 
IFC, the World Bank and the Multilateral 
Investment Guarante e Agenc y are 
expected to support the bidding phase.

Just over half the population of Senegal 
currently has access to ele ctr icity, 
according to World Bank data.

Middle East has arrived as a 
multi-GW solar market
With around 3GW added to its pipeline in 
2015 and another 4GW expected this year, 
the Middle East’s arrival as a gigawatt-scale 
source of solar demand has been confirmed 
in a report by the Middle East Solar Industry 
Association (MESIA).

The 2016 MESIA Market Outlook 
anticipates the procurement to be led by 
2GW in Algeria, 1,150MW by the UAE 
(800MW in Dubai, 350MW in Abu Dhabi) 
as well as a further 250MW in Egypt and 
245MW in Morocco.

While conventional wisdom might 
suggest that plummeting oil prices would 
leave the region short of cash to develop 
projects ,  the real ity on the ground 
is  dif ferent .  According to Dr.  Raed 
Bkayrat, director of research at MESIA 
and author of the report, the fall in oil 
revenues has instead hastened fossil fuel 
subsidy reform.

 Japan’s solar feed-in tariff is in line for further cuts.
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Capital expenditure (capex) in technology 
sectors is notoriously cyclic in nature, 
reflecting the global aspirations of supply-
based manufacturers to seek market-share 
gains when cash flow is positive and the 
climate for investment is attractive.

The solar PV industry certainly follows 
this generalisation, but the fine details 
of solar PV capex remain potentially 
more turbulent and harder to follow than 
complementary and adjacent technology 
sectors such as semiconductors and 
displays.

This article provides an overview of solar 
PV capex over the past few years, explaining 
the motives and outcomes arising from 
investments across the full value chain of 
the upstream manufacturing segment, 
spanning polysilicon production through to 
module assembly.

The conclusions point towards a shift 
in caution across the value chain towards 
committing capex to new expansion 
activities, with any new facilities governed 
by long build-out timelines being postponed 
due to uncertainty regarding the near-term 
evolution of the solar PV industry. This 
uncertainty is shown to be grounded in 
concerns related to end-market demand 
growth, raw material consumption levels, 
and the delicate balance between total 
in-house production costs and component 
average selling prices (ASPs).

Understanding the drastic 
swings in solar PV capex
During the period 2006-2010, allocating 
capex to expand upstream operations 
was seen by almost every component 
producer in the solar industry as the 
default means of growing market share. 
This included standard crystalline silicon 
(c-Si) technologies that were proven in 
manufacturing and a host of competing 
options that had barely made it out of the 
research labs.

As a consequence, capex levels exploded 
to figures that prompted most capital 
equipment suppliers to urgently set up 
solar-specific business units. And capacity 

levels, in particular across China, for c-Si 
p-type production grew to levels that could 
have met the entire global demand.

Howe ver,  i t  was the collapse of 
component sales prices (from polysilicon 
through to modules) between 2011 
and 2013 that truly ushered in austerity 
measures throughout the entire industry. 
Indeed, this forms the starting point for 
the analysis presented in this article, with 
decision-making on PV capex before 2013 
being largely of academic interest only.

Figure 1 shows the first direct effect of the 
pricing collapse on solar PV manufacturing, 
where the market capitalization values of 
publicly listed companies hit a dramatic cliff 
edge. The graphic here – taken from Yahoo! 
Finance – shows the stock prices for three 
of the main c-Si manufacturers in the solar 
PV industry today: Canadian Solar (CSIQ), 
Trina Solar (TSL) & JinkoSolar (JKS).

The downturn period can be seen to last 

about 18 months, from Q4’11 to Q2’13. Yet, 
during this time, there was no slow up in 
end-market growth. Therefore, to remain 
solvent, everything turned to cash saving 
and cost reduction in manufacturing. Capex 
for upstream manufacturing was one of 
the first things to be removed, with most 
PV manufacturers operating on draconian 
maintenance-only capex models.

Cost savings became the only 
option as cash remained elusive
Any cash generate d from ongoing 
operations, or from additional borrowings, 
was allocated to downstream projects 
business where return on investment 
remained healthy and was an option 
welcomed from the investor community 
that was attracted to vehicles that could 
guarantee a long-term revenue stream.

The ensuing lack of cash available for 

PV capital expenditure shifts from 
polysilicon to cell capacity additions
Finlay Colville, Head of Market Intelligence, Solar Media Ltd.

ABSTRACT
Capital expenditure by the solar PV industry continues to rebound from the lows of 2012, but the spending trends 
have now shifted from polysilicon expansions to cell capacity additions. In particular, the transition to cell capex has 
been driven mainly by the need for Chinese module suppliers to diversify manufacturing outside mainland China and 
especially to countries in Southeast Asia, coupled with the ongoing problems for polysilicon producers struggling to 
adapt to sales prices for goods produced.

The latest rebound in solar capex has seen investment increase in cell capacity 
additions.
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PV manufacturing also prevented any 
technology buy-cycle from occurring, 
with changes in PV production for c-Si 
components limited to improvements that 
did not require any process flow alterations 
to existing production lines. The only two 
exceptions to this rule in the industry at 
the time were First Solar and SunPower, 
each with in-house technology expertise 
and differentiation. These companies 
continued to invest heavily in R&D and 
capex through the downturn period to 
ensure that in-house production remained 
competitive when investments were 
restarted across China and other Southeast 
Asia manufacturing hubs.

In some ways, however, the focus on 
cost reduction did focus the attention on 
manufacturing processes, something that 
had largely been bypassed during the days 
of building new factories and installing 

production lines as fast as possible. This 
was seen in particular at the ingot stage 
with casting furnaces for p-type multi block 
driving process optimization and wafer 
quality to efficiency levels that had not been 
considered possible for multi cells just a few 
years earlier.

In fact, several other changes during 
2011-2013 can be grouped together as 
forming the basis of the PV technology 
roadmap at the time. These included multi-
busbar forming in module production, the 
use of improved silver paste, higher aspect 
ratios for screen-printed fingers, diffusion 
furnace upgrades and the increased use of 
automation across China.

Upturn in PV capex from 2013
Confidence returned to the solar industry 
in the second half of 2013, and investments 

for upstream manufacturing started to pick 
up again. This is shown clearly in Figure 2, 
derived from analysing the capex trends 
across a sample group of 100 leading PV 
manufacturers during the time period 
shown. The downturn phase shown here is 
an almost carbon copy of that in Figure 1 for 
the stock prices of the companies shown.

However, to many of the PV equipment 
suppliers that benefited during the boom 
phase of 2006-2011, the upturn from 2013 
onwards will look very different on order 
books for tools. In fact, the two upturn 
phases should really be treated separately, as 
there are few similarities for PV capex.

First, a large portion of the PV capex 
during 2008 to 2011 is sitting mothballed 
today across the value chain, from 
polysilicon factories in China that failed to 
meet quality or cost targets to ambitious 
thin-film a-Si-based fabs that were 
struggling at the best time to reach double-
digit percentage efficiency levels.

“To many of the PV equipment 
suppliers that benefited during 
the boom phase of 2006-2011, 
the upturn from 2013 onwards 

will look very different.”
However, in order to understand better 

what PV capex looks like from 2013 
onwards, we need to examine spending 
in more detail across the value chain. 
The following section addresses this by 
examining the capex trends of the leading 
c-Si module suppliers to the industry today, 
and then looking at capex being allocated 
by the top-50 PV manufacturers across the 
whole manufacturing value chain.

Silicon Module Super League 
focus on midstream capacity 
consolidation
During the pre vious capex upturn 
phase, the main Chinese cell and module 
manufacturers had aspirations to expand 
across the full c-Si value-chain, with 
gigawatt-level capacities from polysilicon 
to module. What evolved mainly was 
expansion confined to ingot/wafering, cell 
and module production, leaving polysilicon 
to dedicated suppliers.

Indeed, capacity additions at the ingot 
and wafer stage were also curtailed, with 
GCL-Poly becoming the lead force in 
supplying multi c-Si wafers within China. 
Internal wafer supply to the main cell and 
module producers in China declined to 
below 50%, with many fully dependent on 
outsourcing wafers locally.

Looking at the Silicon Module Super 
League of 2015 – comprising Canadian 
Solar, JA Solar, JinkoSolar, Hanwha Q 
CELLS, Trina Solar and Yingli Green – 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

            ‐ ‐

Figure 1: The collapse of the market capitalization values of leading solar PV 
manufacturers at the end of 2011 led directly to PV capex being reduced to 
minimal levels across the industry during 2012 and 2013.

 Canadian Solar  Trina Solar  JinkoSolar

Figure 2: PV capex went through two growth peaks between 2007-2009 and 2010-
2011, driving the industry into overcapacity, which in turn led to strong price 
declines across the whole PV value chain.
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and extracting manufacturing capex for 
the period 2013-2016 reveals how the 
upturn in capex for these companies 
saw a continuation of this midstream 
manufacturing focus (see Figure 3).

Spending on ingot and wafering has been 
largely at maintenance-only levels, with 
limited new capacity brought online by 
this grouping of manufacturers. Rather, the 
focus has been on cell and module capacity 
additions, with cell capex dominating in 
part because of the larger $/W capex for 
cell lines alongside the declining cost of new 
module tooling coming exclusively from 
Chinese module suppliers.

With the increased focus of these module 
suppliers on having a more diversified 
geographic spread of c-Si cell and module 
production, this trend is expected to 
continue. This will further act to segment 
out polysilicon and wafer supply to the 
PV industry, in the absence of any further 

consolidation or acquisitions within China.

Polysilicon capex surge halted as 
pricing shows no sign of rebound
A further level of detail on recent capex 
trends can be seen by looking at the capex 
of the top-50 PV manufacturers across 
the whole value-chain from polysilicon to 
modules, and including the contributions 
from the only two thin-film suppliers of 
note to the industry today (First Solar 
and Solar Frontier). This top-50 group of 
manufacturers produces in excess of 80-90% 
of components within the solar industry 
today, and the market share has been 
gradually increasing in the past few years.

The capex breakdown is shown in Figure 
4, and shows clearly the shift from capex 
going into polysilicon plant build-outs to the 
c-Si cell stage. While the trends related to 
the Silicon Module Super League discussed 

above are equally valid for the top-50 group, 
in regards to the ingot to module spending, 
the polysilicon capex changes from 2013 to 
2016 tell an altogether different story.

Due to the multi-year build process 
associated with bringing new polysilicon 
factories online, most of the spending on 
polysilicon was authorised by companies 
as far back as 2009-2011. At this point, few 
had any idea about the rapid price declines 
that would impact on polysilicon producers, 
and this has been the most important factor 
driving the changes in polysilicon capex 
during 2013 to 2016.

The polysilicon capex is coming mainly 
from new plants being built with the 
prospects for some of these still at risk, as 
impairment charges (based on regular 
downward forecasts for polysilicon prices 
out to 2017) continue to have a crippling 
impact on the financial stability of the 
companies involved.

Other factors are driving polysilicon 
capex down, such as limited cash available 
in China to increase capacity levels to grab 
more market share within a US$13-15/
kg spot price environment. Furthermore, 
problems have arisen at several sites in 
starting operations with the prerequisite 
purity levels and quality needed ahead of 
mass production ramping.

Conclusions
Capex to the solar PV industry for upstream 
manufacturing has gone through its 
prolonged downturn phase and has been 
growing each year since 2013. However, 
in contrast to the frantic spending that 
characterized the previous capex upturn 
phases from 2006 to 2011, spending in the 
past few years has been heavily weighted 
first to legacy decisions to construct 
new polysilicon plants, and then to cell 
production mostly outside China and 
Taiwan.

Beyond 2016, capex allocated to ingot 
and wafer stages will start to rebound, with 
polysilicon spending possibly still having 
to wait somewhat longer before seeing 
renewed investor confidence in the viability 
of particular polysilicon technologies or the 
strategies of the companies seeking to make 
further upstream investments in this sector.
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Figure 3: PV capex for the Silicon Module Super League shows the growing trend 
for new cell and module capacity located outside China, and the continued shift 
away from adding new ingot and wafer equipment.

USD $M

Annual capex for Top 50

‐

Figure 4: While PV capex rebounded in 2013 and has been growing each year since 
then, the contributions across the value chain have been shifting, with polysilicon 
investments falling and being replaced in particular by cell equipment purchases.
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The PV-Tech Blog
By Finlay Colville

New research undertaken by Solar Intelligence, part of 
Photovoltaics International’s parent company Solar Media, can 
exclusively reveal the forecasted breakdown of production for 
the different technologies being used within the solar industry 
in 2016.

Using new proprietary methodology, developed over the 
past six months by the in-house research team at PV Tech, 
the findings reveal the continued push from a diverse range 
of cell architectures, with no sign of any significant push to 
consolidation across the different n-type or p-type, mono or 
multi, and standard or advanced cell processes being used in 
production today.

The main conclusion from our ne w research is  the 
continuation of company strategies across different cell substrate 
types, with growth forecast across the board, and sustained 
optimism by wafer and cell suppliers to pursue in-house 
roadmaps and end-market supply tactics.

We have chosen to segment production data across established 
industry terminology that breaks out p-type mono and multi 
technologies into standard or advanced categories. This may 
appear at odds with some other long-term forecasts that are 
holding firm on PERC being a well-defined cell process that will 
be adopted widely throughout the industry.

With regards to PERC, we retain a degree of caution, as the 
announced capacity expansions using PERC are not translating 
directly into cell production yet, although the growth in p-type 
advanced groupings is clearly heavily weighted to adding rear-
side passivation layers and using lasers for contact openings.

Caution is being applied, as the solar industry can be prone 
to knee-jerk reactions when forecasting technology changes 
for p-type manufacturing. One only has to recall the misplaced 
optimism over the past decade for laser-fired contacts, wrap-
through variants, selective emitters and cast-mono substrate 
adoption; and not to mention legacy thin-film market-share 
projections or the dye-sensitized and organic solar cell 
aspirations of yesteryear. But perhaps the main reason for not 
applying PERC to the chosen cell technology groupings for now 
is that PERC is a very specific cell type, and the challenges in 
implementing widely into p-type multi lines are considerable.

In the same way that improved front-side paste supply, multi-
busbar forming and fine-line printing became the low barrier-to-
entry routes to front-side cell improvements in the past few years, 
applying a passivation layer to the rear side of solar cells should 
probably be taken in isolation as one of several steps that could 
be used to enhance productivity going forward.

Therefore, assuming a mass migration to a PERC-specific 
architecture does seem somewhat simplistic, and acts somewhat 
as a smokescreen to other cell process improvements that may be 
undertaken in parallel or as additive changes.

As a consequence, we prefer to follow advanced cell process 
flows as a separate category for now, within which the PERC 
upgrades are included, or indeed any non-standard process flows 
within which adding rear passivation layers is one of the new 
process steps.

The results of our new research are shown in the figure, where 
we have taken historic activity back to 2013 to show the trends 
observed during the past few years.

The overall split in production output across p-type mono 
and multi categories is not expected to see any huge change in 

2016, compared to 2015. This comes in spite of the ambitious 
mono ingot and wafer expansion announcements of the past 
six months, many of which are yet to show signs of coming to 
fruition.

It is interesting to note here that statements on the solar 
industry seeing rapid growth in p-type mono, compared to 
p-type multi, are coming mainly (and perhaps not surprisingly) 
from the supply side (ingot and mono producers) and not from 
the cell community. Furthermore, the calls for mono supply are 
even less visible from the segment of the solar industry that really 
matters here (developers and EPCs).

That said, p-type mono production (across wafer and cells) is 
forecast to grow in 2016, but this has to be viewed alongside the 
considerable expansions for p-type multi that tend to fly under 
the radar when it comes to company press releases.

Putting p-type aside and focusing on n-type, again there is 
growth year-on-year, but it will not be until 2017 before we know 
if SolarCity’s Silevo plans can fulfil the ambitious plans to shift 
a legacy R&D operation into an effective GW-scale production 
site. Many have tried and failed in the past, and with meaningful 
production metrics not yet available from SolarCity, a high 
degree of risk still has to be assigned here.

The other company that has announced long-term n-type 
expansion plans is LG Electronics, but again, the output from 
this is not going to be visible until 2017 or whether the rooftop 
market can absorb the increased module supply at the continued 
premium ASP expectations.

Indeed, what will happen in 2017 is likely to be a key output 
from the forthcoming PV CellTech conference in Kuala Lumper, 
Malaysia, 16-17 March 2016, where senior technologists from 
almost all the top-20 cell manufacturers in the industry are lined 
up to present on company manufacturing activities and plans. 

Details on how to register for the event can be found at 
celltech.solarenergyevents.com

This is an edited version of a blog that first appeared on 
pv-tech.org

Solar cell technology roadmap for 2016

Finlay Colville is Head of Market Intelligence at Solar Media.
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